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Abstract
Abstract
Healthcare Information System (HIS) is the use of networking and information 
technologies to computerise the processing and exchanging of medical information. 
HISs have brought great benefits to healthcare institutions, and the accuracy and 
performance of information processing have been significantly improved. However, 
the integration of existing HISs has raised some issues, such as data transmission, 
network limitation, data security, and poor system interoperability. The issue of 
system interoperability is becoming more critical as there are a considerable number 
of hospitals using different HIS systems. The aim of this study is to address this issue.
A new distributed middleware technology ‘Web Service’ is becoming promising for 
addressing the interoperability issue. In spite of the successful application in e- 
business, this new technology has not been formally applied to HISs. The main 
objective of this study is to address the interoperability issue using the web service 
technology. In order to demonstrate and assess the proposed solution in the PhD 
project, a small scale but real Web Service-based Integrated Healthcare Information 
System (WSIHIS) designed for the Osseointegration project at Queen Mary’s hospital 
in Roehampton, London was developed. For the implementation of WSIHIS, the 
necessary knowledge and technologies were studied. Then the actual system was 
designed using flowcharts and Object-oriented system development methodology.
With the WSIHIS developed, a system assessment was carried out using different 
operating system platforms, programming languages and database systems. The 
outcome of the assessment showed that Web Services enabled WSIHIS to work 
across multiple platforms; make use of functions and applications developed by 
different programming languages, and exchange the data across database systems. A 
conclusion drawn from this study is that the Web Service based solution could help 
existing and future HISs to reduce the effort in overcoming the interoperability 
problem between HISs in future.
At the end of this thesis, the author notes that the proposed solution requires some 
further work, such as an improvement in data order of the datasets produced by Web 
Services and the optimisation on the performance of Web Services. In addition, in the 
real world the requirements of HISs are increasing. Therefore, a core element of 
future work will be addressing these demands by optimising the performance of Web 
Services, and further assessing and enhancing the WSIHIS functionality, usability and 
robustness.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Medical information is characteristically highly complex, heterogeneous, dynamic 
and time-oriented. These features, together with the need to meet medico-legal 
requirements, make health care information management very expensive. It was 
estimated that the cost of information management had comprised 25-39% of total 
health care costs [1]. The traditional health services are expected to be expand in the 
coming years, and extend from their traditional hospital base to include the home, and 
from the treatment of acute and chronic diseases to the general well being and 
improvement of the quality of life. This requires an incredible amount of information 
to be managed and exchanged.
With the evolution of IT technologies and increasing demands from people for 
computerising medical-related information, many healthcare institutions have 
developed systems [2] to manage and process the large amount of medical 
information, and so the accuracy and performance of information processing have 
been significantly improved. In order to achieve the exchanging of information and 
sharing of medical knowledge, hospitals and healthcare providers intend to integrate 
their systems’ fimctions and data. This intention raised some concerns, such as, data 
security, data transmission, network limitation and system interoperability [3]. 
Among these issues, the issue of system interoperability is a major barrier for the 
integration of functions and data of different systems. For example, in the U.K. most 
existing Healthcare Information Systems (HIS) are isolated, and they usually do not 
share the data with others. If, for example, a patient needs to change his original 
General Practitioner (GP) to a new GP, that patient’s information could not be 
immediately obtained on the new GP’s system until his original GP transfers the 
information to his new GP. Technically, these systems were developed using 
different languages (e.g. Java, Visual Basic, C++), different system platforms (e.g. 
Microsoft Windows operating systems, Linux operating system) and DBMSs (e.g. 
Microsoft SQL server, Oracle, Microsoft Access) [4-7]. The aim of this study is to 
address this issue.
Traditionally, developers use distributed middleware technologies, like CORBA 
(Common Object Request Broker Architecture)/DCOM (Distributed Component
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Object Model) to tackle the issue of system and language interoperability. According 
to the author’s research, some HISs have been deploying this solution, such as I-HER 
[5], Hospital Information System [7], BHS [6]. But CORBA/DCOM would become 
unsuitable while they are applied into some systems based on Internet environment. 
That is because CORB A/DCOM has the shortcoming in the firewall crossing and 
wireless environment [8-10]. In addition, CORB A/DCOM is a fairly complex issue, a 
task requiring special expertise [11]. Nowadays, Web service as a new distributed 
middleware technology can not only overcome those shortages from CORB A/DCOM 
but also successfully address the issue of system and language interoperability. In 
spite of the successfiil application in e-business, this new technology has not been 
formally applied to the HISs. Commercial systems are different from HISs since 
HISs would cover many more users and have more historical data and legacy systems. 
The influence of interoperability issue in HISs would be more obvious. In addition, 
when the author started to develop this PhD project, the technology of Web Service 
and Microsoft .Net (a platform for developing Web Services applications) were still 
very new. According to the research, many papers about the study of HISs have 
expressed a big interest in them but Web Services and Microsoft .Net were not fully 
available at the time when those HISs were being developed. For example, one paper 
mentioned “Microsoft .net platform is a very promising solution but it was not fully 
available at the time of the development of the proposed system” [4]. Another paper 
stated “in view of the recent developments around Microsoft .net has opened up the 
prospects for web based flexible services for e-Healthcare. These solutions are likely 
to be much more flexible, dynamic and easy to deploy than CORBA based systems” 
[7]. And another paper indicated “Web service architectures are the key to unlocking 
the full business potential of any Internet based strategy” [12]. So the author believes 
that it is worthwhile bringing this new technology into HISs. Therefore, the main 
objective of this study is to address the interoperability issue using the Web Service 
technology. In order to demonstrate and assess the author’s proposed solutions, a 
small scale but real Web Service-based Integrated Healthcare Information System 
(WSIHIS) designed for the Osseointegration project at Queen Mary’s hospital, was 
developed based on the Web Service technology.
The main body of this thesis comprises of several parts as follows:
Chapter 1. Introduction
Chapter 2: literature review states the history of Telemedicine, the definition 
of Telemedicine, some existing HISs [2], challenges facing current HISs and 
the future development of HISs.
Chapter 3: background knowledge, introduces theories, technologies and 
toolkits that will be applied in the proposed system, in addition, the author and 
states major reasons for using them in the proposed system.
Chapter 4: system development, states a whole system development lifecycle 
regarding the proposed system, which involves system specifications, 
feasibility study, analysis design, implementation, testing/evaluation and 
maintenance.
Chapter 5: system assessment, assesses the proposed system under different 
system platforms (Microsoft Windows Operating systems and Linux Systems), 
DBMSs (Microsoft Access, SQL Server, Oracle), Web browser platforms 
(Internet Explorer, Opera, Mozilla FireFox, Deepnet Browser, Avant Browser 
and NetScape), and programming languages (C++, VB, Java, C#).
Chapter 6: discussion and conclusion, concludes major content of this thesis. 
This chapter includes a discussion of the feature of Web Services and the 
results of the system assessment. The benefits and impact of deploying a Web 
Service-based solution within existing and future HISs are examined and the 
major limitations of the proposed solution are identified. Possible future work 
is also suggested.
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2.1 Background
The earliest application of Telemedicine appeared in the 1920s for medical 
emergencies on ships and used telephones and telegrams [13]. With the rapid 
development of technologies, Telemedicine has been driven into a new generation. 
Today, in order to satisfy the increasing demand for healthcare services. Telemedicine 
is beginning to expand from the traditional hospital base to home-based remote 
treatment. For this reason. Telemedicine is starting to take advantage of IT and 
network technologies to deal with massive amounts of information. Telemedicine is a 
generic term used for various aspects of health care at a distance [13]. In its broadcast 
application. Telemedicine can be defined as the use of technologies to provide 
medical information and services. The major goals of Telemedicine are to improve 
patient care, improve access to health care for rural areas and under-served areas, give 
physicians better access to tertiary consultation and access to conduct remote 
examinations, reduce health-care costs and reduce patient transfers to secondary and 
tertiary care centres. ,
This literature review is to identify a specific research topic for this thesis. This 
literature review comprises definitions of Telemedicine, chronology of Telemedicine, 
applications of Telemedicine, main benefits of Telemedicine, major barriers in 
developing Telemedicine systems and a comparison between current Telemedicine 
systems and the proposed system. A summary is given at the end of this chapter, 
indicating major differences of proposed system from current systems in terms of 
solutions for different issues, such as data transmission, data security and 
interoperability.
2.2 Definition of Telemedicine
There are numerous definitions of Telemedicine since Telemedicine has been applied 
in various areas for different purposes. For example:
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Telemedicine, the use o f  information technology to deliver health care from one 
location to another, has the potential to increase the quality and access to health care 
to lower costs [14].
Telemedicine is a multimedia application that integrates a myriad o f  technologies 
(live video and audio, static DICOM-encoded, medical images and data, text, 
graphics and vital signs) into a time and space independent, medically relevant 
system [15].
The US Army defines telemedicine as a complementary technology rather than a 
standalone means. They extend Telemedicine goals to “provide real time medical 
situation awareness” and “casualty care treatment to the warfighter” in a 
time/distance independent manner [16].
The Telemedicine system is a combined real-time and store and forward facility that 
consists o f a base unitand a telemedicine unit [17].
The Telemedicine is defined as using computer and communication technologies to 
provide medical expertise and services to distant location [18].
However, the author would like to use the following definition:
Telemedicine generally refers to the use o f network and information technologies to 
provide any or all o f the following forms o f information exchange, i.e., data, images 
between physician and patient or between physician and health care professional in 
geographically separate locations and to facilitate the exchange o f  information for  
medical, health care, research and/or educational and training purposes [19].
2.3 Chronology of Telemedicine
■ /
Telemedicine has been in use for over sixty years. A brief history of Telemedicine:
- In the 1920s, radio was used to link physicians at shore stations with ships in 
case of medical emergencies [20].
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In 1950, Robert Ledley pioneered digital computers used for medical purposes 
in the US. He conducted research in computer applications for dental projects. 
Ledley used the Bureau’s Standard Eastern Automatic Computer (SEAC) [18]. 
In the early 1960s, NASA’s (National Aeronautic and Space Administration) 
efforts in Telemedicine began when humans began travelling into space [13].
- In 1976, one of the first expert systems ever to be developed was MYCIN -  
the system for computer-based medical consultation, developed by E.H. 
Shortliffe and others at Stanford University (CA) [18].
- Much later in the 1970s, the large-scale demonstrations involving the ATS-6 
satellite projects took place; paramedics in remote Alaskan and Canadian 
villages were linked with hospitals in distant towns or cities [18].
2.4 Applications of Telemedicine
With the increasing demands for Telemedicine and the development of technologies. 
Telemedicine has been applied in various areas. These could be categorised as 
follows:
2.4.1 Teleradiology
Teleradiology is the transfer of radiographic images from one site to another location 
where they can be read [21]. First, the image is translated into a computer file. It can 
then be compressed to reduce the amount of transmitting time. It is transmitted using 
regular phone lines, specialised phone lines, satellites, etc. After being received by the 
computer on the other end, the image is decompressed to turn it back into an image 
file. Then it can be viewed by the viewing application. Figure 2.1 illustrates the 
architecture of atypical‘Teleradiology’ system [20]:
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Figure 2.1. The architecture of a typical ‘Teleradiology’ system
2.4.2 Teleconsultation
A teleconsultation, or telemedical consultation, is a consultation between two or more 
geographically separated physicians connected through the use of information 
technology [22, 23]. Figure 2.2 shows what the system of consultation looks like [21]:
mm»
Figure 2.2. Teleconsultation -  the system enables the doctor to consult with other doctors in
remote places
2.4.3 Telesurgery
Telesurgery involves exotic technologies and procedures that are still in the 
experimental stage. Telesurgery is defined as surgical procedures carried out at a 
distance thanks to advances in robotic and computer technology and their applications 
in surgery [18]. The first demonstration of trans-Atlantic Telesurgery was reported in
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2001 when surgeons in New York operated on a 68-year-old woman in Strasbourg, 
France and used remote-controlled robots to resect her gall bladder via laparoscopy 
surgery. Nevertheless, such applications are far from routine in everyday medical 
practice. Figure 2.3 illustrates how robots operate on the patient [24]:
Figure 2.3. Telesurgery - Surgeons in New York operated on a 68-year old woman in France and 
used remote-controlled robots to resect her gall bladder by laparoscopy
In summary, despite different definitions of Telemedicine, the application of 
Telemedicine can be categorised into three areas: Teleconsultations, Teleradiology 
and Telesurgery. However, Teleradiology and Telesurgery are not included in this 
report. Telesurgery is beyond the scope of this thesis. Teleradiology is the transfer of 
radiographic images from one site to another location where they can be read, which 
can be excluded because it has been widely accepted and the technological barriers 
have been almost overcome [25]. This study is concerned only with the area of 
Teleconsultation.
2.5 Main Benefits of Telemedicine
With the fast development of Telemedicine, many benefits are being brought to the 
traditional healthcare system and a huge number of people. These benefits could be 
categorised as follows:
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2.5.1 Accessibility
Accessibility to health care can be understood from three perspectives; the removal of 
temporal and spatial constraints in health care access, improved effectiveness in 
utilising medical resources, and the facilitation of information access [26].
The removal of temporal and spatial constraints in health care access: 
Telemedicine’s greatest potential is to provide medical care beyond certain 
spatial and temporal limitations [26]. A spatial barrier means the distance 
separating patients from a health care delivery system. A temporal barrier 
represents the time delays in providing health care service to patients.
Improved effectiveness in utilising medical resources: Telemedicine will 
promote more effective use of medical resources through the bypass of spatial 
and temporal constraints. It will facilitate the rapid redistribution and re­
allocation of necessary resources as well as reduce the need for health care- 
related travel [27].
Information access: Telemedicine has been predominantly used by the medical 
profession to access information. Physicians and paramedics in rural areas 
experience a lack of support in gaining access to updated medical information 
and knowledge.
Figure 2.4, as a typical example, shows the accessibility of Telemedicine with the 
employment of satellites [24]:
A Great Expanse
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Figure 2.4. GOES-7, a retired weather satellite, acts as a telemedicine hub, providing 52 sites in 
22 Pacific island nations and territories with communications and medical information
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2.5.2 Quality
Three important quality dimensions of medical care are identified: access quality, 
treatment quality, and information (or data) quality. (Parsons (1994) has suggested 
that improvement in quality of medical service requires a good access to preliminary 
diagnosis, to physicians, and to medical records. The quality of Telemedicine 
systems can be measured by the quality of treatment. The quality of a diagnosis and 
the treatment outcomes of patients are the primary factors of treatment quality [28].) 
Telemedicine can improve the quality of treatment for rural patients by improving 
access to expertise and updated information.
2.5.3 Productivity
Increased productivity resulting from physician expansion was suggested by 
Willemain (1975). The term physician expansion means the increase in the number of 
patients and the size of the geographical area that can be served by each physician 
enabled by Telemedicine. The number of patients equals the “visit capacity”. It 
represents the maximum flow of patients through remote stations supervised by a 
physician and patients seen in person by the physician.
2.5.4 Summary
More and more benefits of using Telemedicine systems have been recognised, such as 
the increase in the quality of healthcare services, the large reduction in cost for the 
traditional healthcare providers, and the increase of healthcare productivity. These 
benefits are closely related, for example, increased productivity of physicians could 
result in increased access to the health service. The author is aware that the increase 
in accessibility could be one of the biggest impacts on the traditional medical system. 
One of main objectives of WSIHIS is to enable doctors to be accessible for patients in 
remote areas.
2.6 Major Barriers in Telemedicine Systems
Today, Telemedicine has more potential than ever to fulfil its promise of improved 
access to health care for under-served rural citizens. The high cost of Telemedicine
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has been significantly reduced and is no longer a primary barrier. The following 
sections explain the major barriers to develop Telemedicine [13]:
2.6.1 Reimbursement for Telemedicine Service
Reimbursement policies for Telemedicine services by the HCFA (Health Care 
Financing Administration), private insurers, and state Medicaid programs are 
currently limited and inconsistent. The HCFA has not yet established a national 
coverage policy for Medicare [29]. The HCFA does allow state Medicaid agencies to 
establish their own coverage policies for Telemedicine [29]. The lack of a clear and 
consistent policy makes it difficult to cover the costs of Telemedicine. Both public 
and private payers are reluctant to set a policy for Telemedicine reimbursement 
without detailed information about the costs and the effectiveness of specific 
Telemedicine procedures and applications. In the absence of reimbursement policies, 
physicians and other health care practitioners are unlikely to offer medical services 
via Telemedicine networks [29].
2.6.2 Confidentiality
Many people felt that the concerns about patient confidentiality and privacy when 
using an electronic medium to conduct consultations and store patient records were 
exaggerated and not a barrier to Telemedicine usage. However, Telemedicine 
systems threaten patient confidentiality and privacy in ways that are not usually 
encountered in traditional consultations. The need to protect patient confidentiality 
and privacy makes the development of Telemedicine systems more complex.
There are many views on the security of personal information in an electronic form. 
Some believe that electronic patient records are more vulnerable to unauthorised 
access [29]. Unauthorised access to medical information may lead to a violation of 
medical confidentiality or to serious non-authorised alterations of medical data that 
may put a patient's health at risk. The acess and use of medical information managed 
by clinical information systems under different authentication domains is subject to 
strict confidentiality policies. However, there are also some people who believe that 
proper safeguards make electronic information more secure than paper records.
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The physicians and other health care practitioners who believe that electronic systems 
could increase the risk of breaching patient confidentiality may be reluctant to use 
Telemedicine systems.
2.6.3 Interoperability
Software interoperability is defined as “the capability with which two or more 
programs can share and process information irrespective of their implementation 
language and platform” [30]. Usually, different parts of a large-scale Telemedicine 
system might be from various vendors, who could use different standards and 
information formats. These systems are also used by people with different levels of 
expertises and needs. As a result, the interoperability of these systems could be a 
serious problem. Once the interoperability problem is solved, the development and 
maintenance of large Telemedicine systems can be streamlined with data reuse, code 
reuse, and application reuse. A software interoperability problem can be viewed from 
the following perspective [7]:
2.6.3.1 Database System Interoperability
Patient records are often located in different database systems [31, 32]; however, data 
from different DBMSs (e.g. Microsoft SQL server, Oracle, Microsoft Access) cannot 
be exchanged with each other and deployed by applications based on different 
DBMSs. Because of this, some organisations choose to source all of the parts of their 
systems from a single vendor. This means that those HISs cannot easily share data 
with other HISs.
2.6.3 2 Language Interoperability
Usually, different HISs have been developed by a number of IT providers. One 
example is the NHS patient record systems, which have been developed by a number 
of software providers [32, 33]. Developers also make use of different programming 
language to build their HISs (e.g. Java, Visual Basic, C++, C#, etc.). All of this 
would make the reuse and sharing of applications between different HISs very 
difficult because of the incompatibility between different programming languages.
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2.6 3.3 System-platform Interoperability
System-platform interoperability means OS interoperability, but over the last few 
years the Internet browser has emerged as a platform in itself [32, 34]. As different 
HISs could be developed based on different development platforms (e.g. Microsoft 
Windows Operating Systems, Linux Systems, IE Web browser. Avant web browser), 
this feature would make those HISs only work on a certain system-platform. For 
example, if a HIS is built up based on Windows system-platforms, it would be 
difficult for this system to also run on other different platforms (e.g. Linux).
2.6.4 Summary
All of the above barriers can be categorised as problems with finance, technology, 
organisation, and culture and legality, as shown in table 2.1 [26]:
Table 2.1. Major Barriers in Developing Telemedicine Systems
General Category Barriers
Finance - Reimbursement policy 
Capital investment 
Telecommunication cost
Technology - Interoperability
Organisation - Training
- Organisational support
Culture/Legality - User acceptance
- Confidentiality (Data security)
- Licensing
- Liability
- Telecomm regulations
Interoperability concerns also rise as one of the most urgent priorities of healthcare 
information systems [35, 36]. Connecting for health, as a single IT provider for the 
NHS (National Health Service) in U.K. defined the interoperability issue “it is 
impossible for different healthcare information systems to smoothly, seamlessly, 
privately communicate when it is needed to where it is needed” [3]. Most clinical 
applications are determined by a huge variety of heterogeneous and independent work 
places, most of them equipped with specialised clinical hardware [36]. However, 
these systems are usually proprietary and often only serve one specific department 
within the hospital. This leads to fragmented and heterogeneous data resources and
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services, and adds to the creation of the so-called islands of information [37]. In 
addition, these systems could also be used by people with different levels of expertise 
and need. Therefore, solving the interoperability problem is a major issue in this 
thesis since it represents one of most urgent priorities for healthcare information 
systems in order to allow the whole information system to meet the evolving clinical 
organisational and managerial needs of the healthcare organisation.
2.7 Description and Comparison of Telemedicine Systems
There are numerous systems built for different hospitals, most doing different 
business processes in different ways. The interoperability problem is therefore 
inevitable in these systems. The following sections will discuss some existing 
Telemedicine systems and compare them.
2.7.1 Hospital Information System in Westmead Children’s Hospital 
in Australia
A Hospital Information System is the central information system of a hospital in 
Australia. This system integrates all subsystems, such as patient management systems, 
financial and personnel departments and function unit systems, as well as 
communications and users’ capabilities in order to efficiently process and manage all 
patient services [7]. A Hospital Information System need to integrate patient 
information from different departments of a hospital. In this case, there are different 
local area networks installed in different departments. The Hospital Information 
System provides the solution for the platform independent and language independent 
through the use of CORE A (Common Object Request Broker Architecture), DCOM 
(Distributed Component Object Model) and JAVA. As far CORE A, DCOM and 
JAVA are concerned, they would be discussed in chapter 3.
The prototype of this hospital information system consists of three components [7]:
- The Client: the client is basically a front end COREA object that asks the user 
for the Medical Record Number (MRN) of the patient whose medical results 
have to be accessed.
- The Server: the server is a COREA server which waits for clients to connect, 
once connected, creates a slave process to handle further communication.
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The Implementation: the implementation program connects to two ports on the 
interface engine.
The prototype Hospital Information System in Westmead children’s Hospital in 
Australia aims to achieve the interoperability of distributed hospital information 
systems using Java, CORE A and DCOM, but it did not put as much effort into 
solving other important issues (e.g. the security, performance). Table 2.2 shows how 
the Hospital Information System in Westmead Children’s Hospital tackles network 
performance, data transmission, data security, language interoperability and platform 
interoperability [7]:
Table 2.2. Features of the Hospital Information System
Network
Mechanism
Data
Transmission
Protocol
Data
Security
Language
Interoperability
Platform
Interoperability
WAN
(ISDN)
TCP/IP JAVA DCOM/COREA
2.7.2 Architecture-Centred Enterprise System for BHS
Baptist Health System of South Florida (EHS) is a non-profit organisation comprised 
of five major hospitals, multiple outpatient clinics and multiple physician offices 
throughout the South Florida region. Due to the rapid changes currently being 
experienced in the healthcare industry, the information systems that support the 
business must also change rapidly to provide an increased level of automation. The 
Architecture-Centred Enterprise System is an approach to meet the needs of EHS [6].
In order to satisfy the needs of EHS, a component and distributed object-based 
architectural strategy that extends the multi vendor solution was developed. This 
approach is best suited to meet the needs of all interested parties. Vendors have the 
freedom to develop applications on almost any platform and in almost any 
programming language. The only additional requirement is that standardised 
interfaces are available to access application functionality.
EHS applied server competing technologies, including Java technology 
(RMI/JavaEcans) from Sun Microsystems, OMA/COREA from OMG and DCOM or 
COM+ from Microsoft Corporation. Table 2.3 shows which solutions this proposed
15
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system used to deal with the issues of network performance, data transmission, data 
security, language interoperability and platform interoperability [6]:
Table 2.3. Features of the Baptist Health System of South Florida (BHS)
Network
Mechanism
Data
Transmission
Protocol
Data
Security
Language
Interoperability
Platform
Interoperability
WAN TCP/IP RMI/JavaBean OMA/CORBA 
& DCOM
2.7.3 Healthcare Information System Architecture (HISA)
Healthcare Information System Architecture (HISA), proposed by the University of 
Geneva in Switzerland, is able to incrementally construct the healthcare information 
system (both at the individual centres as well as at the whole healthcare organization) 
as an open federation of autonomous but interworking systems, capable of meeting 
the following objectives [38]:
To provide optimised support to the specific needs of the individual centres 
and units by enabling different vendors to offer specialized applications 
- To permit the different centres to cooperate on the basis of information 
consistency throughout the healthcare network
Figure 2.5 illustrates how HISA works [39]. It shows the relationships and 
correspondence between the OSI (Open Systems Interconnection) protocol stack 
model on the left, the generic model of the three layer categories of middleware on the 
right and the more developed HISA-based model in the middle where the I-ORB 
(Intelligent Object Request Broker) links DCOM/CORBA and other component 
services with GCS (Generic Common Services) and HCS (Healthcare Common 
Services).
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Figure 2.5. OSI, HISA and Middleware Models: The HISA is represented in the middle. The 
model on the left is referred to OSI (Open Systems Interconnection) protocol stack and the
Middleware model on the right
Table 2.4 shows the solutions that HISA used to deal with the issues of network 
performance, data transmission, data security, language interoperability and platform 
interoperability [38]:
Table 2.4. Features of the Healthcare Information System Architecture (HISA)
Network
Mechanism
Data
Transmission
Protocol
Data
Security
Language
Interoperability
Platform
Interoperability
WAN
(ISDN)
TCP/IP XML CORE A/DCOM
2.7.4 Distributed Healthcare Environment (DHE)
The DHE has been employed as the basis for several applications that have already 
been used for more than two years supporting the wards, the radiology department, 
the radiotherapy department, the managerial analyses, and the patient administration 
[40].
Through the collaboration established in Hansa, the DHE is also being used in the live 
environment of more than 20 hospitals from 15 European countries. Each hospital is 
using it to integrate existing applications as well as developing new components. 
Recently, a similar initiative was also launched in the Eastern European countries (i.e. 
Hungary, Poland, Romania, Bulgaria and Slovakia) [40].
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The DHE represents a middleware architecture to the proposed European Standard 
Healthcare Information System architecture, implementing a (distributed) repository 
for all clinical, organizational and managerial information of the healthcare structure, 
to make them available when and where necessary to all applications in the healthcare 
information system [40].
Table 2.5 shows the solutions that the DHE used to deal with the issues of network 
performance, data transmission, data security, language interoperability and platform 
interoperability [40]:
Table 2.5. Features of the Distributed Healthcare Environment
Network
Mechani
sm
Data 
Transmissio 
n Protocol
Data
Security
Language
Interoperability
Platform
Interoperability
WAN
(ISDN)
TCP/IP Data
Authorisat
ion
CEN/CORBA/D
COM
2.7.5 ElectroCardioGram (ECG)
The ElectroCardioGram (ECG) is a signature of the heart and records voltage changes 
transmitted to the body surface from electrical events in the heart muscle [30]. It 
provides direct evidence of cardiac rhythm and conduction as well as indirect 
evidence of certain aspects of myocardial anatomy, blood supply and function.
One of the aspects of telecardiology known as tele-electrocardiography deploys ECG 
machines to transmit ECGs over a network. Various research studies show that tele­
electrocardiography diagnosis and ECG interpretation is simple, reliable and 
substantially cheaper in cost in comparison to the conventional referral system [30].
In an ECG, distributed object models, OMG Common Object Request Broker 
architecture (CORBA), Sunsoft Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI), and 
Microsoft Distributed Common Object Model (DCOM) provide mechanisms for 
interoperability across systems using different operating systems, programming 
languages, and network protocols.
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Table 2.6 shows what solutions that ECG used to deal with the issues of network 
performance, data transmission, data security, language interoperability and platform 
interoperability [30]:
Table 2.6. Features of ElectroCardioGram (ECG)
Network
Mechanism
Data
Transmission
Protocol
Data
Security
Language
Interoperability
Platform
Interoperability
WAN TCP/IP Pending Java CORE A/DCOM
2.7.6 Regional Healthcare System
In Greece, more than ten distinct vendors have installed healthcare IT related 
products that mostly work independently [41]. It is known that the lack of healthcare 
information standards is one barrier to the broad application of IT in health care units. 
The inability to share information across systems and between care organisations is 
one of the major impediments in the health care business’s progress toward efficiency 
and cost-effectiveness, as is the absence of a unique national, or even regional, patient 
identifier in Greece. The integration of these existing diverse systems with the future 
information systems remains problematic. There are a number of competing 
approaches, none of which alone represents the perfect solution. Current practice 
shows that the most promising approach to achieve a Regional Healthcare 
Information System is to use a HL7 message-based communication system 
implemented by an asynchronous common communication infrastructure between 
healthcare sites. HL7 is a message based information exchange standard in the 
clinical environment, and used as a solution to the interoperability issue [41]. HL7 v2 
message are translated into an XML format that can be used to interconnect 
heterogeneous information systems in a regional healthcare information system.
2.7.7 Integrated System for the Management of Diabetes
In Taiwan, chronic diabetics visit a hospital every 2-4 weeks for dosage modification. 
However, increasing the frequency of hospital visits leads to a deterioration of their 
quality of life and social activity. Some hospitals offer diabetic telephone 
consultations, but provide the caregivers with insufficient information which can 
result in unsuitable dosage recommendations. As a result, an integrated system for
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organising home glucose measurements, data transformation, and information 
integration was developed [42].
2.7.8 Integrated Electronic Health Record (I-EHR)
A scalable I-HER would provide the means to access all available clinical information, 
at a corporate, regional, national or even international level, and to meet the 
challenges posed by patient mobility and the fact that an individual’s health data may 
reside at many geographically dispersed information systems [5]. The development 
and deployment of an I-HER could have several benefits as shown in the table 2.7 [5]:
Table 2.7. Anticipated benefits from an the I-EHR, together with the related IT service
Benefit Supporting features
Dissemination of patient/client information 
without time wasted
Open communication standard
Improved protection of personal data Encryption and authentication mechanisms
Informed decision-making resulting in improved 
quality of care
Semantic unification and multimedia
Prompt and appropriate treatment Fast response times
Reduction of risk Awareness of contextual factors
Facilitation of cooperation between professionals 
in different levels
Role based access mechanisms and access 
privileges
Improved communication between professionals Clinical information system
Improvement of efficiency and quality Knowledge-base of the care process, accessible 
from different level of users
Security and guarantee of continuity of care Permanent access and control of interventions
Identification of a single patient/client across 
multiple systems
A mechanism for identifying a single 
patient/client
Consistent shared language between professionals A mapping tool to display information in generic 
format
The objective of the installed I-EHR environment is to deliver an encounter-centred 
view of a citizen’s I-EHR. The technological approach followed in the currently 
installed pilot implementations includes common object request broker architecture 
(CORBA) interfaces. Dedicated gateways (e.g. Structured Query Languages 
(SQL)/Open Data Base Connectivity (ODBC)-LDAP) have been implemented for 
scheduled directory updates, and XML is used for presenting collected clinical 
information in a consistent manner.
Table 2.8 shows the solutions that an I-EHR used to deal with the issues of network 
performance, data transmission, data security, language interoperability and platform 
interoperability [30]:
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Table 2.8. Features of an I-HER
Network
Mechanism
Data
Transmission
Protocol
Data
Security
Language
Interoperability
Platform
Interoperability
WAN
(Broadband)
TCP/IP Digital
signatures,
Cryptography
XML OMA/CORBA
2.7.9 MITIS
MITIS is a WWW-based medical system, designed and developed for the 
management and processing of obstetrical, gynaecological and radiological medical 
data [4].
The system is a WWW-based medical information system based on a three-tier 
client-server architecture and designed to provide mainly gynaecologists with unified 
patient management capabilities, either internally in the hospital or externally at a 
private office [4]. The MITIS server is installed in a hospital’s Local Area Network 
(LAN) with a port providing access to the Internet connection, so this system is also 
accessible to other external physicians. The system, via thé LAN of the hospital, can 
access the hospital’s servers or any other server within the radiology department for 
image archiving and retrieval based on the DICOM 3.0 protocol, over TCP/IP. 
Physicians access MITIS, mostly via Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) dialup 
connections (PSTN -  Public Switched Telephone Network or ISDN -  Integrated 
Service Digital Network of 64 kbps). Figure 2.7 illustrates the overall MITIS system 
architecture which follows the three-tier model [4] :
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Figure 2.7. General MITIS system structure -  Three-tier system architecture
The overall MITIS system architecture follows the three-tier model [4]: HTML pages 
with client-site JavaScript and XML data islands in the front end, Internet Server 
Application Program Interface (ISAPI) extensions combined with Microsoft Active 
Server Pages (ASP) in the middle-tier and a RDBMS with available ADO (Active 
Data Objects) drivers (Microsoft SQL Server 2000 preferable) at the back-end. The 
MITIS system operates under Microsoft Windows NT/IIS 4.0 or 2000/IIS (Internet 
Information Service) 5.0 or newer platforms.
2.7.10 National Programme for Information Technology
The NHS proposed the development of a National Programme for Information 
Technology (NpflT) in late 2003. The £2.3 billion project aims to connect branches 
of the health service together, allowing access by appropriate health staff to up-to-date 
information about patients whenever and wherever they need care [43]. Clinicians are 
also involved in the design of the NpflT. It is an essential element in delivering the 
NHS Plan. It will create a multi-billion pound information infrastructure, which will 
improve patient care by increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of clinicians and 
other NHS staff. However, the NpflT has been delayed for many years because of 
various reasons. Even its two core services (Electronic Care Record Service and an
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electronic booking system) have not been formally put in use. One of major issue is 
the interoperability. The NpflT is supposed to deliver the following services [44]:
- An electronic Integrated Care Records Service including a nationally 
accessible core of information about individual patients [45]. It is central to 
NHS reform and will transform the way health and social care information is 
managed. It will give healthcare professionals access to patient information 
where and when it is needed. It will meet the needs of patients and will give 
them access to their own private health records.
- An electronic booking system allowing patients, in partnership with healthcare 
professionals, to book appointments with clinicians at the most appropriate 
place and time [46].
- An electronic transmission of prescriptions service that will help to deliver a 
more convenient service for patients, with improved safety [47]. This 
programme will allow prescriptions generated by GPs and other prescribers to 
be transferred electronically between prescribers, dispensers and the 
reimbursement agency, currently the Prescription Pricing Authority.
- An underpinning IT infrastructure with sufficient connectivity and broadband 
capacity to support national and local systems [43]. National Network (N3) 
replaces the private NHS communications network NHSnet. N3 provides fast, 
broadband networking services to the NHS offering reliability and value-for- 
money [44].
- The Quality Management and Analysis System, known as QMAS, is a new 
single national IT system, which gives GP practices and Primary Care Trusts 
objective evidence and feedback on the quality of care delivered to patients.
- The General Practice to General Practice (GP2GP) patient health record 
transfer solution, which will allow a patient’s health record being transferred 
to a new practice when a patient registers with a new practice for primary 
health care.
- A central email and directory service for the NHS, to enable staff to transfer 
patient information, swiftly, securely and efficiently.
- Picture Archiving and Communications Systems (PACS) to capture, store, 
display and distribute static and moving digital medical images, providing 
clearer x-rays and scans and faster, more accurate diagnosis.
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A better understanding of the NpflT was achieved through the communication with 
Dr. Daniel Chris and Donovan Craig (NpflT IT consultant). Dr. Daniel mentioned in 
the email that the NpflT has been delayed for about a year and no further work is 
currently being done on it (Ref. Appendix VII). Mr. Craig also indicated in his email 
that it is too early in the development and deployment of the NpflT to have access to 
the systems and some are still in pilot phase of development. At the time when the 
author wrote this section the NpflT was still in the early stages of development. The 
author discussed some of the possible issues and how they were to be overcome with 
Mr. Craig (Ref. Appendix VII):
- Network Mechanism: Systems developed under the NpflT would be based 
on a closed network (WAN) rather than based on the Internet. Additionally, 
all systems would be hacked up on a simultaneous redundant server.
- Data Transmission: Data would be exchanged via a central database call 
‘The Spine’. However, Mr. Craig didn’t mention which data transmission 
protocol would be applied for the data transmission.
- Data Security: The central database ‘The Spine’ holds information to check 
the user’s legitimate relationship with the patient (so that the user has the right 
to see the patient information) -  it is based on the Role Based Access Controls 
(RBAC). It uses the New NHS Network (N3), which is basically broadband 
for the NHS (a closed network).
- Interoperability: In this report, the author categorises interoperability into 
system interoperability and language interoperability. Since the NpflT is still 
at a very early stage, Mr. Craig was only able to indicate that the systems 
would make use of middleware to deal with the interoperability problem, 
which conforms to the required standards of messaging between systems using 
a version of XML. The NHS strategy calls for electronic clinical messaging to 
be implemented by the year 2002 [48]. XML is ideal for rapid software 
development and for rapid standardisation development. It is currently being 
validated in various implementations [48].
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2.7.11 Comparison Between Above Telemedicine Systems and the 
proposed HIS
Telemedicine systems could be compared in terms of network mechanism, data 
transmission, data security, language interoperability and platform interoperability. 
Table 2.9 gives a summary and comparison of the above Telemedicine systems 
according to these features:
Name of 
Telemedicine 
System
Network
Mechanism
Data
Transmission
Protocol
Data
Security
Language
Interoperability
Platform
Interoperability
Hospital
Information System
WAN
(ISDN)
TCP/IP - JAVA DCOM/CORBA
Baptist Health 
System of South 
Florida (BHS)
WAN TCP/IP RMI/JavaBeans OMA/CORBA & 
DCOM
Healthcare 
Information System 
Architecture 
(HISA)
WAN
(ISDN)
TCP/IP XML ÇORB A/DCOM
Distributed
Healthcare
Environment
(DHE)
WAN
(ISDN)
TCP/IP Data
Authorisation
Pending CEN/CORB A/DCOM
ElectroCardioGram
(ECG)
WAN TCP/IP - Java CORB A/DCOM
Regional
Healthcare System
WAN TCP/IP HL7, XML 
message
HL7, XML message
Integrated 
Electronic Health 
Record (I-EHR)
WAN
(Broadband)
TCP/IP Digital
Signature,
Cryptography
XML OMA/CORBA
MITIS LAN with a 
connector to 
the Internet
TCP/IP XML,
JavaScript
ISAPI combined with 
ASP
National
Programme for IT 
(NpHT)
WAN
(Broadband)
Central
Database
Legitimate
Relationship,
RBAC
A version of 
XML
A version of XML
Web Service-based 
Integrated HIS 
(WSIHIS- 
Proposed System)
Internet
(Broadband)
TCP/IP, UDP SSL,
Firewall,
User
Authorisation
C# .Net Microsoft .Net 
Platform, Web 
Service
In the above table, it shows some of the solutions used by current system to tackle 
common problems, and also shows the similarities and difference between these 
Telemedicine systems. These similarities and difference are in five main areas:
- Network Mechanism: Since most modem Telemedicine systems are based on 
a network, the ‘network mechanism’ can be used to differentiate between 
telemedicine systems. In this report, the term ‘network mechanism’ means the 
different types of network architectures and main backbone technologies that
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support network architectures. The main types of network architectures 
comprise Local Area Network, Wide Area Network and Internet. The main 
backbone network technologies include ‘Dial Up’, ‘ISDN’, ‘ADSL’ and 
‘Satellite’. The above table shows that most of Telemedicine Systems uses 
WAN and ISDN as their systems’ network mechanism. Few of the 
Telemedicine systems are based on the Internet. From the author’s viewpoint, 
there might be several major reasons, of which the first is interoperability, 
since many different formats could be used to transmit data between different 
systems and platforms via the Internet; and secondly Health care is a sensitive 
field and developers think of the Internet an unsafe environment for building 
up Telemedicine systems. However the Internet is an inevitable trend for 
developing Telemedicine systems, as the result, the author has proposed and 
built up a model of HIS based on the Internet.
Data transmission protocol: There are two main data transmission protocol 
is User Datagram Protocol (UDP) and Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). 
Both UDP and TCP make use of IP services to actually send their data [49]. 
Most of the Telemedicine systems in the above table are making use of 
TCP/IP. One of the reasons is that TCP is more suitable for the transmission 
of medical-related data since medical-related data is often extensive and UDP 
is unreliable when transmitting large amounts of data [50]. Thus, TCP/IP 
would be applied as the main data transmission protocol for the proposed 
system. TCP and UDP will be further discussed in Chapter 3.
Data Security: Data security is a very important issue, especially as the 
medical data transmitted between Telemedicine Systems can be very sensitive. 
Unauthorised access to medical information may lead to a violation of medical 
confidentiality or to serious non-authorised alterations of medical data that 
may put a patient's health at risk. Various techniques would therefore be 
applied to protect data security. Symmetric/asymmetric cryptography has been 
used to ensure confidentiality and recipient identification. WSIHIS would 
employ SSL (Secure Socket Layer), user authorisation and a firewall to 
enhance the data security.
Language Interoperability: This is the level and ease of integration with 
other languages [34]. The above table shows that a large number of 
Telemedicine Systems use Java for language interoperability. The proposed
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system would use the language C# as the means to deal with language 
interoperability since the .NET platform has done much more than just allow 
other languages to be compiled to IL (Intermediate Language) code. In 
addition, Microsoft .NET allows multiple languages to freely share and extend 
each other’s libraries to a great extent.
- Platform Interoperability: Generally, this means OS interoperability, but 
over the last few years the Internet browser has emerged as a platform in itself. 
According to the above table, most of the Telemedicine systems are using 
CORB A/DCOM to tackle the problem of platform interoperability. However, 
with regard to the limitations of CORB A/DCOM [51, 52], the proposed 
system would make use of a new emerging distributed middleware technology 
named as ‘Web Services’ that is trying to overcome those limitation of 
CORB A/DCOM.
Besides the above comparisons, there is another big difference between existing HISs 
and WSIHIS. That is the patients’ involvement in the systems. Except for WSIHIS, 
few of the systems mentioned above take the patients’ involvement into account. 
Although the NHS announced that the patients would have access to their medical 
records, Mr. Craig suggests that this will not be possible in the near future (please 
refer to Appendix IV).
2.8 Summary
This chapter gives a detailed literature review about the development of Telemedicine. 
The literature review might not thoroughly include all parts of Telemedicine, since the 
range of Telemedicine is too broad, but it has covered most of the content related to 
this thesis.
The literature review has indicated that healthcare systems in the U.K. are limited in 
their ability to share information [53, 54]. Connecting for Health, as the single IT 
provider for the NHS, also indicated that one of key barriers to widespread use of 
HISs is the lack of interoperability [3, 54]. In 2003, the NHS started a national 
project (National Program for IT -  NpflT) in order to computerise most of the 
relevant healthcare services in England. However, there are thousands of hospitals in 
the NHS, most doing different business processes and having different health systems
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making the interoperability between those systems and the NpflT more complex [12, 
54]. As a result, the interoperability problem is considered a major concern for this 
study.
An objective comparison in terms of a number of features, such as, ‘network 
mechanism’, ‘data transmission protocol’, ‘data security’, ‘language interoperability’ 
and ‘platform interoperability’, has shown the differences between some current 
Telemedicine systems and the proposed system. Regarding ‘network mechanism’, 
most of the current Telemedicine developers are reluctant to use the Internet because 
of various factors, such as data security. The author proposed that the WSIHIS is 
built up on the Internet to meet the inevitable trend for the development of future 
HISs to use the Internet. As far as ‘language interoperability’ and ‘platform 
interoperability’ are concerned, most of the Telemedicine systems make use of Java 
and DCOM/CORBA to deal with the interoperability problem [54]. However, 
CORBA or DCOM is fairly complex, a task requiring special expertise [54]. Quite 
often, the achievement of a good interoperability strategy is significantly constrained 
by the many implementation restrictions in CORBA or DCOM [11, 51, 52]. Web 
services have emerged as the next generation of integration technology [9, 52, 54, 55]. 
Based on open standards, the Web services technology allows any piece of software 
to communicate with another in a standardised XML messaging systems [8, 11, 52, 
54]. It solves and eliminates the issues of DCOM/CORBA [52]. The author of 
MITIS mentioned in his paper that ‘Microsoft Net platform is a very promising 
solution for the interoperability problem but it was not fully available at the time of 
the development of MITIS [4]’. For this reason, MITIS used Internet Server 
Application Program Interface (ISAPI) extensions (dlls) combined with Microsoft 
Active Server pages (ASP) instead of Microsoft .Net. However, at the time of 
developing the proposed system, all of those technologies mentioned by the author of 
MITIS were available, and so Microsoft C# .Net and Web Service are applied as the 
main solutions to the interoperability issue.
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Chapter 3. Necessary Knowledge and Technologies
3.1 Introduction
Since system interoperability has been recognised as a major concern for this thesis in 
the chapter of literature review, some solutions for this problem will be discussed and 
compared. This chapter will also investigate the technologies and knowledge that are 
applied in the proposed system. These technologies will also he discussed and 
compared. The main objective of this chapter is trying to find out most proper 
solutions for different parts of WSIHIS, such as, data transmission protocol, system 
architecture. Database Management System (DBMS), system framework, system 
interoperability and web security/authentication.
3.2 Data Transmission/Communication Protocol
Since data transmission is an essential part of WSIHIS, the following section will 
briefly talk about some major data transmission protocols. Data 
transmission/communication protocols are sets of rules and definitions which provide 
programmers with sufficient information to produce software which can communicate 
reliably with others [49]. Nowadays, TCP/IP and UDP are the major means of data 
transmission.
3.2.1 TCP/IP
TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) and IP (Internet Protocol) were developed by a 
Department of Defence (DOD) research project to connect a number of different 
networks designed by different vendors into a network of networks [49]. It was 
initially successful because it delivered a few basic services that everyone needs (file 
transfer, electronic mail, remote logon) across a very large number of client and 
server systems.
As with all other communications protocols, TCP/IP is composed of layers [49]:
- IP is responsible for moving packets of data from node to node.
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- TCP is responsible for verifying the correct delivery of data from client to 
server.
- Sockets are a name given to the package of subroutines that provide access to 
TCP/IP on most systems.
3.23 UDP
This User Datagram Protocol (UDP) makes available a datagram mode of packet- 
switched computer communication in the environment of an interconnected set of 
computer networks [49]. This protocol assumes that IP is used as the underlying 
protocol.
In fact, UDP takes messages from the application process, attaches source and 
destination port number fields for the multiplexing/demultiplexing service, adds two 
other fields of minor importance, and passes the resulting "segment" to the network 
layer.
3.2.4 Comparison between TCP and UDP
The following section will compare TCP and UDP in terms of data transport protocols. 
Firstly, both of protocols have a common feature -  both UDP and TCP make use of IP 
services to send data [49].
TCP is connection oriented. Packets are encapsulated inside IP packets when data is 
transferred across the network [49]. TCP provides a connection oriented virtual 
circuit, which is permanent throughout the session between the local and remote hosts. 
When communication is over, additional packets are used to release the circuit. These 
additional packets are the overhead associated with TCP.
Conversely, UDP is a connectionless transport layer protocol that also sits on top of 
IP. Unlike TCP, UDP provides no data integrity mechanisms except for a single 
checksum, and unlike TCP does not establish a connection to the destination before 
sending any data. If the destination host is alive and listening it will receive the 
Datagram, and if not it will be discarded. Because there is no guaranteed delivery, 
there is a possibility that datagrams will be lost, corrupted or delivered in the wrong 
order.
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With respect to the comparisons made between TCP and UDP, the next table 
summarises the comparisons in terms of the way of connection, data integrity, virtual 
circuit, overhead and capacity of each message [50]:
Table 3.1. The comparison between TCP and UDP
The Way of Connection Data
Integrity
Virtual
Circuit
Overhead Capacity of
Each
Message
TCP Connection Oriented Yes Yes High Large
UDF Transaction-
Oriented/Connectionless
No No Low Small
Major users of the proposed system are medical doctors and patients, and any tiny 
errors might cause medical doctors to make wrong decisions that could put patients in 
danger. So with the consideration for the patients’ safety, the overhead is becoming 
less important. Therefore, TCP/IP will he chosen as the main Data Transmission 
Protocol in order to ensure the integrity of transferred data. On the other hand, since 
the speed of transmitting data via UDP is quicker than TCP, UDP could be used as a 
complementary data transmission protocol to transmit some small size messages 
between patients and doctors, such as appointment messages, enquiry short messages 
and so on.
3.3 System Architecture
There are several different system architectures being used for HISs, such as one-tier 
system architecture, two-tier system architecture and so on. The two-tier and three-tier 
model are the most popular. Recently, there has been a general shift from the two-tier 
model to the three-tier model. The proposed system adopts the three-tier model as the 
system architecture. What follows is a brief description and discussion concerning 
the two-tier model and the three-tier model.
3.3.1 Two-tier System Architecture
Two-tier software architectures were developed in the 1980s [56]. The two-tier 
architecture is intended to improve usability by supporting a forms-based, user- 
friendly interface. The two-tier architecture improves flexibility by allowing data to 
be shared, usually within a homogeneous environment.
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The two-tier design allocates the user system interface exclusively to the client. It 
places database management on the server and splits the processing management 
between client and server.
User System Interface Database Management server
Figure 3.1. Two-tier System Architecture
3.3.2 Three-tier System Architecture
The three-tier software architecture emerged in the 1990s to overcome the limitations 
of the two-tier architecture [1]. The third tier (middle tier server) is between the user 
interface (client) and the data management (server) components. This middle tier 
provides process management where business logic and rules are executed [1].
The three-tier architecture is used when an effective distributed client/server design is 
needed that provides increased performance, flexibility, maintainability, reusability, 
and scalability. These characteristics have made three-tier architectures a popular 
choice for Internet applications and net-centric information systems. The following 
figure shows the basic structure of a three-tier system architecture [1,8]:
User System luterface Middle Tier Database Management
m
Figure 3.2. Three-tier distributed client/server architecture
The third tier provides database management functionality and is dedicated to data 
and file services that can be optimised without using any proprietary database 
management system languages [56].
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The middle tier server (also referred to as the application server) improves
performance, flexibility, maintainability, reusability, and scalability by centralising 
process logic. Centralised process logic makes administration and change 
management easier [56].
3.3.3 Comparison between the Two-tier Model and the Three-tier 
Model
The following section will make a comparison between the two models in terms of 
certain aspects [56]:
- Usage Considerations: Two-tier software architectures are used extensively 
in non-time critical information processing. Nevertheless, three-tier 
architectures are used in commercial and military distributed client/server 
environments.
- Maturity: Two-tier client/server architectures have been built and fielded 
since the middle to late 1980s. Three-tier architectures have been used 
successfully since the early 1990s on thousands of systems of various types, 
where distributed information computing in a heterogeneous environment is 
required.
Scalability: Three-tier system architectures can take many more users than 
two-tier system architectures because they provide access to resources based 
on names instead of locations. This would depend on the specification of 
hardware and software of the three-tier system deployed.
- Interoperability: Two-tier system architectures have limitations in
interoperability, hut three-tier system architectures are much better for
interoperability since they readily allow different tiers to he developed in 
different languages. In addition, three-tier architectures are able to migrate a 
legacy system to a three-tier architecture, which can be done in a low-risk and 
cost effective way.
- System Administration: It is difficult to administer and maintain a two-tier 
system architecture; conversely, a three-tier system architecture is very easy to 
manage and maintain.
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As described above, two-tier system architecture are more mature than three-tier 
system architectures and the cost of applying a three-tier architecture is more 
expensive than the application of a two-tier system architecture. However, a three-tier 
architecture would perform much better with regard to the requirements of WSIHIS 
according to the following aspects:
- With regard to usage considerations, a three-tier system architecture is more 
appropriate for large scale systems or software. The proposed system is going 
to link many medical-related institutions and patients via the Internet, and so 
needs the capability to accommodate large numbers of users.
- WSIHIS requires good system interoperability, and a three-tier system 
architecture would allow the system to be developed in different languages 
and have the capability to integrate with different systems.
- The proposed system is a complex and large scale system, and so ease of 
administration and maintenance is very important.
Table 3.2 gives a comparison between two-tier system architecture and the three-tier 
system:
Type of 
Architecture
Extent of 
maturity
Interoperability System
Administration
Two-tier
architecture
24 years Limited Difficult
Three-tier
architecture
14 years Good Easy
3.4 Database Management System (DBMS)
The last section indicated that the proposed system should be built on the ‘three-tier 
system architecture’, of which one tier is database management. This tier is used to 
store and manage data. There are various DBMSs, such as Access, FileMaker pro, 
Oracle, SQL Server and so on. The following part selects Microsoft Access 2000 and 
Microsoft SQL server 2000 for the discussion because of comparable features.
The database is an integrated collection of data [8]. A DBMS provides mechanisms 
for storing and organising data in a manner that is consistent with the database’s
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format [8]. DBMSs enable programmers to access and store data without worrying 
about the internal representation of databases.
3.4.1 Microsoft Access
Microsoft Access provides users with one of the simplest and most flexible DBMS 
solutions on the market today [57]. Regular users of Microsoft products will enjoy 
the familiar Windows “look and feel” as well as the tight integration with other 
Microsoft Office family products.
Tables are the ftindamental building blocks of any database. They consist of several 
components, such as, rows, columns, a primary key and a foreign key. Tables enable 
users not only to create the firamework for storing information in the database, but 
also to provide the capability to make queries, combine data fi*om multiple tables and 
place specific conditions on the data retrieved [57]. Additionally, Access also 
provides a user-friendly form interface that allows users to enter information in a 
graphical form [57].
3.4.2 Microsoft SQL Server
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 is a full-featured relational database management system 
(RDBMS) that offers a variety of administrative tools to ease the burdens of database 
development, maintenance and administration. The structure and components of the 
database built by MS SQL Server are very similar to the database built by MS Access. 
Five of the firequently used tools will he briefly described [58] :
- Enterprise Manager is the main administrative console for SQL Server 
installations.
- Query Analyser offers a quick method for performing queries against any of 
SQL Server databases.
SQL Profiler provides a window into the inner workings of database. The 
developer is able to monitor many different event types and observe database 
performance in real time.
Service Manager is used to control the MS SQLServer (the main SQL Server 
process), MSDTG (Microsoft Distributed Transaction Coordinator) and 
SQLServer Agent processes.
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- Data Transformation Services (DTS) provide an extremely flexible method for 
importing and exporting data between a Microsoft SQL Server installation and 
a large variety of other formats.
3.4.3 Comparison between Microsoft Access and Microsoft SQL 
Server
Medical information is characteristically highly complex, heterogeneous, dynamic, 
time-oriented and contextually rich and complex. These features, together with the 
needs to meet medico-legal requirements, make health care information management 
a very expensive link of the health care delivery chain. It was estimated that the cost 
of information management had comprised 25-39% of total health care costs [1]. It is 
undoubted that DBMS is essential for information management. In order to select a 
suitable DBMS, the following section will compare Microsoft Access and Microsoft 
SQL Server in terms of features, such as scalability, security and robustness.
Table 3.3 illustrates the comparison between Microsoft Access 2000 and Microsoft 
SQL in terms of their scalabilities [59, 60]:
Table 3.3. Common features of Microsoft Access and Microsoft SQL Server
Feature SQL Server 2000 Access 2000
Database size 1,048,516 TB 2 GB plus linked tables 
size
Objects in a database 2,147,483,647 32,768
Username length 128 20
Password length 128 14
Table name length 128 64
Column name length 128 64
Index name length 128 64
Number of concurrent 
users
Limited by available 
memory
255
Columns per table 1024 255
Table size Limited by available 
storage
1 GB
Number of indexes in a 
table
250 32
Number of columns in an 
index
16 10
Bytes per row 8060 2000
Number of table in a 
query
256 32
Columns per Select 4096 255
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statement
Nested sub queries 32 50
Number of enforced 
relationships
253 32
SQL statement size 65,536 * Network packet 
size (4KB, by default)
Approximately 64,000
The scalability is very significant since WSIHIS should he capable of being extended 
to a national, or even international, scale, which should he able to store and process a 
huge number of medical records and transactions per minute. As shown in table 3.3, 
the scalability of the SQL server is better than the scalability of Microsoft Access. 
Besides, the SQL Server 2000 can support up to 32 CPU and up to 64GB of physical 
memory (RAM) on a computer [61]. Moreover, the SQL Server 2000 can handle 
709,220 transactions per minute [61].
As far as the security and robustness are concerned, the SQL Server provides a more 
secure robust mechanism than Access. For example, the SQL Server can he 
integrated with Windows NT security, but Access cannot. Access 2000 databases 
cannot he restored to the point of failure, hut SQL Server database can be. In addition, 
these features make administering a Microsoft SQL Server database much cheaper 
than administering a Microsoft Access database. So, Microsoft SQL Server is more 
favourable for WSIHIS.
3.5 Distributed Middleware Technology
One of main objectives of the proposed system is to solve the interoperability problem. 
With respect to the research, the middleware is a major means to deal with the 
interoperability problem now [54, 62, 63]. Essentially, the middleware is the type of 
software that connects applications, allowing them to exchange data [64]. The 
middleware adds an independent third party to that transaction, a translator. The 
figure 3.4 illustrates its general concept:
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Figure 3.3. Middleware Layer in context
There are four categories of middleware that have been developed for different 
purposes [64]. Most of the existing HISs make use of CORBA to deal with the 
interoperability problem, however the proposed system uses Web Service [54, 62, 63], 
therefore the following section will concentrate on these distributed object 
middleware technologies. Distributed object middleware provides the abstraction of 
an object that is remote yet, whose methods can be invoked just like those of an object 
in the same address space as the caller. Distributed objects make all the software 
engineering benefits of object-oriented techniques -  encapsulation, inheritance, and 
polymorphism available to the distributed application developer.
3.5.1 CORBA
As one of the major traditional distributed object middleware technologies, the 
Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) is an open standard for 
distributed object computing defined by the Object Management Group (OMG). 
CORBA is an object bus enabling the client to invoke methods on remote objects 
from the server independent of the language. Object Request Brokers (ORBs) mediate 
the interaction between client and server on both the client and server sides. The 
implementation languages supported by CORBA include C, C++, Java, Ada95, and 
COBOL as well as some scripting languages such as Perl, Python, and Javascript. 
Figure 3.5 shows the main components in the CORBA model [62, 64]:
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Figure 3.4. Components in the CORBA Reference Model 
The typical life cycle of a CORBA application is as follows [62] :
- Defining the service as interfaces in IDL
Compiling the IDL to generate client stub and server skeletons
- Implementing the service and associating it with the skeletons via the portable 
object adapter (PGA) shown in figure 3.9
- Publishing the service with a Naming or Trading Service used by clients
The CORBA client processing involves the following [62] :
Contacting the Naming Service for the desired service and retrieving the 
appropriate object reference
- Invoking operations on the object reference using the IDL-compiler generated 
stubs. Alternatively, clients can infer the operations supported by the service 
by consulting an interface repository (IR) and dynamically create requests 
populating them with the appropriate parameters using the dynamic invocation 
interface (DII)
- Processing incoming reply or exceptions
3.5.2 Web Service
Web Service is an emerging distributed middleware technology that uses a simple 
XML-based protocol to allow applications to exchange data across the Internet [11, 
54, 62, 63]. Today, most Web Service middleware is designed to let developers wrap
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existing business logic and make it accessible as a Web Service [54, 62, 63, 65]. 
Services are described in terms of the messages accepted and generated. Users of such 
services do not need to know anything about the details of the implementation; they 
only need to be able to send and receive messages.
The core of the Web Services is SOAP, an XML based communication protocol for 
interacting with Web Services. The SOAP message exchange model can be defined 
as follows. Upon receiving a message, the local application must:
- Identify the parts of the message intended for it,
- Verify that the parts from step 1 are supported by the local application and 
process them accordingly (if not, the message is discarded),
- If the local application is not the final destination, the parts from step 1 have to 
be removed before the message is forwarded to its final destination.
The specifications (i.e. interface) of services can be described using WSDL (Web 
Services Description Language). WSDL is a general framework (based on XML) for 
describing network services as collections of communication endpoints capable of 
exchanging messages. It describes where a service is located, what operations are 
supported, and the format of the messages to be exchanged based on how the service 
is invoked. WSDL does not mandate a specific communication protocol used.
The Web Service vision foresees a proliferation of services which in turn requires the 
availability of public directories that can be used for the registration and finding of 
services. UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery and Integration) provides a 
mechanism for service providers to advertise their services in a standard form and for 
service consumers to query services of interest, thereby paving the way for 
interoperability between services. A UDDI entry consists of white pages (e.g., address, 
contact information), yellow pages (e.g., industrial characterisation based on standard 
ontologies), and green pages (e.g., references to specifications of services).
Figure 3.6 shows all components of a Web Service working together [65]:
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Figure 3.5. Components in a Web Service
According to the above figure, the web service typically requires the following 
interactions [54, 65]:
- A Web Service advertises its WSDL definition into a UDDI registry.
The client looks up the service’s definition in the registry.
- The client uses information to send messages or requests directly to the service 
via SOAP.
Microsoft .Net is a framework for building distributed Web services. The availability 
of such standardised services will make it easy for them to be used as components of a 
large application. Microsoft .Net platform has been identified as the first choice for 
the proposed system.
3.5.3 Comparison between CORBA and Web Service
Before the comparison is made, it is important to note that whatever can be 
accomplished by CORBA can be accomplished using Web service technologies, 
although the amount of effort required would be noticeably different. The main 
purpose of the comparison was to find out which technology would be more suitable 
for the proposed system based on its objectives and requirements [51, 52, 62]:
- Interoperability: One of main objectives of the proposed system is to deal 
with the issue of system interoperability. While distributed technologies such 
as CORBA provide excellent support in integrating disparate endpoints, they 
do not inherently (or at least not easily) support building business process
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management solutions. Because Web services provide a semantically rich 
integration environment, it becomes much easier to build business process 
management solutions. In addition, Web Services allow any systems 
developed in different programming languages and system platforms to be 
integrated with those functions developed by Microsoft .Net [66].
Firewall traversal: CORBA and other similar distributed middleware 
technologies can run very well under the pure LAN (Local Area Network) 
environment, but these technologies might meet some difficulties and 
problems with the firewall traversal when they are going to run on the Internet. 
The main reason is that the firewall often interferes with the requests from 
TCP/IP ports, and because most firewalls are built up in private ways, client 
computers and servers have to run compatible software across firewalls. 
SOAP, the core part of Web Service, is very good at data transmission via 
HTTP, and most of firewalls support data transmission via HTTP on the 
Internet. As a result, Web Service is more convenient than CORBA for 
firewalls traversal.
Code/functions reuse: CORBA is unable to freely to reuse existing code or 
ftinctions on the Internet because of the limitations with firewall traversal. 
Conversely, Web Service can guarantee to reuse any code or functions 
available under any circumstance on the Internet.
Platform independence: Both technologies have the capabilities to transmit 
data or run on any operating systems, such as UNIX, Windows 2000, Linux 
and so on. CORBA has been designed to be platform independent. This 
includes hardware, operating systems, and programming and scripting 
languages. In Web services, all message communication is via SOAP, and no 
other restrictions (e.g., platform similarities) are imposed on the client or the 
server. The only requirement is to be able to read and write SOAP messages 
(i.e. XML documents). Additionally, Web services enable remote applications 
to be connected and integrated regardless of the distance between applications 
[66].
Mobile environment: Wireless technologies are becoming very promising. 
As a result, a mobile environment was taken into account as a key factor for 
comparison between CORBA and Web Service. In a mobile environment, the 
client (and possibly the server) keeps moving. This requires dealing with
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changing network addresses, and unreliable connection. For this kind of 
scenario, CORBA is not well suited. With one key technology ‘SOAP’ in 
Web Service, the mobility factor can be taken care off by proxies that route 
message accordingly. Its big advantage is that the sender of the message and 
the final recipients do not have to be aware of the proxies. The message-based 
approach is also able to handle disconnection. In this case the message simply 
needs to be sent again. On the other hand, CORBA requires clients to support 
the ORB libraries. But SOAP only requires that clients are able to send and 
receive SOAP messages.
- Security: Web Service provides couples of secure mechanisms. For example, 
Web Service takes advantage of SSL to protect all data under transmission, 
and is able to make use of authorisation, authentication, encryption and so on. 
CORBA also supports all of these features.
Table 3.4 concludes the above comparison between CORBA and Web service:
Table 3.4. Comparison between Web service and CORBA
Interoperability Firewall
traversal
Code/functions
reuse
Platform
independence
Mobile
environment
Security
Web
Service
Strong No any
problems
with
firewall
traversal
Total support Any major
system
platforms
Support CORBA
Security
Service
CORBA Weak Some
problems
with
firewall
traversal
Not support Any major
system
platforms
Not support SSL,
XML
Signature
Seamless interoperability with applications and data fi"om different systems is a 
challenging task. CORBA and DCOM are two typical distributed middleware 
technologies. Nevertheless, CORBA and DCOM is a fairly complex, a task requiring 
special expertise. Quite often, the achievement of a good interoperability strategy is 
significantly constrained by the many implementation restrictions in CORBA or 
DCOM [11, 51, 52]. Web Services have emerged as the next generation of 
integration technology [9, 52, 55, 62]. Based on open standards, the Web Services 
technology allows any piece of software to communicate with each other in a 
standardised XML messaging systems [8, 11, 52, 54, 62, 63]. It solves and eliminates 
issues encountered with DCOM/CORBA [52, 54, 62]. As a new type of software
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service, Web services are modular self-describing, and self-contained applications 
that can be published, located, and dynamically invoked across the Web. The Web 
Services technology is built on the foundation of open standards and common 
infrastructure. The Web Services framework is divided into three areas -  
communication protocols, service descriptions, and service discovery, of which each 
is specified by an open standard [67]. With regard to the above comparison, a 
limitation in the performance of Web Service has been identified. The conversion to 
text format and parsing of and XML document is inherently more costly than 
CORE A/DCOM. However, Web Service is more outstanding than CORE A/DCOM 
in terms of interoperability. In this thesis, a solution for system interoperability was 
the major issue; hence Web Service is selected for this thesis. Furthermore, DCOM 
components are part of the .Net architecture, and thus can easily interface with Web 
Services; similarly, it is also easy to bridge with CORBA. As mentioned before, 
Microsoft .Net, as a framework to build distributed Web Services, would be applied 
as a major mechanism to build up the proposed system. In fact, some traditional HISs 
have expressed an intention to make use of it (however, Microsoft .Net was still not 
totally available in the market at that time), such as MITIS [4].
3.6 Programming Languages
In this section, the author is going to introduce and compare two of the most popular 
programming languages -  C# and Java in order to find out which programming 
language would be better at dealing with the issue of language interoperability.
3.6.1 G# .Net
C# is an event-driven, fully object-oriented, visual programming language in which 
programs are created using an integrated Development Environment (IDE) [8]. With 
the IDE, a programmer can create, run, test and debug C# programs conveniently, 
thereby reducing the time it takes to produce a working program to a fraction of the 
time it would have taken without using the IDE.
C# also enables a new degree of language interoperability [8]; software components 
from different languages can interact as never before. Developers can package even 
old software to work with new C# programs. In addition, C# applications can interact
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via the Internet, using industry standards such as the Simple Object Access Protocol 
(SOAP) and XML.
3.6.2 Java
The World Wide Web exploded in popularity in 1993, and Sun saw immediate 
potential for using Java to design dynamic content (i.e., animated and interactive 
content) for Web pages [8].
Sun formally announced Java at a conference in May 1995. Ordinarily, an event like 
this would not generate much publicity [8]. However, Java grabbed the immediate 
attention of the business community because of the new, widespread interest in the 
World Wide Web. Developers now use java to create Web pages with dynamic 
content, to build large-scale enterprise applications, to enhance the functionality of 
World Wide Web servers (the computers that provide the content distributed to Web 
browsers when users browse Web sites), and to provide applications for consumer 
devices (e.g., cell phones, pagers and PDAs).
3.6.3 Comparison between C# and Java
C# offers an easy transition from Java programming language, the syntax of both of 
languages is very similar and the semantics are familiar and comfortable. With regard 
to the requirements of the proposed system, the author compared the tow languages in 
terms of the following features [8, 34] :
- Language Interoperability: This is the level and ease of integration with 
other languages. Both the Java Virtual Machine and the Common Language 
Runtime allow developers to write code in many different languages. 
However, the .NET platform could do much more than just allow other 
languages to be compiled to IL code. Microsoft C# .NET allows multiple 
languages to freely share and extend each other libraries to a great extent. For 
instance, an Eiffel or Visual Basic programmer could import a C# class, 
override a virtual method of that class, and the C# object would now use the 
Visual Basic method (polymorphism).
- Platform Interoperability: Generally this means OS interoperability, but 
over the last few years the Internet browser has emerged as a platform in itself.
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C# code runs in a managed execution environment, which is the most 
important technological step to make C# run on different operating systems.
- Standards Interoperability: These are many standards like databases systems, 
graphics libraries, Internet protocols, and object communication standards like 
COM and CORBA, that the language can access. Since Microsoft owns or 
plays a big role in defining many of these standards, they are in a very good 
position to support them. Java does not provide as good support for Microsoft 
standards as it could. C# objects, since they are implemented as .NET objects, 
are automatically exposed as COM objects. C# thus has the ability to expose 
COM objects as well as to use COM objects. This will allow the huge base of 
COM code to be integrated with C# projects. Microsoft .NET is a framework 
which can eventually replace COM.
Table 3.5 Summarises the above comparison between C# and Java:
Table 3.5. Comparison between C# .Net and Java
Programming
Language
Maturit) Language
Interoperability
Platform
Interoperabilit)
Standards
Interoperability
C# .Net Less Strong, Flexible Depends on
different
situations
Better
Java More Weak Depends on
different
situations
Worse
With regard to the comparison, C# is selected. This was because one of the main 
objectives of the proposed system was to solve the issue of system and language 
interoperability, and C# could do this with greater ease than Java.
3.7 Network Security
Network security is a very important point for IT systems, especially for 
Telemedicine systems since most of the data transmitted between Telemedicine 
systems is very sensitive. Unauthorised access to medical information may lead to a 
violation of medical confidentiality or to serious non-authorised alterations of medical 
data that may put a patient’s health at risk. Access and use of medical information 
managed by clinical information systems under different authentication domains is 
subject to strict confidentiality policies. Enforcement of such policies requires the
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cooperation of certain medical services, and certification and authorisation processes. 
Certification of the medical identity must be considered essential for the final granting 
of authentication of medical doctors and is crucial for the security of the whole 
network. Nowadays, there are increasing numbers of network security technologies 
arising to deal with the network security problem, e.g. SSL, firewall, digital signature 
and so on.
3.7.1 Traditional Methods of Network Security
With regard to different Network systems or software, different security methods for 
different purposes must be undertaken. Till now, there are many methods of security 
available [68]:
- PGPAVinfront: Pretty Good Privacy (DOS)AVindows Front End. It can be 
used to protect Email/files, providing integrity, authentication, and 
confidentiality for any file.
- MOSS: MIME (Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions) object security 
service, also known as PEM-MfME, is a protocol for security for MIME 
messages, providing encryption, digital signatures, and encryption key 
management.
SEPP: Secure Electronic Payment Protocol was developed to support credit 
card transactions, providing integrity, authentication, and confidentiality for 
payments of products.
Digital signatures: Whitfield Diffe and Martin Heilman devised this system 
in 1976. It is the proposed method of verification, and it uses public key 
cryptography.
- Digital Certificates: Digital certificates are documents that contain the public 
key used to generate a unique digital signature. These are used in all 
electronic transactions when required.
3.7.2 Microsoft ASP NET Authentication and Security
Although network security is not a main topic in this report, it is still a necessary part 
of the proposed system. Figure 3.6 shows the sequence of authentication and 
authorisation actions performed by IIS (Internet Information Services) and ASP.NET 
on an incoming request [69].
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Figure 3.6. The sequence of authorisation and authentication performed by nS  and ASP .Net
- The incoming request is first checked by IIS. If the IP address from where the 
request is sought is not allowed access to the domain, IIS denies the request.
- IIS allows anonymous access by default and hence requests are automatically 
authenticated.
- The authenticated user request is passed to ASP.NET.
- ASP.NET checks whether impersonation is enabled or not. By default 
impersonation is not enabled in ASP .NET. Impersonation is a means by 
which the developer can have the ASP.NET engine operated under the 
authenticated user's user account.
- If impersonation is enabled, ASP.NET executes with the identity of the entity 
on behalf of which it is performing the task.
- If impersonation is not enabled, the application runs with the privileges of the 
ASPNET user account.
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- Finally, the identity that has been authenticated and checked for in the 
previous steps is used to request resources from the OS. ASP.NET uses two 
forms of authorisation: FileAuthorisation and UrlAuthorisation.
- If access is granted (successful authorization), ASP .NET returns the user's 
request through IIS.
One of major security methods of WSIHIS is the authentication provided by 
Microsoft .Net. Authentication is the process of obtaining identification credentials 
such as name and password from a user and validating those credentials against some 
authorities. Once an identity has been authenticated, the authorisation process 
determines whether that identity has access to a given resource. ASP.NET supports 
the following authentication providers [69]:
- Forms Authentication: This provider would redirect unauthenticated requests 
to a specified HTML form using client side redirection. The user can then 
supply logon credentials, and post the form back to the server. If the 
application authenticates the request (using application-specific logic), 
ASP.NET issues a cookie that contains the credentials or a key for reacquiring 
the client identity.
- Windows Authentication: This provider utilises the authentication 
capabilities of IIS. After IIS completes its authentication, ASP.NET uses the 
authenticated identity's token to authorise access.
- None: It does nothing with the authentication and security.
3.7.3 Network Security Methods
Network security is becoming a very important research topic since the Internet and 
its relevant technologies are developing and growing rapidly. This discussion focuses 
on the security mechanisms provided by Microsoft .Net since it was used to develop 
the proposed system. The authorisation and authentication would be applied as major 
methods to secure WSIHIS. There are four types of authentications that include 
windows authentication, passport authentication, web forms authentication and none 
authentication. Since windows authentication is a windows-integrated authentication, 
and none authentication is doing nothing with network security, both of these 
authentication types will not be considered. Forms authentication supports all
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applications deployed on the Internet, all browsers and client operating systems [69]. 
Consequently, forms authentication seems to be the suitable way of ensuring network 
security.
3.8 Summary
This chapter introduced background knowledge and technologies that could be used 
for the development of the proposed system.
As many people know, Microsoft technologies and products have a very high 
percentage of the IT market. Additionally, on 3^  ^November 2004, Microsoft invested 
£40 million in development resources to improve clinical care in the NHS [70]. The 
arrangement will allow the NHS to use up to 900,000 licences, compared to the 
current 500,000, with the licences being held on a perpetual basis rather than being 
renewable annually [71]. This makes the application of Microsoft .Net into WSIHIS 
more suitable than others as the NHS is the major background of WSIHIS.
In addition, the proposed system aims to be robust, secure, reliable, scalable, and have 
the capability to deal with the interoperability issue. Consequently, it is not difficult 
to realise that all of the requirements and objectives of the proposed system could be 
used as features to compare potential technologies. Nevertheless, the author doesn’t 
intend to prove which technologies are better or worse through these comparisons 
(this task is beyond of the scope of this thesis), thé purpose of comparisons is to find 
out those suitable and appropriate technologies for the proposed system.
Finally, regarding the result of comparison, the author chose a three-tier architecture 
as the system architecture, TCP as the main data transmission protocol, Microsoft 
SQL Server as the database server, Web service as the distributed middleware, and C# 
.Net as the main programming language.
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Chapter 4. The Requirement for Interoperability in 
HISs
4.1 Review of the problem of interoperability in HISs
Interoperability enables data and information generated by one system to be accessed 
and used in a meaningful way by another system, whether or not the latter system is 
based on different technologies.
The National Alliance for Health Information Technology (NAHIT, USA) expands a 
little on the above definitions: ‘In healthcare, interoperability is the ability of different 
information technology systems and software applications to communicate, to 
exchange data accurately, effectively, and consistently, and to use the information that 
has been exchanged.’
Interoperability in computerised healthcare information systems lags far behind other 
domains such as finance, business, industry and transport. Many implemented health 
information technologies, such as electronic patient records, have tended to be local, 
proprietary and isolated. Many systems in use were not designed to communicate with 
others (whether inside or outside individual health provider organisations).
However, interoperability, using open standards to support information and data 
exchange, has become a very significant issue for health information technology 
developers and implementers. It is probably the major concern of all national 
governments implementing or promoting the implementation of national health 
information networks and infrastructures.
Without interoperability, fundamental data and information such as patient records 
can not easily be shared across and sometimes within healthcare institutions. The 
following sections categorise the problem of interoperability in HISs into three 
perspectives:
Database System Interoperability: Patient records are often located in different 
database systems [31]; however, data from different database systems cannot be 
exchanged with each other and used by applications based on different DBMSs.
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Language Interoperability: Different HISs are developed by different IT providers, 
and as developers makes use of different programming languages, the sharing of 
applications between different HISs is very hard because of the incompatibility 
between these different programming languages.
System-platform Interoperability: System-platform interoperability means OS 
interoperability, but over the last few years the Internet browser has emerged as a 
platform in itself [34]. As different HISs could be developed based on different 
development platforms, this feature would make those HISs only work on certain 
system-platforms.
In addition, a lot of computerised clinical data are stored in ageing legacy systems in 
proprietary formats which are difficult for other systems to access, re-represent and 
transfer. Thus, implementation of interoperable health information systems may 
require a high degree of technical expertise not readily available particularly to small 
organisations.
If the interoperability issue can be overcome in HISs, there will be lots of benefits for 
different people and relevant institutions;
For health professionals: Improved access to health record data and health 
information anytime, anywhere.
For patients: Improved quality and safety of care by improving data exchange, the 
quality of data flow and access to information by health professionals thereby 
potentially reducing errors.
For health managers: Improve data collection and statistical and economic analysis. 
For health researchers: Improved and increase the availability of medical data.
4.2 The interoperability issue in the NHS
The integration of healthcare information systems is needed when there is a merger of 
two previously independent organisations, such as NHS trusts, each of which not only 
has its own IT architecture but also different ways of recording, sharing and accessing
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information. Somehow the merged organisation has to unify core applications, such 
as patient administration systems, so that staff can continue to use both the new 
installed system and legacy system.
Within recent years, the NHS has been developing a huge program -  the National 
Program for IT (NpflT). The NpfIT was proposed in February 2002, and is aiming to 
integrate most of the HISs under the NHS in England and Wales with information 
technologies [72].
However, in the NHS there are a large number of legacy clinical systems that have 
been independently created and administered and, therefore, physically and logically 
do not provide support for interoperating and sharing information. In addition, most of 
the healthcare systems in England and Wales are built in various computer 
technologies (e.g. different system platforms, database management systems), and 
most healthcare information systems or applications supplied by local and national 
service providers are introduced alongside existing departmental applications like 
laboratory information systems and mental-healthcare record systems. As a result, the 
interoperability issue also became a major challenge for the NpfIT when it was 
proposed [54, 63].
The interoperability issue facing the NpfIT is mainly caused by the following reasons:
- Different business processes in different ways [12]: There are thousands of 
hospitals under the NHS, most doing different business processes and having 
different health systems which run in different ways, which makes 
interoperability more complex.
- The requirements for interoperability between systems delivered by the 
NpfIT: For example, the Electronic Transmission Prescription, one of systems 
delivered by NpfIT, was originally envisaged as a separate system [33]. 
However, this program will also need to be integrated with another program of 
the NpfIT ‘NHS Care Records Service’ [73].
- Many isolated HISs under the NHS: There are many independent HISs 
based in different hospitals or even different departments in one hospital. 
These HISs in hospitals could be developed in different computer languages, 
compiled on different platforms, executed on different hardware, and have
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different data structures, types and formats. These systems were not 
developed in a coordinated way but evolved as autonomous and heterogeneous 
systems. Thus, in most of the cases these information systems function 
independently and do not share their data and process. Within a single 
organisation, several records are often created for the same patient. Similarly, 
in primary care, individual practices have their own IT applications and 
databases, so patient records are not easily transferred to other practices or 
care providers. For example, if a patient needs to change his original General 
Practitioner (GP) to a new GP, that patient’s information could not be 
immediately obtained on the new GP’s system until his original GP transfers 
had transferred the information to his new GP.
Dozens of different patient-record systems in use across the NHS: There 
are dozens of different patient-record systems in use across the NHS 
developed by different software providers [33]. This situation increases the 
difficulty of the integrating different records from different patient-record 
systems. According to Melvyn James of Diagonal Consulting, the biggest 
challenge of all is data [32]. “That is the one thing that is not going to be 
standardised between different systems. A patient record in one system is 
never going to be the same as in another,” he says [32]. Some of the very old 
applications still found in the NHS increase the difficulty of integrating 
different proprietary databases that are used in these applications.
Need to interoperate with systems on doctors’ desktops: NHS Care 
Records Service, as one of services provided by the NpfIT, will need to 
interoperate with systems on doctors’ desktops [33]. This would be 
challenging enough if the systems were built from scratch. The NpfIT must 
rely on many existing hospital and GP systems being connected to the spine 
that is a kind of new database system of the NHS [33, 74]. Only systems 
certified as ‘spine compliant’ will be allowed to connect and data will be 
uploaded from exiting systems into the spine’s medical records only when it 
has been vouched for by a senior clinician [33].
Two separate NHS systems between Scotland and England: Since
Scotland and England are using two different NHS systems [44, 75], the two 
places are developing two different Healthcare Information Systems with 
different IT providers. This situation may lead to potential system
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interoperability issue if both NHS systems need to be inte^ated for certain
purposes.
4.3 Web Service-based solution for the interoperability issue 
in HISs
Web services have emerged as the next generation of integration technology [9, 52, 
55]. Based on open standards, the Web services technology allows any piece of 
software to communicate with another in a standardised XML messaging system [8, 
11, 52, 54]. It solves and eliminates some issues of DCOM/CORBA [52, 54, 62, 63]. 
In this thesis, the Web Service technology is proposed as a solution for the 
interoperability issue between HISs. In order to demonstrate and assess the proposed 
solutions, a small scale but real Web Service-based Integrated Healthcare Information 
System (WSIHIS) designed for the Osseointegration project at Queen Mary’s hospital 
was developed based on the Web Service technology. As a new type of software 
service, Web Services are modular self-describing, and self-contained applications 
that can be published, located, and dynamically invoked across the Internet. The 
Web-services technology is built on the foundation of open standards and common 
infrastructure. The Web Services framework is divided into three areas -  
communication protocols, service descriptions, and service discovery. Each of them 
is specified by an open standard [67].
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Figure 4.1. Web service Conceptual Model [54, 63]
A conceptual model of a Web Service can be seen in figure 4.1. In general, it consists 
of two major technologies (XML -  extensible Markup Language, and SOAP -  
Simple Object Access Protocol) and two assistant technologies (WSDL -  Web 
Services Description Language, and UDDI -  Universal Description, Discovery, and 
Integration).
- Firstly, service providers make use of WSDL to describe their web services
- Following the above step, service providers register and publish their services
in UDDI.
- Applications or service consumers find services via UDDI which direct
service consumers to relevant services according to the description of web 
services.
- Applications or service consumers are able to invoke relevant web services
using SOAP transmitted via HTTP on the Internet.
For Web Services encoded in XML, SOAP provides a way to communicate between 
applications developed with different programming languages and run on different 
operating systems. In fact, Web services provide a distributed computing technology 
to integrate applications on the Internet using open standards and XML encoding. 
The use of standard XML protocols makes Web services platform-independent.
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language-independent and vendor-independent, thus an ideal solution for use in 
application integration. Figure 4.2 depicts how applications work with Web Services.
i^plications/Consuiners
Response results packed in 
SOAP messages
Call/Invoke
,  1
' !
Web Services’ 
methods
Service provideis
Figurei44.2. Interaction between applications/consumers and Web services [54, 
63]
Applications send requests and responses to and from Web services via SOAP. When 
a program invokes a Web-service method, the request and all relevant information are 
packaged in a SOAP message and sent to the appropriate destination. When the Web 
service receives the SOAP message, it begins to process the contents (called the 
SOAP envelope), which specifies the method that the client wishes to execute and the 
arguments the client is passing to that method. After the Web service receives this 
request and parses it, the proper method is called with the specified arguments (if 
there are any), and the response is sent back to the client in another SOAP message. 
The client parses the response to retrieve the result of the method call.
The architecture of WSHIS consists of three tiers: User interfaces, WSHIS core 
system and data repository, as illustrated in the following figure:
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_____
I
Figureis4.3. Overall architecture of the WSHIS system
User interfaces: the proposed system provides firont-end users with user-friendly 
interfaces. Medical content provided through these interfaces was generated 
dynamically based on a specific patient’s medical profile. In order to get access to 
these interfaces, patients or relevant medical staff are required to login by inputting 
the user name, password and identity code.
Data Repository: The WSHIS data repository holds medical data and knowledge. It 
is developed in order to hold all of the data related to patients’ medical profiles and 
information about the progress and status of treatment. In addition, all data in the 
data repository is from various database systems.
WSHIS Core System: It is a Web Service-based middleware. It encapsulates 
business logic in a shared middle tier. As the result, different client applications all 
access the same middle tier, avoiding the redundancy of duplicating business rules for 
each one. Additionally, it could make data from different database systems readable 
and understandable to client applications.
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Chapter 5. Systems Development
In order to enable WSIHIS to meet its objectives, a detailed system development is 
essential. A completed system development would take human, software and 
hardware elements into account. Moreover, in order to understand how each function 
of WSIHIS should be implemented, the system design is very important.
5.1 Systems Development Methodologies
The system development of WSIHIS will follow the model of the project waterfall 
life cycle with iteration, as shown in figure 5.1 :
Feasibility Study
System Specification
Implementation
Maintenance
Testing/Evaluation
Figure 5.1. Project Waterfall Life Cycle With Iteration [76]
5.2 Systems Specification
The following part will introduce the background of the proposed system and its 
major requirements regarding both its hardware and software.
5.2.1 The Background of WSIHIS
There are many people around the world who are amputees because of various 
reasons, such as war, traffic accident and some sorts of disease (e.g. Diabetes). 
Traditionally, these amputees would be treated with conventional socket techniques. 
With the development of medical technologies, new techniques for the treatment of
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amputees are being developed based on the Osseointegration that was discovered by 
Prof. Branenmark. The first Osseointegration surgery was a dental implant, and then 
he brought this technique further in the 1990s [77]. Prof. Branenmark applied the 
osseointegration in orthopaedics. In 1997, Branenmark chose Queen Mary’s hospital 
as the clinical trail outside of Sweden [77]. Basically, this technique makes use of 
Titanium implant as the attachment site for the artificial limb attachment.
Because this is an entirely new technique, patients would be selected carefully. A 
scheme called OPRA (Osseointegration Programme for Rehabilitation Amputee) was 
developed in Sweden, and consists of patients’ selection and recruitment, surgical 
plan after surgeon retirement and rehabilitation. The whole procedure of 
Osseointegration firom the operation to the rehabilitation of patients lasts for years. 
Overall, this process involves doctors, patients, surgeons, prosthetic clinicians and 
rehabilitation clinicians. All relevant information must be recorded and documented 
to allow a review of progress. Patients’ files are also required if an infection is 
developed in the later stage. An information system would be required to manage and 
process these massive amounts of health data, as the patient, the hospital and the 
rehabilitation centre and prosthesis are normally not in same location. The data 
exchange between them would be very important. Consequently, WSIHIS is 
proposed to computerise all documents and data, and offer a secure and stable 
environment for the communication between doctors and patients over the Internet.
WSIHIS is also developed to demonstrate and assess the proposed solution for the 
interoperability issue in HISs because of its common features and issues in other HISs, 
which make WSIHIS more representative and comparable:
Similar functionality to other HISs: Since the Osseointegration project 
involves patients and relevant medical staff, WSIHIS needs to be accessible to 
both of patients and medical staff. Regarding the requirements of the 
Osseointegration project, patients should be able to make appointments 
through WSIHIS. Each patient under the Osseointegration project will 
experience 6 stages of treatment from the pre-operation stage to the 
rehabilitation stages. Within the period of the whole treatment, there is a large 
amount of information that should be processed for each patient. As a result, 
WSIHIS needs to provide each patient with an individual medical record to
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keep all information produced from the treatment. WSIHIS would enable 
medical staff to process medical records, with certain restrictions to aid 
searches. After all 6 stages of treatment, patients would be asked to fill in a 
questionnaire related to their treatment in order for medical staff to further 
analyse these data. So WSIHIS is also required to provide each patient with 
an online questionnaire to fill in and to enable relevant staff to review the 
completed questionnaires. In addition, WSIHIS, like other HISs, also enables 
medical staff to share patients’ information and medical knowledge with other 
relevant staff. Actually, lots of HISs have these similar functions such as 
some at the HISs [7, 41, 42] discussed in Chapter 2, although they differ in 
terms of procedures and requirements for information access and processing.. 
Similar issues to other HISs: WSIHIS is concerned with medical information 
processing, exchange and integration like other HISs, and so it would also face 
the same issues, such as data security, network limitation, data transmission 
and system interoperability. As mentioned in Chapter 2, there are many HISs 
which have these issues, such as DHE [40] and MITIS [4]. With the proposed 
National Program for IT (NpfIT), most HISs in the NHS would be integrated 
together once the NpfIT is completed. The Osseointegration project is one of 
the projects under the NHS, and so WSIHIS could be recognised as a HIS 
under the NHS. Because of various reasons, interoperability is becoming a 
critical issue for the NpfIT. In order to integrate WSIHIS with other HISs, the 
issue of interoperability must be solved WSIHIS was developed to address this 
issue. The following section explains specifically why the interoperability 
issue is very crucial for HISs under the NHS.
5.2.2 The Interoperability Issue in NHS
The NHS has been developing a huge program in recent years -  the National Program 
for IT (NpfIT). The NpfIT was proposed in February 2002, and aiming to link and 
computerise the healthcare systems under the NHS in England and Wales with 
information technologies [72]. The program was formally established in October 
2002, and was designed to provide various services.
However, since most of the healthcare systems in England and Wales are built in 
various computer technologies (e.g. different system platforms, database management
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systems), the interoperability issue also became a major challenge for the NpfIT when 
it was proposed [54, 63]. The interoperability issue facing the NpfIT is mainly caused 
by the following reasons:
- Different business processes in different ways [12]: There are thousands of 
hospitals under the NHS, most doing different business processes and having 
different health systems which run in different ways, which makes 
interoperability more complex.
- The requirements for interoperability between systems delivered by the 
NpfIT: For example, the Electronic Transmission Prescription, one of systems 
delivered by NpfIT, was originally envisaged as a separate system [33]. 
However, this program will also need to be integrated with another program of 
the NpfIT ‘NHS Care Records Service’ [73].
- Many isolated HISs under the NHS: There are many independent HISs 
based in different hospitals or even different departments in one hospital. 
These HISs in hospitals could be developed in different computer languages, 
compiled on different platforms, executed on different hardware, and have 
different data structures, types and formats. These systems were not 
developed in a coordinated way but evolved as autonomous and heterogeneous 
systems. Thus, in most of the cases these information systems function 
independently and do not share their data and process. Within a single 
organisation, several records are often created for the same patient. Similarly, 
in primary care, individual practices have their own IT applications and 
databases, so patient records are not easily transferred to other practices or 
care providers. For example, if a patient needs to change his original General 
Practitioner (GP) to a new GP, that patient’s information could not be 
immediately obtained on the new GP’s system until his original GP transfers 
had transferred the information to his new GP.
- Dozens of different patient-record systems in use across the NHS: There 
are dozens of different patient-record systems in use across the NHS 
developed by different software providers [33]. This situation increases the 
difficulty of the integrating different records from different patient-record 
systems. According to Melvyn James of Diagonal Consulting, the biggest 
challenge of all is data [32]. “That is the one thing that is not going to be
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standardised between different systems. A patient record in one system is 
never going to be the same as in another,” he says [32]. Some of the very old 
applications still found in the NHS increase the difficulty of integrating 
different proprietary databases that are used in these applications.
- Need to interoperate with systems on doctors’ desktops: NHS Care 
Records Service, as one of services provided by the NpfIT, will need to 
interoperate with systems on doctors’ desktops [33]. This would be 
challenging enough if the systems were built from scratch. The NpfIT must 
rely on many existing hospital and GP systems being connected to the spine 
that is a kind of new database system of the NHS [33, 74]. Only systems 
certified as ‘spine compliant’ will be allowed to connect and data will be 
uploaded from exiting systems into the spine’s medical records only when it 
has been vouched for by a senior clinician [33].
- Two separate NHS systems between Scotland and England: Since 
Scotland and England are using two different NHS systems [44, 75], the two 
places are developing two different Healthcare Information Systems with 
different IT providers. This situation may lead to potential system 
interoperability issue if both NHS systems need to be integrated for certain 
purposes.
Furthermore, under the NHS system, most existing IT systems in trusts are based on 
either buildings or departments [78]. These systems do not usually support the 
movement of information between buildings and departments. Consequently, within 
a single organisation, several records are often created for the same patient [78]. 
Similarly, in primary care, individual practices have their own IT applications and 
databases, so patient records are not easily transferred to other practices or care 
providers [78]. Many existing Healthcare Information Systems under the NHS 
system were built using different system platforms, different DBMSs and different 
programming languages. The main objective of WSIHIS is to solve the issue of 
interoperability caused by these differences..
5.2.3 Requirements of WSIHIS From the Perspective of Users
Prior to the system design, the requirements of WSIHIS were obtained from Queen 
Mary’s hospital. WSIHIS is going to be used by people with various backgrounds
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and different levels of expertise, and who work with/on different systems and 
platforms. Accordingly, interoperahility of this proposed system is most important. 
Consequently, the proposed system uses the technologies mentioned in the last 
chapter, such as Microsoft .Net and Web Service, in order to overcome and alleviate 
the problems of system interoperability, security concerns, programming language 
integration, code reuse and so on. In addition, major functions of the proposed system 
are given in tables 5.1 & 5.2 from the perspectives of patients and doctors:
Table S.l.Task that patients must be able to achieve
The name of tasks The description of tasks
Changing the password The patient is able to change the 
password under certain conditions
Forgetting the password As a member, the patient can get their 
password back with certain conditions
Making Appointments The patient is able to make appointments 
with the GP via the proposed system 
depending on the availability
Changing Appointments The patient can change the date and time 
of appointments via the system
Cancelling Appointments The patient is still capable of cancelling 
appointments with GPs
Searching contact details of clinicians The patient has the capability to search 
contact details of relevant clinicians
Filling in Questionnaires Each patient will be asked to fill in a 
questionnaire 12 months after the 
operation
Table 5.2. Tasks that clinicians must be able to achieve
The name of tasks The description of tasks
Changing the password The clinician is able to change the 
password regularly with certain 
conditions
Forgetting the password The clinician can get their password back 
with certain conditions
Viewing medial records Clinicians might be able to view part or 
all of medical records, depending on their 
level of access
Updating/Editing medical records Some of the clinicians have the right to 
update or edit medical records
Adding medical records Some of the clinicians are given the right 
to add new medical records
Deleting medical records Some of the clinicians are capable of 
deleting medical records
Viewing questionnaires Some of the clinicians are capable of 
viewing completed questionnaires
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5.2.4 Requirements of Software for WSIHIS
The proposed system is built up by C# programming language on the Microsoft .Net 
platform with the support of Web service. WSIHIS can be accessed over the network. 
In this case, all clients’ computers will only need to have a Web browser installed (e.g. 
IE explorer 6.0, Opera, Netscape, Firefox). The server running WSIHIS will need to 
have Microsoft Windows Service Package II (even higher version), Microsoft .Net 
framework and Microsoft SQL server 2000 (or higher version) and Microsoft Visual 
Studio .Net 2003 that is used to maintain the WSIHIS.
5.2.5 Requirements of Hardware for WSIHIS
The hardware requirements are discussed from two aspects. However, before going 
on to this subject, the author would like to point out that the hardware specification is 
based on the Microsoft Visual Studio .Net 2003 self-description file.
To maximise introduction of the WSIHIS, the hardware specifications for client 
computers cannot he too demanding. Tables 5.3 & 5.4 give the minimum and 
recommended hardware specification:
Table 5.3. Minimum Hardware Specification of Client Computers
Minimum Hardware Specification of Client Computers
Hardware Specification
CPU Pentium II450 MHz
RAM 96 MB
Hard disc 6 GB
Graphic Memory 8 MB
The facility of Internet access Normal 56 K Modem card
The way of Internet access Dial up
Table 5.4. Recommended Hardware Specification of Client Computers
Recommended Hardware Specification of Client Computers
Hardware Specification
CPU Pentium III 600 MHz
RAM 256 MB
Hard disc 10 GB
Graphic Memory 64 MB
The facility of Internet access Network card with wireless signal 
receiver
The way of Internet access 512 k Broadband
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In order to enable servers to run smoothly and to deal with a huge number of requests 
from users at the same time, the hardware specification of server should be much 
higher than the hardware specification of clients’ machines. Tables 5.5 & 5.6 give the 
minimum and recommended hardware requirements of servers.
Table 5.5. Minimum Hardware Specification of Servers
Minimum Hardware Specification of Servers
Hardware Specification
CPU Pentium IV 2 GHz
RAM 512 MB
Hard disc 20 GB
Graphic Memory 64 MB
The facility of Internet access IM/IOOM Network card
The way of Internet access IM Broadband
Table 5.6. Recommended Hardware Specification of Servers
Recommended Hardware Specification of Servers
Hardware Specification
CPU Pentium IV 3 GHz
RAM 1 GB
Hard disc 40 GB
Graphic Memory 128 MB
The facility of Internet access IM/IOOM Network card with the wireless 
signal receiver
The way of Internet access IM Broadband
5.3 Feasibility Study
The feasibility study aims to show whether the proposed system is feasible or not. 
According to the traditional pattern of a feasibility study, it should be done from 
several different perspectives -  academic purpose, development cost, training cost, 
technical feasibility and running cost.
5.3.1 Feasibility Study from an Academic Perspective
According to the literature review, the existing HISs still have the plenty of space for 
further development in the interoperahility issue. Particularly, since most of the 
healthcare systems in England and Wales were built using various computer 
technologies (e.g. different system platforms, database management systems), the 
interoperahility issue also became a major challenge for the NpfIT when it was
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proposed. Web Service, as a new distributed middleware technology, provides an 
ideal solution for this issue. Web service has been successfully applied in many 
commercial applications, such as, eBay, Amazons and Dell. In this thesis, a 
Healthcare Information System named ‘Web Service-based Integrated HIS 
(WSIHIS)’ is proposed and built using Web Service and Microsoft .Net-based 
technologies to address the issue of system and language interoperability. The author 
believes this study has academic worth. Moreover, a system interoperability test was 
carried out to assess whether the Web Service-based solution is really able to cope 
with the issue of system and language interoperability.
5.3.2 Feasibility Study from the Technical Perspective
The proposed system was developed with IT and network technologies. There are 
many similar technologies available which aim to achieve the same target. A 
technical feasibility study is therefore needed to determine whether those technologies 
chosen for the proposed system are good or qualified enough. In fact, this study has 
been done in the Chapter 3, in which there is a detailed discussion and comparison 
between those similar technologies. It concludes with a list of all necessary 
technologies required for the development of the proposed system.
5.3.3 Feasibility Study from the Perspective of Training Cost
Training will he provided after the proposed system is formally applied. With regard 
to the content of training, different people will be given different training in different 
areas, such as the operation maintenance and the management of web site.
5.3.4 Feasibility Study from the Perspective of Running Cost
Running cost refers to those expenses spent on purchasing hardware and software, 
and recruiting relevant staff in order to enable the proposed system to run smoothly. 
Main users of the systems are GPs and clinicians in hospitals, and most of the users 
have been equipped with a computer. They can use their existing computers, or 
upgrade them if their current computers are unable to meet the basic requirements of 
the hardware specification. Regarding software, there is some essential software 
required for running the proposed system, as mentioned before. Most of the software 
required for normal users is firee, and can be downloaded from the Internet. However,
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some management-level users of the proposed system will need to purchase new 
software, such as the package of Microsoft .Net professional 2003 and Microsoft SQL 
Server 2000. People with above average technical expertise will be required to help 
with the running of the proposed system..
5.4 Analysis/Design
Since WSIHIS is a Web Service-based healthcare information system, the following 
section will describe a Web Service conceptual model for WSIHIS. The system 
architecture of WSIHIS will then be illustrated in two diagrams. In this section, the 
author is also going to make use of Flowchart and Unified Modelling Language 
(UML) to analyse and design the proposed system. Flowcharts can clearly illustrate 
each function’s business logic. UML can help developers to specify, visualise, and 
document models of software systems, including their structure and design, in a way 
that meets all of these requirements [76]. UML consists of the following diagrams 
[76]:
- Structural Diagrams include the Class Diagram, Object Diagram, 
Component Diagram, and Deployment Diagram.
- Behaviour Diagrams include the Use Case Diagram (used by some 
methodologies during requirements gathering), Sequence Diagram, Activity 
Diagram, Collaboration Diagram, and State chart Diagram.
- Model Management Diagrams include Packages, Subsystems, and Models.
With regard to the requirements and objectives of the proposed system, the author will 
make use of four types of diagrams: Use Case Diagram, Class Diagram, Sequence 
Diagram, and Collaboration Diagram.
5.4.1 WSIHIS System Architecture
WSIHIS is built up with the support of Web Service to address the interoperability 
issue. Currently, there are two major application platforms -  Microsoft .Net and Java 
2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) that are able to create Web services. Microsoft .Net is 
selected as the platform for developing the proposed system since Microsoft .Net is 
more suitable than J2EE in terms of certain features, e.g. overall maturity.
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interoperability, scalability, cost and the NHS perspective [7, 79, 80]. Some 
developers of Healthcare Information Systems were interested in Microsoft .Net to 
develop their HIS [4, 7] before Microsoft .Net was on the market. Figure 5.2 
illustrates WSIHIS system architecture for a general concept of Web service-based 
solution [54, 63]:
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Figure 5.2. WSIHIS System Architecture for the concept of Web service-based solution for the
interoperability issue of WSIHIS [54, 63]
Within WSIHIS, Web service plays the role of middleware that hides all of these 
differences in system platforms, programming languages and database systems from 
users and developers. Accordingly, from users’ perspectives, they would be able to 
get access to WSIHIS regardless of their different system platforms. From the 
developers’ perspective, they can invoke or reuse applications of WSIHIS in their 
systems with the support of web services.
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Figure 5.3. The way of Web service working in WIHIS with the support of Microsoft .Net
technologies [54,63]
Figure 5.3 explains how Web Service and Microsoft .Net technology are applied in 
WSIHIS. Web services can be utilised by any platform that can format and parse an 
XML message, using XML for the formatting of requests and responses. This allows 
XML-based Web services to bring together disparate pieces of functionality -  existing 
or new, internal or external to an organisation -  into a coherent whole. Core 
technologies of Web service are XML and SOAP. Once Web services receive 
requests from applications, it will retrieve data from different DBMSs (e.g. SQL 
server, Microsoft Access, Oracle) into datasets according to requirements of 
applications. All datasets are written in XML messages, in additions, SOAP acts as 
an XML envelop to wrap those XML-based datasets into SOAP messages. And then 
these SOAP messages can be transmitted back to applications via HTTP. SOAP in 
Web service-based middleware provides a way to communicate between applications 
developed with different programming languages and running on different operating 
systems.
The Microsoft .Net platform is another important part of the solution for the 
interoperability issue in WSIHIS. It is language neutral. It is best thought of as an 
open programming platform into which a variety of languages can be plugged. It is 
achieved by translating all different programming languages into a common language 
called Intermediary Language (IL). Firstly, source code is translated into Microsoft 
Intermediate Language (MSIL). This IL code is language neutral, and is analogous to
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Java bytecode. The IL code then needs to be interpreted and translated into a native 
executable. The .NET Framework includes the Common Language Runtime (CLR), 
analogous to the Java Runtime Environment (JRE). The CLR is Microsoft’s 
intermediary between .NET developers’ source code and the underlying hardware, 
and all .NET code ultimately runs within the CLR. The Microsoft .Net platform 
would also enable the system running under different system platforms and web 
browser platforms as announced by the Microsoft company.
5.4.2 WSIHIS Business Logic in Flowcharts
Flowchart has been a very useful tool for system design for a long time. System 
developers could easily make use of it to express any complicated business logic for 
any functions of systems [81]. Flowcharts are even easily understandable and 
readable to those people without programming experience, and so can also be applied 
as a mechanism of communication between system developers and users. In the 
following section, the business logic of each function is illustrated in a separated 
flowchart.
5.4.2.1 User Log In
This function is used to enhance the security of WSIHIS. It could prevent 
unauthorised access to the proposed system, and also authenticates different users 
with different roles for different level rights. Figure 5.4 illustrates the logics of this 
function.
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Figure 5.4. The Flowchart for the Function ‘User Login’
Figure 5.4 shows that each user must type in a unique user name, password and 
identity code. The system is further strengthened by a random identity code and 
maximum login try times. Both of these mechanisms could stop unauthorised user 
who may keep trying different user names and passwords. If any users fail to enter 
the correct login information, the system would divert them to an error page. This 
function could well prevent WSIHIS from being hacked into by unauthorised people. 
If all of the information that the user enters matches with the system, this function 
would log the user into the system. The system would then assign each user with a 
different role that could prevent users from accessing data that they are not authorised 
to view.
S.4.2.2 Forgot Password
Since some of the users might forget their passwords, this function is used to help 
users to get passwords back. Figure 5.5 illustrates the logic of this function.
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Figure 5.5. The flowchart for the function 'Forgot Password’
Figure 5.5 indicates that the user is required to enter a correct username and an 
relevant email address in this function. The function would check if both the 
username and the email address are valid and matched with the system. If the 
username and the email address are correct and matched, the function would display 
the password related to that email address.
5.4.2.3 Change Password
Since regular password changing is essential for any web-based system, the function 
of changing password is also included in WSIHIS. In order to prevent users from 
misusing this function, some protection mechanisms are applied. The logic of this 
function is illustrated in figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6. The flowchart for the function ’Change Password’
According to figure 5.6, this fimction would be activated after the user logged into 
WSIHIS. This mechanism is to prevent any unauthorised users from gaining the 
access to WSIHIS by using this function. Usernames would be recorded by the 
system once users log into the system. In the function of ‘Change Password’, the 
username would be displayed in a read only textbox, and so the user is unable to 
change other users’ passwords. The user would be required to enter the original 
password and repeatedly enter the new password twice for confirmation. The system 
has requirements for passwords, and the password the user enters must meet a specific 
schema (e.g. the password must mix English letters and non-English characters 
including digits or symbols). If the original password can be matched and the new 
password can satisfy the certain schema, the new password would replace the original 
one and be saved into the database.
5.4.2.4 Make an Appointment with Doctors
This function would enable the patient to make an appointment with doctors. Since 
each appointment concerns lots of information related to the patient and doctors, some 
mechanisms are deployed in this function to process these information. Figure 4.9 
explains the logics of this function.
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Figure 5.7. The flowchart for the function ’Make Appointments'
When users go to this function, they will be required to enter relevant information, 
such as, name, telephone number, email address, residential address, etc. They could 
then select a date and time from this function. Afterwards, the system would check 
the validation of information entered by the user. In addition, there is a Web Service 
used to check the availability of the date and time chosen by users. If there is any 
information that is invalid or if the selected date and time is not available, the system 
would make the user aware of the error. If there was no error, they system would 
display a confirmation message. The system would also produce a unique reference 
number for the future reference or any queries about appointments.
5.4.2.S Change the Appointment
Since patients may need to change their original appointments for some reasons, the 
system also provides them with the function ‘change appointments’. The system 
would make use of some mechanisms to decide if the desired changes to the 
appointment are acceptable. Figure 5.8 illustrates the logic of this function.
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Figure 5.8. The flowchart for the function 'Change Appointments'
Prior to change appointments, the patient needs to type in his patient ID. The system 
would search and display all the details of the appointment via the patient ID. 
Patients could change their personal information (e.g. email address, telephone 
number). If they try to change the date and time of appointment, the system would 
make use of a Web Service to check the availability of the new date and time before 
really updating the original one. If everything changed by the patient is correct, the 
system would then update the details of their appointment.
S.4.2.6 Cancel the Appointment
Sometime, patients may want to cancel their appointments for some reasons. This 
function would allow patients to cancel appointments online in order to enable other 
patients to have greater choice when making their own appointments. Figure 5.9 
expresses how this function works.
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Figure 5.9. The flowchart for the function 'Cancel Appointments'
To prevent patients from accidentally cancelling their apointments, this function will 
require patients to enter both their reference number and patient IDs. Afterwards, the 
system would check the validation of IDs and reference numbers. If the ID and 
reference number the patient enters is correct, the function would remove the relevant 
appointments from the system.
5 4.2.7 Fill in the Post 12 Months Questionnaire
Based on the scenario of the Osseointegration project (please refer to system 
specification for the details), each patient will be asked to fill in a questionnaire after 
they finish 12 months of rehabilitation treatment. Figure 5.10 shows the logic of this 
fimction.
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Figure 5.10. The flowchart for the function 'Fill in the Post 12 Months Questionnaire'
Overall, the questionnaire consists of several parts. The first part is personal 
information of the patient, where patients need to enter their personal details, such as, 
name, address, telephone number and so on. The rest is the main body of the 
questionnaire that includes questions related to the rehabilitation treatment. Since the 
treatment of different patients may be different, requirements for patients may be 
different. For example, some patients do not need to fill in section A because their 
treatment did not include that aspect. In that case, the system would divert the patient 
to the specific sections of questionnaire based on their answers for specific questions.
S.4.2.8 Check Patients’ Appointments
Since doctors need to be able to check their appointments with patients, the system 
provides doctors with the function for checking patients’ appointments. Figure 5.11 
illustrate the logic of this function.
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Figure 5.11. The flowchart for the function 'Check Patients' Appointments'
As mentioned in the function ‘User Login’, each user would be assigned a different 
role for accessing specific functions in WSIHIS. There is a mechanism to check each 
user’s role in this function in order to prevent unauthorised users from accessing this 
ftinction. The doctor could type in the patient ID to check its appointment’s details. 
The system is also designed to allow medical staff to view a whole list of 
appointments sorted by the date and time.
5.4.2.9 View Medical Records
Based on the scenario of the current Osseointegration project addressed in the section 
of system specification, the treatment of patients consists of several stages. In each 
stage, there is lots of information that will be recorded by medical staff on the system. 
Medical staff need to often trace and review the information about patient. The 
proposed system therefore also provides medical staff with the function ‘View 
Medical Records’ that enables them to review patients’ information at each stage. 
Figure 5.12 shows the logic of the function.
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Figure 5.12. The flowchart for the function ’View Medical Records'
Since this function is supposed to only be accessible to medical staff, an authorisation 
mechanism is used to check the permission of each user who intends to access this 
function. If they are not authorised users, the system would divert them to a page that 
displays the error information. Otherwise, this function would be activated for them. 
Then, the system would display a whole list of medical records with patient IDs and 
some basic details of records. In order to view the full details of records, the user 
could enter a specific patient ID for a specific patient’s record. If the system could 
not find the patient ID entered by the user, an error message would he displayed. 
Once the reference number is matched with the system, the relevant record would be 
displayed in the web form. Or the user just needs to simply click on one of patient 
IDs on the list to drill down to the full details of that record.
5.4.2.10 Update Medical Records
Since the conditions of each patient may keep changing, medical staff needs to record 
these changes at each stage. The system therefore provides medical staff with the 
function ‘Update Medical Records’. Figure 5.13 illustrates how this function works.
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Figure 5.13. The flowchart for the function 'Update Medical Records'
Since this function is supposed to be only accessible to medical staff, the system 
would check the permission of each user who intends to use it. Once users enter this 
function, they would be required to enter a patient ID. If the patient ID can be 
matched with the system, the original information from the record would be displayed 
in the web form. Users could accordingly update the information. However, some 
information should not be changed. The system would display this kind of 
information in a read only format that would prevent users from accidentally changing 
it.
5.4.2.11 Add Medical Records
The number of patients keeps increasing, and so medical staff need a mechanism to 
save new patient records on the system. As a result, the function ‘Add Medical 
Records’ were implemented. Its logic is illustrated in figure 5.14.
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Figure 5.14. The flowchart for the function ’Add Medical Records'
Since this function is still only accessible to medical staff, the system would check the 
permission of users who intend to use this function. According to the scenario of the 
current Osseointegration project mentioned in the system specification, the treatment 
for each patient consists of several stages. Each stage is based on the completion of 
previous stage. The ftinction therefore has a mechanism requiring the user enters the 
record for a correct stage. For example, if a member of medical staff wanted to add a 
new record for the stage II, the system would check if this patient had completed the 
treatment of stage I. If that patient had not completed stage I, the system would 
generate an error message to inform the user and stop the record ftrom being entered 
onto the system.
5.4.2.12 Delete Medical Records
When an old patient record becomes completely useless, it should be removed ftrom 
the system. The author also realised that this situation may rarely happen in 
healthcare institutions since they may want to keep all patient records for good to 
enable future research, but the author wishes to give a full consideration to the future 
expansion of WSIHIS. As a result, the function ‘Delete Medical Records’ is included 
in the proposed system. Figure 5.15 shows the procedure for implementing this 
function.
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Figure 5.15. The flowchart for the function 'Delete Medical Record'
The system provides specific users with a fimction to remove medical records. 
However, the system would check the permission of each user who tries to use this 
function. Because this function would permanently remove medial records, there is 
another mechanism to prevent any unauthorised users from accessing this function, 
which would check the right of the user to delete medical records. This function 
would require users to enter their passwords before deleting any records. The user is 
then required to enter the patient name and ID for the medical record. If everything is 
valid, the record can be successfully deleted from the system.
5.4.2.13 View Patients’ Questionnaires
After patients fill in the ‘Post 12 Month Questionnaire’, the completed questionnaires 
would be viewable to medical staffs. The function ‘View Patients’ Questionnaires’ is 
developed for this purpose. Figure 5.16 indicates the logic of this function.
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Figure 5.16. The flowchart for the function 'View Patient's Questionnaire'
Since all answers on the questionnaire are confidential, this function also needs to 
check the permission of users in order to prevent some unauthorised users fi*om 
getting access to patients’ questionnaires. To gain access to a relevant medical 
record, users need to enter the patient’s initial and reference number for the record 
they are looking for. The questionnaire consists of four parts and the content of each 
part would be separately displayed in different web forms. Once users successfully 
gain access to the first part, the system would make use of a cookie to remember the 
patient’s initial and reference number and to ensure that the correct information was 
displayed for the other three parts.
5.4.3 WSIHIS Object-Orient Design
From the programming perspective, UML was applied as a major object-oriented 
design toolkit to find pertinent objects, factor them into classes at the right 
granularity, define class interfaces and inheritance hierarchies, and establish key 
relationships among them [82]. Objeet-Oriented design could define a series of 
‘layers’ that accomplish specific system functions and identify the classes that are 
encapsulated by subsystems that reside at each layer. In addition, it could also 
consider the specification of three components (the user interface, data management 
functions, and task management).
5.4.3.1 Use Case Diagram
Use cases are textual descriptions of the functionality of the system from the users’ 
perspective. Use ease diagrams are used to show the functionality that the system will
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provide and which users will communicate with the system in some way when it 
provides that functionality [76]. Figure 5.17 illustrates the use case diagram of 
WSIHIS.
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Figure 5.17. Use Case Diagram of WSIHIS
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5.4.3 2 Use Case Description
The textual use case descriptions provide descriptions of the interactions between the 
users of the system, termed actors, and the high level functions within the system. 
These descriptions can be in a summary form or in a more detailed form in which the 
interaction between actor and use case is described in a step-by-step way [76]. All 
use cases’ descriptions are referred to in Appendix I according to the above use case 
diagram.
Among these use case descriptions, there are some use case descriptions combining 
couples of use case description since their actor actions and system response are very 
similar, such as, ‘View Post-Operative 3, 6, 12 Months Assessments Records’, 
‘Update Post-Operative 3, 6, 12 Months Assessments Records’ and ‘Add Post- 
Operative 3, 6, 12 Months Assessments Records’.
5.4.3.3 Class Diagram
A class diagram is a picture that can describe generic descriptions of possible systems. 
It aims to identify all potential classes and the relationships between them. Class 
diagrams are more prevalent than object diagrams [76]. Class diagrams contain icons 
representing classes, interfaces, and their relationships. The developer can change
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properties or relationships by editing the specification or modifying the icon on the diagram. Figure 5.18 is the class diagram of WSIHIS;
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Figure 5.18. Class Diagram of WSIHIS
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5.4.3.4 Sequence Diagram
A sequence diagram is a graphical view of a scenario that shows object interaction in 
a time-based sequence - what happens first and what happens next [76]. Sequence 
diagrams establish the roles of objects and help to provide essential information to 
determine class responsibilities and interfaces [76]. This type of diagram is best used 
during the analysis phases in design because they are simple and easy to comprehend. 
Sequence diagrams are normally associated with use cases.
Sequence diagrams are closely related to collaboration diagrams and both are 
alternative representations of an interaction. There are two main differences between 
the sequence and collaboration diagrams: the sequence diagram shows time-based 
object interaction while the collaboration diagram shows how objects associate with 
each other.
Sequence diagrams of possible events of the proposed system with regard to all use 
cases are referred to in Appendix II.
5.4.3.5 Collaboration Diagram
The collaboration diagram is an interaction diagram that shows the sequence of 
messages that implement an operation or a transaction.
Collaboration diagrams show objects, relationships between objects, and messages 
communicated between objects. They can also contain simple class instances and 
class utility instances. Each collaboration diagram provides a view of the interactions 
or structural relationships that occur between objects and object-like entities in the 
proposed system.
Collaboration diagrams of the proposed system are referred to in Appendix III.
5.5 Implementation
The proposed system has been implemented with regard to the above system design. 
From the perspective of website design, the proposed system comprises of two levels’
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content, one for the public, and another for specific members including patients and 
clinicians.
5.5.1 Structure Diagrams of WSIHIS
The structure diagrams of WSIHIS are shown in figure 5.19:
Introduction Contact Us
WSIHIS
Member 
Login Page
Member of 
Patients
PrivacyAbout Us Help Page Announcem
ent Page
Members of 
Medical 
Staff
Figure 5.19. The whole structure of WSIHIS
Figure 5.19 illustrates the general structure of WSIHIS from the highest level. When 
any users go into WSIHIS, some of the functions are accessible to them, such as, an 
introduction page, a contact us page, a member login page, an about us page, a help 
page and a privacy announcement page. However, if they try to gain access to any 
confidential functions, such as functions only designed for patients or functions only 
designed for medical staff, they must make use a specific username and password to 
activate these functions. Otherwise, the proposed system would reject their access to 
those functions designed just for patients or medical staff.
Patient Logout
Login Page Page
? V 1 i
Forget
Password
Change
Password
Make
Appointmen
ts
Change
Appointmen
ts
Cancel
Appointmen
Doctor
Correspond
ence
Fiil in 
Questionnai 
res
Figure 5.20. The structure of the content accessible to patients
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When a user logs into WSIHIS, the proposed system would check the role of the user. 
Principally, the roles of users could be categorised into patients and medical staff. If 
the proposed system detects that the role of the user is a patient, it would divert the 
user to those functions accessible to patients. Figure 5.20 shows the structure of 
functions for patients that include ‘forget password’, ‘change password’, ‘patient 
login page’, ‘make appointments’, ‘change appointments’, ‘cancel appointments’, 
‘delete patient records’ and ‘view questionnaires’.
Doctor Logout
Login Page llllplll;;
View Patient Add Patient Questionnai
Figure 5.21. The structure of the content accessible to clinicians
On the other hand, if the proposed system detects that the role of the user is a member 
of medical staff, it would divert the user to those functions accessible for medical staff. 
Figure 5.21 shows a structure of functions accessible to medical staff that include 
‘forget password’, ‘change password’, ‘doctor login page’, ‘view patient records’, 
‘update patient records’, ‘add patient records’, ‘delete patient records’ and ‘view 
questionnaires’. Since some of the functions include sub-functions, figures 5.22-5.25 
explain the structure of these functions.
View P atien t 
R ecords
r 1r V
View Patient 
Pre-operative 
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View P atien t 
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View P atien t 
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R ecords
View P o st­
operative - 3 
M onths R ecords
View P o st­
operative - 6 
M onths R ecords
View P o s t­
operative - 1 2  
M onths R ecords
Figure 5.22. The structure of the content for viewing medical records
Based on the scenario of the current Osseointegration project, each patient record 
consists of several stages. In this case, medical staff need to separately review 
information about each stage. The function ‘View Patient Records’ was created to
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allow this to happen, and is formed of serveral sub functions including ‘View Patient 
Pre-operative Records’, ‘View Patient Surgery Stage I Records’, ‘View Patient 
Surgery Stage II Records’, ‘View Post-operative-3 Months Records’, ‘View Post- 
operative-6 Months Records’ and ‘View Post-operative-12 Months Records’. This is 
shown in Figure 5.22
Update Patient 
Records
I  .... r ? Mir
Update Patient 
Pre-operative 
Records
Update Patient 
Surgery Stage 1 
Records
Update Patient 
Surgery Stage II 
Records
Update Post­
operative - 3 
Months Records
Update Post­
operative - 6 
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Update Post­
operative -1 2  
Months Records
Figure 5.23. The structure of the content for updating medical records
Under the current Osseointegration project, each patient record consists of several 
stages, and medical staff need to be able to separately update patient records for each 
stage. Therefore, the function ‘Update Patient Records’ was created, and consists of 
several sub functions including ‘Update Patient Pre-operative Records’, ‘Update 
Patient Surgery Stage I Records’, ‘Update Patient Surgery Stage II Records’, ‘Update 
Post-operative-3 Months Records’, ‘Update Post-operative-6 Months Records’ and 
‘Update Post-operative-12 Months Records’.
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Figure 5.24. The structure of the content for adding medical records
Figure 5.24 illustrates the structure of the function ‘Add Patient Records’. According 
to the current Osseointegration project, each patient record consists of several stages, 
and medical staff need to be able to separately add patient records for each stage 
subject to the completion of the previous stage. Therefore, the function ‘Add Patient 
Records’ was created. It consists of several sub functions including ‘Add Patient Pre-
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operative Records’, ‘Add Patient Surgery Stage I Records’, ‘Add Patient Surgery 
Stage II Records’, ‘Add Post-operative-3 Months Records’, ‘Add Post-operative-6 
Months Records’ and ‘Add Post-operative-12 Months Records’.
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Figure 5.25. The structure of the content for deleting medical records
Figure 5.25 illustrates the structure of the function ‘Delete Patient Records’. 
According to the current Osseointegration project, since each patient record consists 
of several stages, and medical staff need to be able to separately delete patient records 
for each stage. Therefore, the function ‘Delete Patient Records’ was created. It 
consists of several sub functions including ‘Delete Patient Pre-operative Records’, 
‘Delete Patient Surgery Stage I Records’, ‘Delete Patient Surgery Stage II Records’, 
‘Delete Post-operative-3 Months Records’, ‘Delete Post-operative-6 Months Records’ 
and ‘Delete Post-operative-12 Months Records’.
5.6 Test/Evaluation
In this phase, the system test and evaluation was carried out. All of the functions of 
WSIHIS were tested and assessed to see if they could work as expected. The author 
made use of various data to trigger different functions in order to find out if these 
function could react correctly based on different data. As one of the major objectives 
of WSIHIS is to address the issue of interoperability with a Web Service-based 
solution, a system assessment was done to test if this system could overcome the issue 
of interoperability. In order to assess this possible solution, the author tested the 
proposed system under different system platforms (e.g. Microsoft Windows platforms, 
Linux platforms, different web browsers). The proposed system was tested to interact 
with different DBMSs (e.g. Microsoft Access, Microsoft SQL server, Oracle). In 
addition, the author assessed whether the proposed system could work with
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applications developed in different programming languages (e.g. C#, VB, Java, C++, 
etc.). The details of the system assessment are referred to in chapter 6.
5.6.1 Principles of the Test/Evaluation
A test/evaluation is the best way to correct errors and to ensure that the proposed 
system meets all of the objectives. A test/evaluation is the process of executing a 
program with the intention of finding errors. If the testing is conducted successfully, 
it will uncover errors in the software. As a secondary benefit, testing demonstrates 
that the behavioural and performance requirements have been met. In addition, data 
collected during as testing can provide a good indication of software reliability and 
software quality as a whole. There is a set of test/evaluation principles [82]: All tests 
should be traceable to customer requirements. A test/evaluation should begin ‘in the 
small’ and progress toward testing ‘in the large’. Exhaustive testing/evaluation is not 
possible: it is impossible to execute every combination of paths during testing.
5.6.2 Test/Evaluation Strategy
The test/evaluation strategy is an integral part of software development to ensure that 
functional requirements and non-functional requirements (e.g. system security, 
robustness, and interoperability) are met. It needs to take place at all stages so that 
faults are found as early as possible and the cost of rectification is minimized. The 
author was following the strategy that comprised of couples of tests in the order in 
which they would occur. It is illustrated in figure 5.26 [82, 83]:
Unit testing Regression testingSystem testingIntegration testing
Figure 5.26. Test/Evaluation Strategy
Unit testing: it is the testing that the developer performs on own code during 
the development of a unit or module.
Integration testing: it is the testing that take place when units or modules are 
combined with other modules to make larger modules
System testing: it is the first testing of the completely integrated software and 
hardware.
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- Regression testing: it means going back over tests that have been performed 
satisfactorily at an earlier stage but which now need to be redone because of 
changes that have been made either to the module itself or to modules with 
which it interfaces.
- Alpha and beta testing: Alpha testing is the final stage of system testing before 
the system can be released for real users to try. Beta testing is the stage where 
the system can be used by real users but in an exploratory way.
5.6.3 Test/Evaluation Methods
As far as test/evaluation methods are concerned, white box testing and black box 
testing will be adopted as the two main methods to test and evaluate the proposed 
system.
White-box testing, also called glass box testing, is a test case design method that uses 
the control structure of the procedural design to derive test cases. By using this 
method, the developer can derive test cases that [82]:
Guarantee that all independent paths within a module have been exercised at 
least once
- Exercise all logical decisions on their true and false sides
- Execute all loops at their boundaries and within their operational bounds
- Exercise internal data structures to assure their validity.
Black box testing, also called behavioural testing, focuses on the functional 
requirements of the software. Black box testing is designed to find out the following 
[82]:
- How is functional validity tested?
- How is system behaviour and performance tested?
- What classes of input will make good test cases?
- Is the system particularly sensitive to certain input values?
- How are the boundaries of a data class isolated?
- What data rates and data volume can the system tolerate?
- What effect will specific combinations of data have on system operation?
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5.7 Maintenance
This phase has started since the implementation of WSIHIS. The phase of 
maintenance can be considered as the evaluation of the proposed system, which would 
be carried out from the following aspects:
- Cost benefit analysis: It may not be possible to determine whether all the 
benefits projected in the cost benefit analysis have been achieved, but most of 
the costs of development, installation, data conversion and training will have 
been incurred and can be compared with the projections.
- Functional requirements: It is important to check if the functional 
requirements of the system have been met.
- Non-functional requirements: The system should be reviewed to ensure that it 
meets the targets for non-functional requirements that were documented 
during the requirements analysis stage.
- User satisfaction: Both quantitative and qualitative evaluations of user 
satisfaction with the new system can be undertaken, using questionnaires or 
interviews or both.
- Quantitative data for future planning: The evaluation report provides a place in 
which to record information about the amount of time spent on different tasks 
in the project.
- Candidate components for reuse: If these have not already been identified 
during the project itself, then they should be identified at this stage.
- Future development: Any requirements for enhancements to the system or for 
bugs to be fixed should be documented.
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Chapter 6. WSIHIS Interoperability Assessment
The assessment has been done to test whether Web service and Microsoft .Net 
technologies could enable WSIHIS to overcome or eliminate the interoperability issue. 
The analysis and discussion is based on the results of the assessment. As discussed in 
Chapter 1, interoperability means that the system should have the capability to work 
on cross system platforms (including Operating system platforms and Web browsers), 
and exchange the data across DBMSs, and make use of functions or applications 
developed in different programming languages. The methodology of the system 
assessment is designed and shown in table 6.1 [54, 63]:
Table 6.1. The methodology of the whole system assessment
Type of assessment Methodology Based on
Language Interoperability Managing to integrate 
WSIHIS with Web Service 
applications built in 
different programming 
languages
Java, Visual Basic, C++, 
C#
System Interoperability Run WSIHIS on different 
web browsers
Internet explorer, 
Netscape, Moziila Firefox, 
Deepnet, Avant browser. 
Opera
Testing if WSIHIS is able 
to work with different 
DBMSs
Microsoft SQL server 
2000, Microsoft Access 
2000, Oracle
Run WSIHIS on different 
platforms of operating 
systems
Microsoft Windows 2000, 
Microsoft Windows XP, 
Ubuntu Linux sysytem 
4.02, Knoppix Linux 
system 5.1.0
6.1 The Assessment of Language Interoperability of WSIHIS
The first assessment would focus on the language interoperability of WSIHIS. 
WSIHIS should be able to integrate with applications developed in different 
programming languages. In light of the original assessment scheme, several Web 
Service applications will be built using different languages including Visual Basic, 
Visual Java and Visual C++, and then the assessment will integrate these Web 
Services with WSIHIS in order to discover if language interoperability issue can be 
solved.
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6.1.1 Language Interoperability in C#
In this assessment, a Web Service is built using C# to test if it can successfully be 
invoked by the proposed system. This Web Service is aiming to validate the reference 
number entered by the user (please refer to appendix IV for its code and screenshot):
WSIHIS is acting as a Healthcare Information System to process data for the project 
of Osseointegration, The whole treatment of Osseointegration comprises of different 
stages. Each patient would be given a unique reference number that would be used 
throughout the whole procedure. The reference number issued in each stage must be 
distinct from the number of other records; otherwise, the record would be recognised 
as an invalid record. Therefore, a Web Service application is created to validate the 
reference number. This web service application, as a component, is integrated into 
WSIHIS to ensure that all records are entered with a correct reference number (please 
refer to appendix IV for its screenshots after applying this web service in WSIHIS). 
By integrating this Web Service into WSIHIS, the ability of WSIHIS to interoperate 
with Web Service-based applications built in C# can be assessed.
6.1.2 Language Interoperability in Visual Basic
Visual Basic is one of the most popular programming language and many enterprise 
systems were developed using this language. The following assessment is designed to 
check whether an application built in Visual Basic could work with WSIHIS. There is 
a function designed for medical staff named ‘Check^Appbintments’ that allows 
doctors to search appointment records made by patients via reference numbers. If the 
doctor forgets the reference number of patient, he would be unable to find the 
appointment record. In order to overcome this problem, another function was 
developed with the assistance of a Web Service. This Web Service application was 
developed in Visual Basic. This was made not only for the assessment, but also to 
enhance the function ‘Check Appointments’ (please refer to appendix IV for its code 
and screenshot).
A new function is used to provide doctors with a complete list of appointments. It 
would enable those doctors who do not remember the reference numbers to find a 
relevant appointment record. This Web Service application would act as a 
middleware to convert all data into XML messages. It would then be invoked by
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WSIHIS to assist the function ‘Check Appointments’ to produce a full list of 
appointments (please refer to appendix IV for its screenshots). This assessment has 
proved that WSIHIS can be integrated with applications built in Visual Basic.
6.1.3 Language Interoperability in Java
Java, as another popular programming language, is used to create web pages with 
dynamic content, and to enhance the functionality of World Wide Web servers. This 
assessment is designed to show if applications created in Java can be integrated with 
WSIHIS. In order to make the assessment more understandable and clear, a web 
service application was developed in Java. It is designed to help WSIHIS to find a 
relevant patient record via a correct reference number (please refer to appendix TV for 
its code and screenshot).
The function ‘View Post-Operative 6 Months Assessment Records’ in WSIHIS has 
successfully achieved a data search by using this web service application (please refer 
to appendix IV for its screenshot). This assessment shows that WSIHIS is capable of 
interoperating with applications built in Java.
6.1.4 Language Interoperability in C++
C++, as a simulation programming language, was developed in the early 1980s. C++ 
allows object-oriented programming. C++ is also selected for the assessment of 
language interoperability. Hence, another Web Service application, built in C++, will 
attempt to work with WSIHIS. The C++ Web Service application would be aiming to 
achieve the same function as the Web Service application built in Java (please refer to 
appendix IV for its code and screenshot).
As mentioned above, this Web Service application acts as a middleware to help the 
function ‘View Post-Operative 6 Months Assessment Records’ to search relevant 
records via correct reference numbers (please refer to appendix IV for its screenshot).
After testing, the ftinction ‘View Post-Operative 6 Months Assessments Records’ 
shows that WSIHIS has the capability to interoperate with the Web Service 
application built in C++. However, there is a slightly difference between C++-based 
web services and other programming language-based Web Services. This difference
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is that the C++ Web Service displays the record in a different order from other 
language-based (e.g Java) Web services (please refer to the screenshot of XML-based 
datasets produced by C++ & Java Web Service applications). This difference would 
require the function to have some modification so that it matched the usual order for 
displaying the information.
6.1.5 Summary
The above assessment shows that the proposed system is capable of interoperating 
with applications developed in different programming languages. The technology of 
Web service and Microsoft .Net platform has provided WSIHIS with an ideal solution 
for the language interoperability. Theoretically, Web Services play a key role in the 
solution to the language interoperability issue. Figure 6.1 illustrate how Web Services 
work in the proposed system.
Microsoft .Net Platform
Web Service-based Middleware
SOL
C# Web ServicesSOAP
C#.Net-based
WSIHIS
Applications
XML
Messages
Visual Basic 
Web Services
Oracal
Java Web Services
C++ Web Services
Figure 6.1. The result of the assessment on the language interoperability of WSIHIS
Applications of WSIHIS send requests and responses to and from Web services via 
SOAP. When WSIHIS invokes one of the functions in a Web Service application, the 
request and all relevant information are packaged into a SOAP message and sent to 
the appropriate destination. When the Web service application receives the SOAP 
message, it begins to process the contents (called the SOAP envelope), which 
specifies a ftinctions with the parameters (if they are required for the function) that the 
client wishes to execute. Afterwards, a certain function in the Web Service 
application would be called with the specified arguments, and the response would be
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sent back to the client in the XML message packed in SOAP. The client parses the 
response to retrieve the result. Both XML and SOAP are platform-independent and 
easy-to-understand codes, which enable the proposed system to interoperate with 
different programming language-based applications.
6.2 The assessment of System Platform Interoperability 
Based on Different Platforms of Web Browsers
The main objective of the assessment for system platform interoperability is to test if 
the proposed system is able to work under different system platforms. Theoretically, 
system platform means Operation System Platform, but over the last few years the 
Internet browser has been also recognised as a platform in itself [34]. Six different 
web browsers are selected for the assessment. These are Internet Explorer, Mozillar 
FireFox, Opera, Netscape, Deepnet Explorer and Avant Browser. All of the web 
browsers were given the same tasks to be executed under WSIHIS. These tasks are 
shown as follows:
- Logging into WSIHIS as a patient
- Making an online appointment via WSIHIS
- Changing the details of an appointment
- Logging out and logging into WSIHIS again as a doctor
- Checking the appointment
- Logging out and logging into WSIHIS as a patient once more
- Cancelling the appointment that has just been made
6.2.1 System Interoperability in Internet Explorer
Internet Explorer (IE), as one of the most popular web browsers, is bound with 
Microsoft operating systems. For this reason, IE is involved with this assessment. 
This assessment managed to get WSIHIS to work under IE and make use of the 
system to achieve the specific tasks listed above. Please refer to Appendix IV for 
screenshots of the execution of these tasks under Internet Explorer. The result 
verified that the proposed system could work under the platform of IE.
6.2.2 System Interoperability in Opera
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6.2.2 System Interoperability in Opera
Opera 8.0 is the latest version of the Opera web browser. Opera is a popular web 
browser, which provides Internet users with lots of useful features, such as allowing 
users to open many web pages under one. The tasks listed above were carried out 
under Opera 8.0 in the assessment. Please refer to Appendix IV for the screenshots.
The assessment showed that the user interfaces are slightly different from the 
interfaces displayed under the platform of IE in terms of style (e.g. table style, input 
box style). This is because Opera might be unable to support some of the Microsoft- 
based web features. It can support most of the common features of web system.
The differences in the style of the user interface do not affect the working of WSIHIS 
under Opera.
6.2.3 System Interoperability in Netscape
This assessment was carried out in the same way as for the other web browsers. 
Screenshots of the result can be found in Appendix IV.
Netscape was one of the most popular web browsers until IE appeared on the market. 
Nevertheless, Netscape still has the capability to brows different websites, and so was 
included in the system interoperability assessment. The results of the assessment 
show that the proposed system is capable of working under Netscape.
6.2.4 System Interoperability in Moziila Firefox
An assessment was also carried out on the platform of Moziila Firefox The results 
could be found in Appendix IV.
The assessment found that user interfaces were not displayed properly when using 
Firefox. This is the same problem that was found with the Opera web browser, 
although it is more of an issue when using Firefox. Some of the input boxes and 
buttons overlapped in some of the interfaces. However, this only affects the style of 
the user interface. All of the functions of WSIHIS still work properly, as shown by 
the screenshots (please refer to Appendix IV).
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6.2.5 System Interoperability in Deepnet Explorer
Deepnet Explorer was another web browser selected for this assessment. The same 
tasks were completed under this web browser. Screenshots can be found in Appendix 
IV.
The assessment showed that WSIHIS can work under Deepnet Explorer.
6.2.6 System Interoperability in Avant Browser
The ability of WSIHIS to work under the ‘Avant Browser’ was also assessed. It was 
found that WSIHIS is capable of working under this browser. Screenshots of the 
assessment can be found in Appendix IV.
6.2.7 Summary
The results of the assessments on six different web browsers show that WSIHIS has 
good system interoperability. It can work under all of the web browsers that were 
assessed although there were some small problems with the display of user interfaces 
on the Opera and Moziila Firefox browsers. These problems occurred because the 
browser did not support some IE display features. This does not affect the overall 
fiinctioning of WSIHIS under these web browsers. The following figure concludes 
results of assessments both on language interoperability and system interoperability:
Microsoft .Net Platform
Web Service-based Middleware
SOL
C# Web ServicesSOAPVarious Web 
Browsers
Access
Visual Basic 
Web Services
XML
Messages
C#.Net-
based
WSIHIS Oracal
Java Web Services
C++ Web Services
Figure 6.2. WSIHIS working with Web Service and Web Browsers to address the issue of
language interoperabUlty and system interoperabiUty
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On the other hand, figure 6.2 also indicates WSIHIS, with the support of Web services 
and Microsoft .Net platform, is capable of running under different web browsers and 
invoking different web services in different language.
6.3 System Interoperability in Different DBMSs
Different HISs can be built based on different Database Management Systems 
(DBMS), and differences in DBMSs and data structure could influence the level of 
integration that can be achieved between different HISs. The following assessment 
was designed to test the level of interoperability between WSIHIS and different 
DBMSs. Three major DBMSs were selected for the assessment; SQL server 2000, 
Oracle and Microsoft Access 2000. Three applications based on the different DBMSs 
were built in order to see if the selected DBMSs were able to work with the proposed 
system. The task of ‘Viewing patient appointments’ was selected since it requires the 
system to access the database and would also could test the interoperability of 
WSIHIS with those different DBMSs. The author also created three Web Service 
applications connected with the three different DBMSs that were integrated with 
WSIHIS in order to transmit data back to WSIHIS from the different DBMSs. The 
main steps of this task are:
- Logging onto WSIHIS as a doctor,
- Accessing the function of viewing appointments,
- Entering a unique reference number for the appointment record,
- Clicking the button‘search’,
- If successful, the relevant appointment record would be displayed in the web 
form,
- If unsuccessful, the error message would be displayed.
Additionally, WSIHIS should display any data from the different database systems in 
a consistent format. In order to ensure that the records from each database could be 
recognised as having come from that database, the records were given different names. 
The record in the Microsoft Access database was given the patient name 
‘Fiance_Access’, the record in the Oracle database was given the patient name 
‘Fiance Orl’, and the record in the Microsoft SQL Server was given the patient name 
‘FianceSQL’.
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6.3.1 System Interoperability in Microsoft Access
Microsoft Access provides users with one of the simplest and most flexible DBMS 
solutions on the market today [57]. Regular users of Microsoft products enjoy the 
familiar Windows “look and feel” as well as the good integration with other Microsoft 
Office family products. The assessment showed that WSIHIS could work with a 
Microsoft Access Database (evidence can be found in Appendix IV).
6.3.2 System Interoperability in Oracle
The Oracle database used in this assessment was the Oracle Database lOg that is 
designed for Grid Computing; the information is always available and secure [84]. 
Oracle Database lOg lowers the cost of ownership through automated management 
while providing the highest possible quality of service [84]. The assessment tested 
the interoperability of WSIHIS and the Oracle database.
The assessment showed that data can be taken out in an XML-based dataset from the 
Oracle database through a Web Service, and sent back to the web form (please refer to 
appendix IV for its screenshots and the code behind the application for explaining 
how the Web Service is used and integrated with WSIHIS to retrieve patients’ 
records).
6.3.3 System Interoperability in Microsoft SQL server
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 is a full-featured relational database management system 
(RDBMS) that offers a variety of administrative tools to ease the burdens of database 
development, maintenance and administration [58]. Screenshots in Appendix TV 
show the application being built up with the support of a Web Service for retrieving 
the record from the Microsoft SQL server database.
The assessment showed that the data in the Microsoft SQL server database is sent 
back to the web form via the Web Service (please refer to appendix IV for its 
screenshots and the code behind the web form that is used to invoke the Web Service 
to search the data based on the reference number entered by the user, and then wrap 
the data in a dataset, finally display the data on the web form). The assessment
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demonstrated that WSIHIS has the ability to interact with a Microsoft SQL server 
database with the support of a Web Service.
6.3.4 Summary
Different HISs are based on different DBMSs, and so it is very important to prove that 
WSIHIS can integrate with applications that are based on different DBMSs. Three 
DBMSs were selected for this assessment. Three applications were developed based 
on these DBMSs with the support of a Web Service, which WSIHIS invoked to 
retrieve relevant data. The above assessment shows that the proposed system is able 
to interoperate with applications based on different DBMSs.
In fact, Web Services first establish a connection with different DBMSs and retrieve 
the data depending on certain parameters. This data is then bound into an XML 
dataset wrapped in SOAP and transmitted via the Internet. As a result, any different 
data formats fiom different DBMSs would be displayed in a same XML format. 
Therefore, all data in the XML dataset produced by Web Services would be readable 
and understandable to any system. Finally, web forms invoke these Web Services to 
display the data to firont end users. XML and SOAP are platform-independent and 
easy-to-understand code, and so enable the data in XML to be transmitted on the 
Internet regardless of different system platforms, different programming languages or 
different DBMSs. Consequently, WSIHIS is able to address the issue of system 
interoperability firom the perspective of various DBMSs.
6.4 System Interoperability in Different Operating Systems
This section concentrates on assessing if WSIHIS is able to work on different 
operating systems. In order to do this, the author installed WSIHIS onto one of the 
servers in the centre for Biomedical Engineering in the University of Surrey, and then 
tried to run WSIHIS on four separated computers installed with Microsoft Operating 
systems and Linux Operating systems based on the network of Surrey University as 
illustrated in the figure 6.3. And a specific cross platform test performed are as shown 
in Table 6.2.
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This assessment will be based on two widely used system platforms: Microsoft 
Windows and the Linux operating system. As the two types of system platforms have 
different versions of operating systems (for example, the Microsoft Windows system 
has Windows 98, Windows 2000, Windows XP, etc), the author selected two typical 
operating systems for each of the system platforms. These are Windows 98, Windows 
2000 and Windows XP for the Microsoft operating system platform, and Ubuntu 
Linux 5.10 and Knoppix Linux 4.02 for the Linux operating system platform.
Table 6.2. Interoperability Assessment Tests Performed
WSIHIS Semer Platform & DBMS Clinician Client Platform
Ser\'er Platfomi D BM S Operating system Web Browser
Win 2000 Server Microsoft Access, 
Microsoft SQL Server 
2000, Oracle
W inXP IE, Opera, Netscape, 
Firefox, Deepnet 
Explorer, Avant 
Browser
Win 2000 IE, Opera, Netscape, 
Firefox, Deepnet 
Explorer, Avant 
Browser
Win 98 IE, Opera, Netscape, 
Firefox, Deepnet 
Explorer, Avant 
Browser
Unbuntu Linux 5.10 Firefox
Knoppix Linux 4.02 Firefox
WinXP Microsoft Access, 
Microsoft SQL Server 
2000, Oracle
WinXP IE, Opera, Netscape, 
Firefox, Deepnet 
Explorer, Avant 
Browser
Win 2000 IE, Opera, Netscape, 
Firefox, Deepnet 
Explorer, Avant 
Browser
Win 98 IE, Opera, Netscape, 
Firefox, Deepnet 
Explorer, Avant 
Browser
Unbuntu Linux 5.10 Firefox
Knoppix Linux 4.02 Firefox
Win 2003 Server Microsoft Access, 
Microsoft SQL Server 
2000, Oracle
WinXP IE, Opera, Netscape, 
Firefox, Deepnet 
Explorer, Avant 
Browser
Win 2000 IE, Opera, Netscape, 
Firefox, Deepnet 
Explorer, Avant 
Browser
Unbuntu Linux 5.10 Firefox
Knoppix Linux 4.02 Firefox
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Figure 6.3. WSIHIS interoperability assessment based on Microsoft and Linux system platforms
6.4.1 System Interoperability in Microsoft Operating Systems
The ability of WSIHIS to run under Microsoft operating systems was assessed first. 
Screenshots of WSIHIS running under different Microsoft operating systems can be 
found in Appendix IV.
6.4.2 System Interoperability in Linux Operating Systems
Linux operating systems are robust and stable. There are many potential users who 
would run WSIHIS on Linux operating systems. The ability of WSIHIS to run on 
Linux Systems therefore needs to be assessed. This assessment was divided into two 
parts. One was to assess WSIHIS on Ubuntu LinuxS.IO and the other was to test if 
WSIHIS worked under Knoppix Linux 4.02. In order to prove the ability of WSIHIS 
to work on different Linux systems, the author would let WSIHIS go through 
functions related to appointments, such as, making appointments, changing 
appointments, and cancelling appointments. Screenshots of assessment based on 
Ubumtu 5.10 could be found in Appendix TV.
Unbuntu is a complete Linux-based operating system freely available with both 
community and professional support. To date, Ubuntu is moving into Enterprise 
computing with IBM's certification of Ubuntu as "Ready for IBM DB2 Software for 
Linux". Additionally, Ubuntu ships with the latest Gnome release as well as a
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selection of server and desktop software that makes for a comfortable desktop 
experience off a single installation CD. All figures are pictured under Ubuntu Linux 
5.10. WSIHIS successfully achieved all of the tasks set for the assessment under 
Ubuntu Linux 5.10. The result clearly indicates that WSIHIS is able to run smoothly 
under Ubuntu Linux 5.10, just as it works under Microsoft operating systems (please 
refer to Appendix IV for the screenshots).
Knoppix is also a free and open source Linux operating system based on Debian GNU 
Linux. It also provides users with sufficient windows-based application software. 
Additionally, Knoppix has built up the cooperative relationship with some academic 
institutions, such as for schools. The results of the assessment have verified that 
WSIHIS is capable of running under Knoppix 4.02 (please refer to Appendix IV for 
the screenshots).
6.4.3 Summary
WSIHIS is supposed to be accessible to any users based on any system platforms. For 
this reason, WSIHIS was assessed under different system platforms including 
Microsoft Windows 2000, Microsoft Windows XP, Linux Ubuntan and Linux 
Knoppix. The results of the assessment indicated that the proposed system could 
work smoothly under these system platforms. The Microsoft .Net platform was 
applied in WSIHIS. The Microsoft .NET platform is component based and sits on top 
of operating systems. The .NET architecture is Web Services-centric and paves the 
way for interoperability between technologies residing on the .NET platform. The 
.NET infrastructure presents a multi-tiered approach to distributed programming and 
uses SOAP as the primary technology for supporting Web Services. The components 
consist of classes embedded within namespaces such as System.Object, System.Net, 
System.Windows.Forms, System.Web, and System.XML.
In a distributed environment, .NET’s presentation layer is separated from the middle- 
tier business logic layer. The third tier consists of low-level components for 
managing services such as database access, connection to legacy applications, and so 
forth. The .NET Framework uses HTTP as the communications protocol for 
messaging and exchanging documents via the Internet. This protocol allows any 
programming language, platform, or middleware to be an interactive participant in
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cross-platform interoperability. XML serves as the .NET architectural core component 
and provides the means to transmit XML-based SOAP messages.
The three core components of the Framework consist of the Common Language 
Runtime (CLR), the Common Type Specification (CTS), and the Common Language 
Specification (CLS). The CLR performs a wide variety of low-level system tasks, i.e., 
memory management, error handling, type checking, and security. The CTS defines 
common data types that all programming languages targeting the Framework must 
conform to in order to receive multi languages and interoperability support.
6.5 Discussion
All results of this assessment have shown that WSIHIS could interoperate with the 
data firom different database systems, and different Web Service-based applications 
built in different programming languages. This section will discuss how a Web 
Service-based solution achieves the interoperability between Healthcare Information 
Systems.
6.5.1 Integration of Information between Healthcare Information 
Systems
The Web Services exchange information in XML, a universal format for structured 
documents. To support XML document processing, a variety of specification and 
standards have emerged, such as extensible Stylesheet Language (XSL), Document 
Object Model (DOM), Simple API for XML (SAX), and Resource Description 
Framework (RDF). Due to wide industrial support, the XML-formatted documents 
are much more searchable, integratable, reusable, and manageable. In fact, converting 
proprietary documents to XML is the most economical way to add intelligence to 
documents and to make them immediately consumable over the Internet.
Figure 6.4 illustrates how easily an XML-formatted proprietary document is extracted 
from Hospital A’s Healthcare Information Systems, transferred over the Internet, and 
consumed by different Healthcare Information Systems based in Hospital B, Hospital 
C and Hospital D.
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Figure 6.4. Web Service-based Data Exchange between HISs
In the figure 6.4, a Web Service acts as a middleware between hospitals. If the 
hospitals B , C and D need to get the data based in Hospital A, they would send their 
requests to the Web Service over the Internet. All request sent to the Web Services 
would be wrapped in SOAP envelopes. These requests contain criteria and 
parameters for retrieving the data. Once the Web Service gets the request, it would 
extract the data from the HIS in Hospital A according to the criteria and parameters 
specified in the request. When the Web Service obtains the required data, it would 
convert the data to an XML-based document. The XML-based document would then 
be wrapped in the SOAP envelope and sent to the other hospitals over the Internet. A 
XML-based document is in a standard-based format that can be readily parsed and 
consumed by other Healthcare Information Systems.
6.5.2 System interoperability between Healthcare Information
Systems
Some applications in legacy Healthcare Information Systems have been functioning 
reliably with the help of many years of maintenance efforts. They could be still useful 
for a certain period. As a result, it is important to enable these legacy systems to 
participate in new systems. However, seamless system interoperability of legacy
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Healthcare Information Systems is a challenging task. These legacy systems were 
developed when there were no open standards. Developers of HISs developed these 
legacy systems using their proprietary technologies that are not interoperable with 
each other. In this thesis, a Web Service-based solution is proposed to address this 
issue. It provides a distributed computing technology for interoperating the 
healthcare-related services on the Internet using open standards and XML encoding. 
The use of standard XML protocols makes Web Services platform-independent and 
language-independent. Built on the foundation of open standards, Web services 
eliminate the interoperability issues. Based on the result of the system interoperability 
assessment, figure 6.5 illustrates how the Web Service-based solution addresses the 
interoperability between WSIHIS and legacy HISs.
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Figure 6.5. Web Service-based System InteroperabUlty between HISs
The Web Service-based solution does offer a fundamentally different way to deliver 
business functions. It uses open standards to expose functions internally and 
externally to other systems. According to figure 6.5, the Web Service-based solution 
for system interoperability between WSIHIS and legacy HISs consists of the
following steps:
- Core functions of WSIHIS are based on different Web Services, such as the 
appointment service, the patient ID validating service, the patient record 
search service, and the patient record update service. These Web Services
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could be developed in different programming languages. For example, for the 
purpose of system assessment, some of the Web Services in WSIHIS were 
developed in C#, VB, C++ and Java.
- Before exposing these Web Services externally to other systems, WSDL is 
used to describe these services, specifying its location and publishing its 
operations (e.g. methods). WSDL provides a standard way to describe the 
Web service interfaces in enough detail to allow other systems to build a client 
application talking to the described Web Service.
- Web Service would then be registered with UDDI. UDDI offers Web-Service 
users a unified and systematic way to find service providers through a 
centralised registry of service. The registry of service is an automated online 
“phone directory” through which the registered Web services advertise their 
business services. UDDI registry access is accomplished using a standard 
SOAP API for both querying and updating.
- Once these Web Services are published and registered, legacy HIS systems 
could start to use these services over the network.
Legacy HIS systems could find services via UDDI which direct service 
consumers to relevant services according to the description of Web Services
- Regarding the previous step, applications or service consumers are able to 
invoke relevant web services using SOAP transmitted via HTTP on the 
Internet.
Figure 6.5 shows how Web Services enable legacy HIS systems to participate in 
WSIHIS. Web Services could also be applied in legacy HIS systems. With minimal 
programming, a Web Service, as an interface, can be layered on top of a legacy HIS 
system to allow it to be accessed by other systems (e.g. WSIHIS) over the network. 
The Web Service-based solution could provide HISs with an open architecture, 
allowing both existing legacy HISs and new systems to be rapidly and seamlessly 
integrated. It also allows developers to reuse the system’s applications and yields 
loosely coupled open system architecture. The legacy HIS systems can continue to 
operate as standalone systems until the new HIS systems become stable.
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Chapter 7. Discussion and Conclusions
This thesis starts by addressing the situation of healthcare information system in the 
present from different aspects. The intention to nationalise and even globalise 
healthcare systems by using computer technologies has become a very common 
talking point. Since 2003, the British government has been developing a national- 
scale computerised healthcare system, named the National Program for IT (NpfIT). 
The NpfIT is aiming to integrate most of the healthcare systems and services based in 
England and Wales. However, this project was delayed for several years because of 
various issues, such as data transmission, network limitation, data security, and a lack 
of cooperation from medical staff. Among these issues, the issue of system 
interoperability is becoming more critical as there are many hospitals in England and 
Wales that running different business practices. The influence of this issue might be 
not prominent for those new or small-scale commercial systems. Most of the newer 
systems were usually built up from the scratch. These systems would have limited 
interoperability issues as they do not have many legacy systems. Small systems 
would also not encounter many problems as they have a small number of users and 
not much data. However, in the contrast the interoperability issue is a big challenge 
for those systems that have lots of legacy systems and data to be integrated, especially 
HISs. Many hospitals already have their own HISs and database systems. These 
HISs in hospitals could be developed in different computer languages, compiled on 
different platforms, executed on different hardware, have different data structures, 
types and formats. These systems were not developed in a coordinated way hut 
evolved as autonomous and heterogeneous systems. Thus, in most cases these 
information systems function independently and do not share their data and processes. 
If a system has poor interoperability, any small changes could affect these systems 
and stop them working properly. Hence, the issue of system interoperability is 
becoming critical for the NpfIT and any big scale HISs. With regard to this, some 
developers are trying to make use of a traditional distributed middleware technology 
(DCOM/CORBA) to solve the interoperability issue. However, DCOM/CORBA is 
relatively complex to handle and requires some special expertise. Any large-scale 
systems are very difficult to develop and maintain, and so should be technically easy 
to develop and maintain. Therefore developers are looking for another more efficient
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solution. In this thesis, a new Healthcare Information System called Web Service- 
based Integrated Healthcare Information System (WSIHIS) is proposed and 
implemented in order to address the interoperability issue.
A new distributed middleware technology, Web Services, plays a key role in WSIHIS. 
Based on open standards, the Web Services technology allows any piece of software 
to communicate with another in a standardised XML messaging systems [8, 11, 52]. 
It solves and eliminates the issues of DCOM/CORBA [52, 85]. As a new type of 
software service, Web Services are modular self-describing, and self-contained 
applications that can be published, located, and dynamically invoked across the Web. 
The core technology of Web Services is the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) 
and Extensible Markup Language (XML). SOAP is a platform-independent protocol 
that uses XML to make remote-procedure calls over HTTP. SOAP message are 
vmtten in the easy-to-understand and platform-independent XML. HTTP was chosen 
to transmit SOAP, because HTTP is a standard protocol for sending information 
across the Internet. The use of XML and HTTP enables different operating systems to 
send and receive SOAP message. Web Services allow client and server 
implementations to construct their distinct but equivalent representations of any data 
structures. Web services that use SOAP support a wider variety of data types. The 
data types supported by SOAP include most basic data types, as well as Dataset, 
DateTime, XMLNode and several others. SOAP also permits the transmission of 
arrays of all these types.
Compared to CORE A/DCOM, the technology of Web Services could reduce the 
development and deployment time, make the implementation of system cheaper, 
reduce the complexity of maintenance and lower the risk of project failure. Since any 
large projects like the NpfIT are required to be easy to maintain have a short 
development period have a low implementation cost and a low risk of project failure, 
these features make Web Services suitable for any large-scale HISs. In addition, there 
are many countries beginning to develop national healthcare systems [54, 85]. More 
than half of these systems applied XML technology for data integration. In this case, 
a Web Service would be compatible with them since XML is one of core technologies 
in Web Services.
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According to the standard system development lifecycle, a model of WSIHIS was 
designed and implemented based on the Microsoft .Net platform by using C# 
programming language. In order to test if Web Services are a suitable solution for the 
interoperability issue, an assessment was carried out concentrating on the system 
interoperability from several perspectives. The major purpose of the assessment was 
to make sure that WSIHIS could be run on different system platforms (e.g. Linux 
system platforms, Windows System Platforms), integrated with some applications 
developed in different computer programming languages (e.g. Visual Basic, C++, 
Java and C#) and different database systems (e.g. Oracle, Microsoft Access, SQL 
server). The assessment showed that the Web Service-based solution enabled the 
proposed system to work on cross system platforms, to make use of functions and 
applications developed in different programming languages, and to exchange the data 
across database systems. In addition, it also showed that the Web Service-based 
solution could help existing and future HISs to overcome the interoperability problem.
7.1 Benefits and Impact of WSIHIS
In this section the author will try to identify the benefits that might also be applied to 
other similar systems or projects (e.g. the NpfIT), and provide an insight into the 
impact of the application of WSIHIS to traditional Healthcare Information Systems. 
Since some of these benefits and impacts are related to each other, the author will 
discuss them together as follows:
- Maximising the geographical area that Healthcare Information Systems 
are able to cover: WSIHIS is built upon the Internet, enabling the proposed 
system to be used in any area where the Internet can be access to. Regarding 
this point, most people who are in rural or remote areas, would also be able to 
enjoy healthcare services without the problem of travelling.
- Enabling Healthcare Information Systems to run 24 hours a day: Since 
WSIHIS runs as a distributed Web-based system, it has the capability to run 
24 hours a day. It can guarantee that all users are able to get access to 
WSIHIS at anytime and in any time zone.
- A reduction of the cost of processing, retrieving and storing paper-based 
information: The project of Osseointegration, the background of the proposed
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system, requires the proposed system to process a large amount of paper-based 
information. WSIHIS aims to computerise all of this paper-based information 
and convert all of it into an online resource, which potentially helps the 
Osseointegration project to reduce the costs on processing, managing, 
retrieving and storing paper-based information.
Platform Interoperability: The solution to the issue of system
interoperability is a major objective of WSIHIS. This enables the proposed 
system to run on any machines that has an ECMA (European computer 
Manufacturer’s Association)-compliant version of the CLR and FCL on it. 
These machines can be x86, LA64, Alpha, PowerPC, and so on. In other 
words, users will be still able to run the proposed system if they are working 
on different computing hardware or a different operating system.
Language Interoperability: Another main objective is to allow the proposed 
system to work with applications developed in different programming 
languages. Developers wold therefore be free to use any language.
The reusability of functions or components of Healthcare Information 
Systems: The technology of Web Services makes some of the functions in 
WSIHIS reusable. As Web Services could be invoked by any applications 
developed in any programming languages based on any development platform, 
developers could save lots of time on system development by reusing or 
sharing those Web Service-based functions with other systems.
Data integration between new systems and legacy systems: There are lots 
of legacy systems in different healthcare institutions. When these legacy 
systems are trying to migrate to new systems (e.g. the NpfIT), the data 
integration between new systems and legacy systems would becomes a serious 
issue. The Web Service-based solution enables the proposed system to 
integrate the data from different systems. Web Services could convert the data 
from different DBMSs into XML messages and wrap them in a dataset that is 
readable to any systems that can parse XML messages.
Internationalising Healthcare Information System: One of the major issues 
for globalising HISs is the compatibility of different systems. This thesis 
proposed a Web Service-based solution for the interoperability issue, soving 
the problem of compatibility. The increasing use of the Internet around the 
World also increases the possibility of internationalising HISs. However, to
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completely achieve the objective of globalising HISs, much more work needs 
to be done to address problems other than the interoperability issue, such as 
data security, network limitations, data transmission, etc.
- Knowledge base sharing: Internationalising HISs would make the global 
sharing of knowledge possible. As a result, clinicians and other relevant 
medical staff could get the latest information at the earliest possible time via 
the system. WSIHIS provides all experts and medical staff with a good 
platform to share and exchange their knowledge (e.g. patient information, the 
details of different medical cases, latest medical technologies).
7.2 Challenges and Issues Raised by WSIHIS
While WSIHIS could provide several benefits to large numbers of people, it also 
raises some challenges:
- Internet Security: Increasingly, HISs are being developed based on the 
Internet, like WSIHIS. The Internet could make systems accessible 
everywhere in the World. However, this feature could also put the security of 
these systems at risk, as anyone who has Internet access could possibly break 
into the systems. Because the proposed system is an Internet-based system, 
Internet security becomes an unavoidable issue for it. The proposed system 
makes use of Microsoft .Net form authentication and Web Service-based 
authorisation to tackle this issue (please refer to Chapter 3 for its details). 
Unfortunately, there is no a perfect solution for this problem. For example, 
NatWest Online Banking, as the official website of NatWest, has even had to 
halt all online services since tens of thousands of customers have been targeted 
by online fraudsters [86].
- Privacy Issue: The issue of privacy is raised along with that of security. 
Healthcare data is highly sensitive. For example, patients using WSIHIS 
would be amputees under the Osseointegration project. Before these patients 
are selected, they would be required to enter their personal information, 
including the reason for them being an amputee. All of the information about 
patients is confidential, so it should not be used without the permission. Most 
IT systems, especially Healthcare Information System, are questioned about
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the safety of personal privacy. Similarly, the proposed system also faces this 
challenge.
- Fear of the change for the new system; Most users of WSIHIS are under the 
Osseointegration project. Currently, the data they process everyday is based 
on paper. With the implementation of WSIHIS, these users would be required 
to switch to a computer-based system. Many of the users might worry about 
this change since WSIHIS would change the way that they process the data. 
Nevertheless, this issue could be relieved by providing training to end users of 
WSIHIS. Proper training could help these users to become familiar with the 
system and become more confident with using it.
7.3 WSIHIS Limitations
The limitations of WIHIS are given in this section. These are as follows:
7.3.1 The Issue of Data Order in Datasets
In WSIHIS, Web Services act as a middleware between the database and end user’s 
interfaces. In theory, the technology of dataset is used by Web Service-based 
middleware to transmit the data between different systems or different components 
within one system. Usually, one Web Service could comprise of many datasets. Each 
dataset separately contains raw data from different databases. A major advantage of 
dataset is that it can hold the data without a physical connection to the source database. 
This feature could reduce database overhead since all data in the dataset can be 
independently processed. Sometime the data in datasets might be unrecognisable to 
the application or even confiise the application, such as different currencies and 
different date time formats. As a result, the data in datasets would need to be 
processed by a filter and validated before it is applied to major applications.
7.3.2 Dataset only As the Memory Object
The dataset is only a memory object. This causes some limitations. Firstly, the data 
can not permanently be stored in the dataset. This is because the memory would be 
refreshed when switching on/off the server, or when used by other applications. In 
addition, its size would be restricted by the size of the memory available on the server 
that produces the dataset.
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7.3.3 Restriction on Real Medical Data and Systems
Originally, in order to fully assess the interoperability of WSIHIS, the author was 
planning to test WSIHIS with real medical information systems and data. However, 
medical data and HIS can not be obtained due to privacy reasons.
7.4 Future Work
After the completion of WSIHIS, there will be still some works that can be done 
concerning WSIHIS in future. Major future works include:
7.4.1 Optimising the Performance of Web Service
WSIHIS benefits from Web Service to support increased interoperability. 
Theoretically, there is a significant increase in run-time cost for Web Service 
solutions [87]. Major information transmitted between Web Services is in XML- 
based messages. However, the XML formatted documents are inherently larger than 
the binary data traffic of other approaches. Conversion to text format and parsing of 
XML documents is inherently more costly than the alternative mechanisms used to 
convert data to a common data representation for the network [87]. The additional 
communications and processing costs are frequently perceived as a potential barrier to 
the use of Web Services technologies. However, this issue is not critical for small- 
scale systems like WSIHIS, such as the Osseointegration project that only has a 
limited number of users and data. However, while WSIHIS can in principle grow to 
become a large-scale system with more users and data in the future, this issue could 
become a major barrier at that time. As a result, a way to overcome this run-time cost 
issue of Web Services will be a major work for the author to carry out in the future. 
For the time being, there are three potential approaches-to optimise the performance. 
The first solution is to make use of some specialised hardware accelerators to improve 
the performance of Web Services. Secondly, some optimised software and 
compression approaches can be applied to optimise the performance. The last 
solution is to use XML binary to replace the unparsed XML, text-based XML format. 
However, there is a lot of research that needs to be done in order to investigate the 
feasibility of these solutions and how to implement them.
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7.4.2 Further Assessment of WSIHIS
In future, if WSIHIS were applied in the real world for an end user evaluation, there 
might be many unforeseen and unpredictable problems since the real world is more 
complicated. Particularly, the NpfIT, as a national Healthcare project in England, 
needs a robust solution for the interoperability issue as it would involve a lot of 
hospital systems. Therefore, another future project could assess and evaluate WSIHIS 
in the real world.
7.4.3 Further Development of WSIHIS
In this thesis, WSIHIS was proposed and implemented in order to address the issue of 
system interoperability within Healthcare Information Systems. But in order to make 
WSIHIS more practical in the real world, it can be further developed in terms of 
system functionalities, usability, robustness, etc.
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Appendix I -  Use Case Deseription
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Table. Use case description for the use case of 'log in & out the system'
Log in & out the system
Actor Action System Response
1. The member enters his/her username, 
password and identity code
2. The system checks if the username is 
matched. If the username is not correct, 
the system displays error information, 
informs the member wrong username and 
asks them to enter everything again. If 
the username is proved right, the system 
goes to step 3.
3. The system checks if the password is 
right based on the approved username. If 
not, error information displayed and the 
member is asked to enter everything 
again. If the password is OK, the system 
goes to step 4.
4. The system checks if the identity code 
is matched. If not, error information is 
displayed and the member will be asked 
to enter everything again. If everything is 
OK, the system transfers the member to 
the member login welcome page
5. The member types in his/her username, 
password and identity code again
6. Repeating step 2 to step 4
7. The member accesses his/her welcome 
page for the membership content.
8. Clicking the button ‘logout’ logs out 
from the membership content.
Table. Use case description for the use case of 'Chang Passwords'
Change Passwords
Actor Action System Response
1. Clicking the button ‘Change Password’ 2. Verifying whether the person who is 
trying to access to the Web form of 
‘Change Password’ has the right to use 
this function. If so, the system passes 
him/her to Web form of ‘Change 
Password’, otherwise, the system diverts 
the user to Web form of ‘User Login 
Page’.
3. Entering the original password
4. Entering the new password
5. Entering the new password for 
confirmation
6. Checking whether everything required 
has been filled in. If not, the system 
displays the message to ask the member 
to enter the information again, otherwise.
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the system proceeds to next step.
7. Repeating step 3 to step 5 or part of 
these steps
8. Repeating step 6
9. Checking if the old password is right. 
If not, the error message is displayed and 
the member is asked to enter them again. 
If the old password is matched, the 
system goes to step 10
10. Verifying if the format of new 
password is right. If not, the error 
message is displayed with a right sample 
format for the password, and asks the 
member to enter the information again. If 
the format of the password is right, the 
system goes to step 11.
11. Verifying if two passwords are 
matched with each other. If so, the 
system goes to step 14, otherwise, the 
error message is shown to ask the 
member to enter the information again.
12. Repeating step 3 to step 5 or part of 
these steps
13. Repeating step 6 to step 8
14. Successful information is display with 
the new password
Table. Use case description for the use case of ’Forget Password'
Forget Password
Actor Action System Response
1. Clicking the link button ‘Forget 
Password’
2. Entering email address
3. Press the button ‘Forgot Password’ 4. Confirming that email address is not 
left empty. If so, the system shows a 
message to remind the member to enter it 
again, otherwise, the system proceeds to 
next step.
5. Repeating step 2 to step 3 6. Repeating step 4
7. Verifying email address. If email 
address is not matched, the error message 
is displayed to let the member enter email 
address again. If email address is 
matched, the system goes to step 8
8. Repeating step 2 to step 3 9. Repeating step 7
10. The system shows the password 
relating to the email address entered by 
the member
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Table. Use case description for the use case of 'Make Appointments'
Make Appointments
1. Clicking the link button ‘Make 
Appointments’
2. Verifying whether the person who is 
trying to access the Web form of ‘Make 
Appointments’ has the right to use this 
function. If so, the system passes him/her 
to web form of ‘Make Appointment’, 
otherwise, the system diverts the user to 
web form of ‘User Login Page’.
3. Entering the name
4. Entering the telephone number
5. Entering email address
6. Selecting the available date and time 7. Checking if the name, telephone 
number and email address are filled in. If 
not, the system displays the error 
message to let the member enter them 
again, otherwise, the system proceeds to 
step 10.
8. Repeating step 3 to step 5 or part of 
these steps
9. Repeating step 7
10. Validating the format of the email 
address. If it is wrong, the system 
displays the error message with a correct 
sample format of email address. If it is 
right, the system proceeds to step 8
11. Double check whether the data and 
time selected by the member is still 
available. If so, the system proceeds to 
step 14, otherwise, the system will let the 
member know that date and time has 
been taken, and select another date and 
time.
12. Repeating step 5 to step 6, or part of 
these steps
13. Repeating step 10 to step 11
14. The system produces a unique 
reference number for the member
15. The member records this reference 
number
Table. Use case description of the use case of 'Change appointments'
Change Appointments
Actor Action System Response
1. Clicking the link button ‘Change 
Appointments’
2. Verifying whether the person who is 
trying to access to web form of ‘Change 
Appointments’ has the right to use this 
function. If so, the system passes him/her 
to the web form of ‘Change
111
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Appointment’, otherwise, the system 
diverts the user to web form of ‘User 
Login Page’.
3. Entering reference number 4. Searching the appointment record 
according reference number. If the 
system cannot find the relevant record, it 
asks the member to enter the reference 
number again. If the relevant record is 
found, the system displays the 
appointment record.
5. Repeating step 3 6. Repeating step 4
7. Entering new name
8. Entering new telephone number
9. Entering new email address
10. Selecting a new appointment date and 
time
11. Checking if the new email address is 
in the correct format and a new date and 
time is available. If so, the system goes 
to step 13, otherwise, an error message is 
displayed, and asked to make the 
necessary corrections.
8. Repeating step 7 to step 10 or part of 
these steps
12. Repeating step 7
13. The system updates the original 
appointment record
Table. Use case description for the use case of ’Cancel appointments'
Cancel Ap pointments
Actor Action System Response
1. Clicking the link button ‘Cancel 
Appointments’
2. Verifying whether the person who is 
trying to access the web form of ‘Cancel 
Appointments’ has the right to use this 
fiinction. If so, the system passes him/her 
to the web form of ‘Cancel 
Appointment’, otherwise, the system 
diverts the user to the web form of ‘User 
Login Page’.
3. Entering reference number
4. Entering the name
5. Press the button ‘Cancel the 
appointment’
6. Checking if the name and reference 
number are filled in. If not, the system 
displays the error message to let the 
member enter them again, otherwise, the 
system proceeds to step 9.
7. Repeating step 3 to step 5 or part of 
these steps
8. Repeating step 6
9. Verifying whether the name and 
reference number are matched. If not, the 
system shows the error message to ask 
the member to enter them again. If so.
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the system proceeds to step 11.
9. Repeating step 3 to step 5 or part of 
these steps
11. The system delete the relevant 
appointment record regarding to the name 
and reference number.
Table. Use case description for the use case of Till in Questionnaires'
Fill in Questionnaires
Actor Action System Response
1. Clicking the link button ‘Fill in 
Questionnaires’
2. Verifying whether the person who is 
trying to access the web form of ‘Fill in 
Questionnaires’ has the right to use this 
function. If so, the system passes him/her 
to web form of ‘Fill in Questionnaires’, 
otherwise, the system diverts the user to 
the web form of ‘User Login Page’.
3. Entering reference number
4. Entering the initial
5. Entering basic details of the patient in 
the form
6. Checking if the initial and reference 
number are filled in. If not, the system 
displays the error message to let the 
member enter them again, otherwise, the 
system proceeds to step 8.
7. Repeating step 3 to step 5 or part of 
these steps
8. Repeating step 5
9. The system checks if the relevant 
record exists in records of ‘post-operative 
12 months assessment’. If not, that 
means the patient has not finished the 
post-operative 12 months assessment (all 
patients who try to fill in this 
questionnaire have to finish post­
operative 12 months assessments), and 
then the system would ask the member to 
enter another reference and initial. If so, 
the system proceed step 11
11. The system stores all information 
from the first part of the questionnaires.
12. The system checks one of the 
question concerning the number of days 
each week that the patient wears the 
prosthesis. If the answer is more than 0 
day, the system forwards to the next 
section of the questionnaire, otherwise, 
the system directly sends the member to 
the final part of the questionnaire.
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13. Filling in the content of section A, 
section B and summary of the 
questionnaire
14. The system automatically corrects or 
ignores some answers with regard to 
some answers to some specific questions.
15. The system stores all information 
from all sections of the questionnaire.
Table. Use case description for the use case of 'Check doctors' correspondence details'
Check clinicians’ correspondence details
Actor Action System Response
1. Clicking the link button ‘Doctor 
Correspondence’
2. Verifying whether the person who is 
trying to access to the web form of 
‘Doctor Correspondence’ has the right to 
use this function. If so, the system passes 
him/her to web form of ‘Doctor 
correspondence’, otherwise, the system 
diverts the user to web form of ‘User 
Login Page’.
3. Selecting the relevant name of 
clinician
4. The system searches the relevant 
record. If the system is unable to find the 
relevant record, the system shows the 
error message and ask the member try 
another name. If the system finds it, the 
system forwards to step 7.
5. Repeating step 3 6. Repeating step 4
7. The system displays the contact details 
of the clinician.
Table. Use case description for the use case of 'Check appointments'
Check Appointments
Actor Action System Response
1. Clicking the link button ‘Check 
appointments’
2. Verifying whether the person who is 
trying to access to the web form of 
‘Check appointments’ has the right to use 
this function. If so, the system passes 
him/her to web form of ‘Check 
appointments’, otherwise, the system 
diverts the user to web form of ‘User 
Login Page’.
3. Selecting the date and time marked 
w ith‘Booked’
4. The system searches the relevant 
record according to the selected date and 
time. If the system is unable to find the 
relevant record, the system shows the 
error message and lets the member try 
another date and time. If the system 
finds it, the system forwards to step 7.
5. Repeating step 3 6. Repeating step 4
7. The system displays the contact details 
of the patient who made the appointment
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at that date and time.
Table. Use case description for the use case of ’View questionnaires'
View Questionnaires
Actor Action System Response
1. Clicking the link button ‘View 
Questionnaires’
2. Verifying whether the person who is 
trying to access the web form of ‘View 
questionnaires’ has the right to use this 
fonction. If so, the system passes him/her 
to the web form of ‘View 
Questionnaires’, otherwise, the system 
diverts the user to the web form of ‘User 
Login Page’.
3. Entering reference number 4. The system searches the relevant 
record according to the selected date and 
time. If the system is unable to find the 
relevant record, the system shows the 
error message and lets the member try 
another reference number. If the system 
finds it, the system forwards to step 7.
5. Repeating step 3 6. Repeating step 4
7. The system displays the first part of 
questionnaire -  basic details about the 
patient.
8. Clicking the button of ‘NEXT’ 9. The system displays the content of the 
next part of the questionnaire for the 
specific patient. With regard to some 
answers to specific questions, the system 
may divert the member to step 12
10. Repeating step 8 11. Repeating step 9
12. The system displays the content of the 
final part of the questionnaire.
Table. Use case description for the use case of 'View Pre-Operative Records'
View Pre-Operative Records
System Response
1. Clicking the link button ‘View Pre- 
Operative Records’
2. Verifying whether the person who is 
trying to access the web form of ‘View 
Pre-Operative Records’ has the right to 
use this function. If so, the system passes 
him/her to the web form of ‘View Pre- 
Operative Records’, otherwise, the 
system diverts the user to the web form of 
‘User Login Page’.
3. Entering reference number 4. The system searches the relevant 
record according to the reference number. 
If the system is unable to find the relevant 
record, the system shows the error
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message and lets the member try another 
reference number. If the system finds it, 
the system forwards to step 7.
5. Repeating step 3 6. Repeating step 4
7. The system displays the relevant 
record -  Pre-Operative record of the 
patient.
Table. Use case description for the use case of 'Update Pre-Operative Records'
Update Pre-Operative Records
Actor Action System Response
1. Clicking the link button ‘Update Pre- 
Operative Records’
2. Verifying whether the person who is 
trying to access to web form of ‘Update 
Pre-Operative Records’ has the right to 
use this function. If so, the system passes 
him/her to the web form of ‘Update Pre- 
Operative Records’, otherwise, the 
system diverts the user to the web form of 
‘User Login Page’.
3. Entering reference number 4. The system searches the relevant 
record according to the reference number. 
If the system is unable to find the relevant 
record, the system shows the error 
message and lets the member try another 
reference number. If the system finds it, 
the system forwards to step 7.
5. Repeating step 3 6. Repeating step 4
7. The system displays the relevant 
record -  Stage I & II records.
8. Entering new data
9. Click the button ‘Update’ 10. Updating old data with new data
Table. Use case description for the use case of 'Add Pre-Operative Records'
Add Pre-Operative Records
Actor Action System Response
1. Clicking the link button ‘Add Pre- 
Operative Records’
2. Verifying whether the person who is 
trying to access to the web form of ‘Add 
Pre-Operative Records’ has the right to 
use this function. If so, the system passes 
him/her to the web form of ‘Add Pre- 
Operative Records’, otherwise, the 
system diverts the user to the web form of 
‘User Login Page’.
3. Entering reference number
4. Entering the data of new record
5. Click the button ‘Add’ or press the 
button ‘Enter’ on the keyboard
6. Verifying if the record with the 
reference number entered by the member 
exists in Pre-Operative Records. If not.
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the system displays the error message and 
lets the member try another reference 
number. If so, the system proceeds to 
step 9
7. Repeating step 3 to step 5 or part of 
these steps
8. Repeating step 9
9. The system adds new record to Pre- 
Operative Records.
Table. Use case description for the use case of 'Delete Pre-Operative Records'
Delete Pre-Operative Records
Actor Action System Response
1. Clicking the link button of ‘Delete Pre- 
Operative Records’
2. Verifying whether the person who is 
trying to access to the web form of 
‘Delete Pre-Operative Records’ has the 
right to use this function. If so, the 
system passes him/her to the web form of 
‘Delete Pre-Operative Records’, 
otherwise, the system diverts the user to 
the web form of ‘User Login Page’.
3. Entering the password
4. Entering reference number
5. Entering the patient initial
6. Click the button ‘Delete’ 7. Checking if the password, patient 
initial, and reference number are filled in. 
If not, the system displays the error 
message and lets the member enter them 
again, otherwise, the system proceeds to 
step 10.
8. Repeating step 3 to step 5 or part of 
these steps
9. Repeating step 7
10. Verifying if the password is correct 
according to the identity of the current 
member. If the password is incorrect, the 
system shows the error message and asks 
the member to enter the password again. 
If the password is right, the system 
proceeds into step 13
11. Repeating step 3 to step 5 or part of 
these steps
12. Repeating step 10
13. Verifying if the patient initial and 
reference number are matched. If not, the 
system shows the error message and asks 
the member to enter them again. If so, 
the system proceeds into step 16
14. Repeating step 3 to step 5 or part of 
these steps
15. Repeating step 13
16. The system deletes the relevant Pre- 
Operative record regarding to the name
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and reference number.
Table. Use case description for the use case of 'View Stage I & n  Records'
& II Records
System Response
1. Clicking the link buttons ‘View Stage I 
& II Records’
2. Verifying whether the person who is 
trying to access to the web form of ‘View 
Stage I & II Records’ has the right to use 
this fonction. If so, the system passes 
him/her to web form of ‘View Stage I & 
II Records’, otherwise, the system diverts 
the user to the web form of ‘User Login 
Page’.
3. Entering reference number 4. The system searches the relevant 
record according to the reference number. 
If the system is unable to find the relevant 
record, the system shows the error 
message and let the member try another 
reference number. If the system finds it, 
the system forwards to step 7.
5. Repeating step 3 6. Repeating step 4
7. The system displays the relevant 
record -  Stage I & II records.
Table. Use case description for the use case of 'Update Stage I & n  Records'
Update Stage I & II Records
Actor Action System Response
1. Clicking the link button ‘Update Stage 
I & II Records’
2. Verifying whether the person who is 
trying to access the web form of ‘Update 
Stage I & II Records’ has the right to use 
this function. If so, the system passes 
him/her to the web form of ‘Update Stage 
I & II Records’, otherwise, the system 
diverts the user to the web form of ‘User 
Login Page’.
3. Entering reference number 4. The system searches the relevant 
record according to the reference number. 
If the system is unable to find the relevant 
record, the system shows the error 
message and let the member try another 
reference number. If the system finds it, 
the system forwards to step 7.
5. Repeating step 3 6. Repeating step 4
7. The system displays the first part of 
questionnaire -  Pre-Operative record of 
the patient.
8. Entering new data
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9. Click the button ‘Update’ 10. Updating old data with new data
Table. Use case description for the use case of 'Add Stage I & n  Records'
System Respome
1. Clicking the link button ‘Add Pre- 
Operative Records’
2. Verifying whether the person who is 
trying to access the web form of ‘Add 
Pre-Operative Records’ has the right to 
use this function. If so, the system passes 
him/her to the web form of ‘Add Pre- 
Operative Records’, otherwise, the 
system diverts the user to the web form of 
‘User Login Page’.
3. Entering reference number
4. Entering the data of new record
5. Click the button ‘Add’ or press the 
button ‘Enter’ on the keyboard
6. Checking if all data are filled in. If 
not, the system displays the error 
message and asks the member to enter 
them again, otherwise, the system 
proceeds to step 9.
7. Repeating step 3 to step 5 or part of 
these steps
8. Repeating step 6
9. Verifying if the record with reference 
number entered by the member exists in 
previous-stage records (because the 
member should have added the previous- 
stage record before he/she tries to add the 
new record to the current stage records). 
If not, the system displays the error 
message and lets the member try another 
reference number. If so, the system 
proceeds to step 9
10. Repeating step 3 to step 5 or part of 
these steps
11. Repeating step 9
12. The system adds new record to Stage 
I & II Records
Table. Use case description for the use case of 'Delete Stage I & II Records'
Actor Action System Response
1. Clicking the link button ‘Delete Stage I 
& II Records’
2. Verifying whether the person who is 
trying to access the web form of ‘Delete 
Stage I & II Records’ has the right to use 
this function. If so, the system passes 
him/her to the web form of ‘Delete Stage 
I & II Records’, otherwise, the system 
diverts the user to the web form of ‘User 
Login Page’.
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3. Entering the password
4. Entering reference number
5. Entering the patient initial
6. Click the button ‘Delete’ 7. Checking if the password, patient 
initial, and reference number are filled in. 
If not, the system displays the error 
message and asks the member to enter 
them again, otherwise, the system 
proceeds to step 10.
8. Repeating step 3 to step 5 or part of 
these steps
9. Repeating step 7
10. Verifying if the password is correct 
according to the identity of current 
member. If the password is incorrect, the 
system displays the error message and 
asks the member to enter the password 
again. If the password is right, the 
system proceeds to step 13
11. Repeating step 3 to step 5 or part of 
these steps
12. Repeating step 10
13. Verifying if the patient initial and 
reference number are matched. If not, the 
system shows the error message and asks 
the member to enter them again. If so, 
the system proceeds into step 16
14. Repeating step 3 to step 5 or part of 
these steps
15. Repeating step 13
16. The system deletes the relevant Stage 
I & II record.
Table. Use case description for the use case of 'View Post-Operative 3, 6,12 Months Assessment 
Records'
View Post-Operative 3, 6,12 Months Assessment Records
Actor Action System Response
1. Clicking the link buttons of ‘View 
Post-Operative 3,6, 12 Months 
Assessment Records’
2. Verifying whether the people who is 
trying to access to web form of ‘View 
Post-Operative 3,6,12 Months 
Assessment Records’ has the right to use 
this function. If so, the system passes 
him/her to web form of ‘View Post- 
Operative 3,6,12 Months Assessment 
Records’, otherwise, the system diverts 
the user to web form of ‘User Login 
Page’.
3. Entering reference number 4. The system searches the relevant 
record according reference number. If 
the system is unable to find the relevant 
record, the system shows the error 
message and let the member try another
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reference number. If the system finds it, 
the system forwards to step 7.
5. Repeating step 3 6. Repeating step 4
7. The system displays the relevant 
record -  Post-Operative 3,6, 12 Months 
Records.
Table. Use case description for the use case of 'Update Post-Operative 3 ,6 ,1 2  Months 
Assessment Records'
Update Post-Operative 3,6,12 Months Assessment Records
Actor Action System Response
1. Clicking the link button ‘Update Post- 
Operative 3,6,12 Months Assessment 
Records’
2. Verifying whether the person who is 
trying to access to the web form of 
‘Update Post-Operative 3,6, 12 Months 
Assessment Records’ has the right to use 
this function. If so, the system passes 
him/her to the web form of ‘Update Post- 
Operative 3,6, 12 Months Assessment 
Records’, otherwise, the system diverts 
the user to the web form of ‘User Login 
Page’.
3. Entering reference number 4. The system searches the relevant 
record according to the reference number. 
If the system is unable to find the relevant 
record, the system shows the error 
message and lets the member try another 
reference number. If the system finds it, 
the system forwards to step 7.
5. Repeating step 3 6. Repeating step 4
7. The system displays the first part of 
questionnaire-Post-Operative 3, 6, 12 
Months Assessment Records.
8. Entering new data
9. Click the button ‘Update’ 10. Updating old data with new data
Table. Use case description for the use case of 'Add Post-Operative 3 ,6 ,1 2  Months Assessment 
Records'
Add Post-Operative 3, 6,12 VIonths Assessment Records
Actor Action System Response
1. Clicking the link button ‘Add Post- 
Operative 3, 6,12 Months Assessment 
Records’
2. Verifying whether the person who is 
trying to access the web form of ‘Add 
Post-Operative 3,6, 12 Months 
Assessment Records’ has the right to use 
this function. If so, the system passes 
him/her to the web form of ‘Add Post- 
Operative 3, 6,12 Months Assessment 
Records’, otherwise, the system diverts 
the user to the web form of ‘User Login
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Page’.
3. Entering reference number
4. Entering the data of new record
5. Click the button ‘Add’ or press the 
button ‘Enter’ on the keyboard
6. Checking if all data are filled in. If 
not, the system displays the error 
message and asks the member enter them 
again, otherwise, the system proceeds to 
step 9.
7. Repeating step 3 to step 5 or part of 
these steps
8. Repeating step 6
9. Verifying if the record with reference 
number entered by the member exists in 
previous-stage records (because the 
member should have added the previous- 
stage record before he/she tries to add the 
new record to the current stage records). 
If not, the system displays the error 
message to let the member try another 
reference number. If so, the system 
proceeds to step 9
10. Repeating step 3 to step 5 or part of 
these steps
11. Repeating step 9
12. The system adds new record to Post- 
Operative 3,6, 12 Months Assessment 
Records
Table. Use case description for the nse case of ’Delete Post-Operative 3, 6,12 Months 
Assessments Records'
Delete Post-Operative 3,6,12 Months Assessment Records
Actor Action System Response
1. Clicking the link button ‘Delete Post- 
Operative 3, 6, 12 Months Assessment 
Records’
2. Verifying whether the person who is 
trying to access to the web form of 
‘Delete Post-Operative 3, 6, 12 Months 
Assessment Records’ has the right to use 
this function. If so, the system passes 
him/her to the web form of ‘Delete Post- 
Operative 3,6, 12 Months Assessment 
Records’, otherwise, the system diverts 
the user to the web form of ‘User Login 
Page’.
3. Entering the password
4. Entering reference number
5. Entering the patient initial
6. Click the button ‘Delete’ 7. Checking if the password, patient 
initial, and reference number are filled in. 
If not, the system displays the error 
message and asks the member enter them 
again, otherwise, the system proceeds to 
step 10.
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8. Repeating step 3 to step 5 or part of 
these steps
9. Repeating step 7
10. Verifying if the password is correct 
according to the identity of the current 
member. If the password is incorrect, the 
system shows the error message and asks 
the member to enter the password again. 
If the password is right, the system 
proceeds to step 13
11. Repeating step 3 to step 5 or part of 
these steps
12. Repeating step 10
13. Verifying if the patient initial and 
reference number are matched. If not, the 
system shows the error message and asks 
the member to enter them again. If so, 
the system proceeds into step 16
14. Repeating step 3 to step 5 or part of 
these steps
15. Repeating step 13
16. The system deletes the relevant Post- 
Operative 3, 6, 12 Months Assessment 
Records.
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Appendix II -  Sequence Diagram
T M 'e m b e  rO f P  a t i e  n t-: !::ü 1 e  m b e  rO f C ti  h  i cl  a n !: ! 1
: P  a  t i e  n  t a s : w 6 rd M a n a o é m ' é  h t i n  t e  r fa c e  ! : : I
X
e  n te r L o  g i nl  D ( )
e  n t e  r P  a s  s  w  0 r d  ( )
e  n t e  r i d  e  n t i t yC o  d e  ( ) .
c h e c k R e q u i r e d F l e l d (  )
s h  o w E r ro rM e  s s a  g e  ( )
v e  r l fyU o g  In ID ( )
v e  r I f yP a s  s  w o  r d  ( )
r i f y l d e  n t i t y C o  d e  ( )
l o  g i n ( )
l o g o u t (  )
t e  r L o  g In ID ( )
5 n t e  r P  a s  s  w  o  r d  ( )
e  n t e  r i d  e  n t I t yC o  d e (  )
c h f e c k R e q u l r e d P i e l d (  )<--------------
s h  o w E r ro rM e  s s a  g e  ( )
v e  r i f yL o  g i ni lD ( )
v e  r I f yP  a s s  w o r d  ( )
v e r i f y  I d a  n t l t y C o d e ( )
l o g l n (  )
lo g 0 u t( )
Figure. Sequence Diagram for the use case of ’Log in & out the system*
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: MemberOfClinician
MembeiOfPatientPasawardManaaementI nterface : Patient: ginician
e n t e r N e w P a s s w o r d (  )
co n f i r m N e w P a s s w o r d (  )
c h e c k R e q u i r e d R e ld (  ) L
ve r i iy P assw o rd F o rm a t(  ) y
showErrorMessage( )
ver i iyP assw ord (  )
c h a n g e P a s s w o r d (  )
ver ifyRightsOfMembeit  )
e n te rO r ig in a I P a ss w o rd (  )
e n t e r N e w P a s s w o r d (  )
co n f i rm N ew P as  s w o  rd( )
c h e c k R e q u i r e d R e ld (  )
showEiraMesBage( )
c h a n g e P a s s w o r d (  )
Figure. Sequence Diagram for the use case of ’Change password’
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: MemberOICIinician
MemberOfPatientPasawordManaaementlnterface : Patient: ginician
_L
veriiyRightsOfMember( )
en te rE m ai l (  )
showErrorMesBage( )
fo r g e tP a s s w o rd (  )
s h o w D a ta (  )
ver ifyRightsOfMemben )
en te rE m ai l (  )
c h e c k R e q u i r e d R e ld (  )
showEtrorMessage( )
fo r g e tP a s s w o rd (  )
s h o w D a l a O
Figure. Sequence Diagram for the use case of 'Forget password'
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L )
: P  a  t i e  n t
• A D D oi  n t  m  e  n t  M a  n a  o  e  m  e  n t  In t e  rf  a  c e
A d  D O  i n  t m  e n t R e c o r d
I  ve rifyR ig h ts OfMe m b e r( )
e n te rN a m e ( )
e n te rTe le p h 0 n e N 0 .( ) :u
e n te rE m a ll( )
s e le ctD a te &Tim e ( )
e
<  :
v a l i d a  t e  E m  a i l F o r m  a t (  )
< -----
s h o w E r r o r M  e s s a g e (  )
c h e c k R e q u l r e d F i e l d ( )
c h e c k D a te a n d T im  e (  )
s to r e D a ta (  )
g e t R e f e r e n c e N  o .( )
Figure. Sequence Diagram for the use case of ’Make Appointments’
A P D o i n t m e n t M a n a o e m e n t l n t e r f a c e
A p p o i n t m  e n l R o c o r d
v e  r i f yR ig h ts O f  M e  m b e r(  )
e  n t e r R  6 f e  r n c e  N o . ( )
c h e c k R e q u i r e d F i e l d (  )
v a  l i d a t e  E m a i l F o r m  a t (  )
s h  o w E rro rM e  s s a  g e  ( )
s e  a r c h  D a ta ( )
s h o w  D a ta ( )
e n t e r N a m  e ( )
e n t e r T e l e p h o n e N o . ( )
e n te r E m a II ( )
s e l e c t D a t e & T I m  e ( )
c h e c k R e q u i r e d F i e l d (  )
V al  id a  t e  E m a  i lF o r m a  t  ( )
e (  )s h e  w E r r o r M e
c h e c k D a t e a n d T i m  e
1 a n g e  0  a t a ( )
Figure. Sequence Diagram for the use case of ’Change Appointment’
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O
: Patient ADDointmentManaaementlnterface i AppointmentRecord
v e r i f y R i g h t s O f M e m b e r (  )
e n t e r R e f e r n c e N o . (  )
e n t e r N a m e (  )
>
checkRequiredField(
showEmerMessage( )
^  s e a r c h D a t a (  )
d e l e t e D a t a (  )
Figure. Sequence Diagram for the use case of 'Cancel Appointments'
: Patient
enterReferenceNo.( )
enterPatientlnitial( )
enterAnswer( )
checkRequiredReld( )
< '
showEirorMeæage( )
searchRecord( )
selectAnswer( )
checkRequiredReidO
< '
showErorMeæage( )
<- Store Dafa( )
di\ert( )
storeDafa( )
Figure. Sequence Diagram for the use case of 'Fill in Questionnaires'
: ; Questionnaire
1 : OuestionnaireManaaementlnterface i P012MonthsRecord i
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U
P atien t
C on tactP eta ilin terface C iln iclanC ontactD etai!
v e r i f y R i g h t s O f M e m b e r (  )
s e l e c t C l i n i c i a n N a m e (  )
showErrorMessag e ( )
T
s e a r c h R e c o r d (  )
d i s p l a y D a t a (  )
Figure. Sequence Diagram for the use case of 'Check clinicians' correspondence details'
C l i n i c i a n
: A ppo i  n t m e n t M a n a a e m e n t l n t e r f a c e
A p p o i n t m e n t R e c o r d
1 v e r i f y R i g h t s O f M e m b e r (  )
e n t e r R e f e r n c e N o . (  )
U
J c h e c k R e q u i r e d F i e l d (  )
<  ^
s h o w E r r o r M e s s a g e (  )
s e a r c h D a t a (  )
d i s p l a y D a t a (  )
T
<-
T
Figure. Sequence Diagram for the use case of 'Check Appointments'
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Clinician
: Questionnaire
QuestionnaireManaaementinterface
v e r i f y R i g h t s O f M e m b e r (  )
e n t e r R e f e r e n c e  N o . (  ) Ï
"]~ checMReq uiredFie ld(
p r o c e e d T o N e x t (  )
showErrorMesBage( )
□
s e a r c h R e c o r d (  )<
d i s p l a y D a t a (  )
T
d iver t (  ) Y
s e a r c h R e c o r d (  )
d i s p l a y D a t a (  )
T
T
->r
Figure. Sequence Diagram for the use case of ’View Questionnaires’
Cli n i c i a n
: P r e - O o e r a t i v
M e d  l e a l  R e c o r d  I n t e r f a c e R e c o r d
v e r i f y R i g h t s O f M e m b e r (  )
 >
entBrReferenceNo.( )
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - > r
^ c h e c k R e q u i r e d F i e l d (  )
^ '
s h o w E r r o r M e s s a g e (  )
searchRecord( )
showData( )
T
Figure. Sequence Diagram for the use case of ’Üpdate Pre-Operative Records’
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O
: C l i n i c i a n
: P  r e  - O  D e  r a  f i v e
M e d  i c a  1R  e  CO r d  I n  t e  r f a  c e  ; R e  c  0 rd
J_ve rifyR ig h ts O fM e m b e r (  )
e n te rR e fe  re n c e  N 0 .( )
e n te rD a ta ( )
t
c h e c k R e q u i r e d F i e l d (  )
v a l i d a  t e  E m  a  i l (  )
s h  o  w  E r r o  r M e  s s a  g e  ( )
s e a r c h R e c o r d (  )
s h 0 w D a ta ( )
c  h e  c  kR e  q u  i r e  d  F  i e  Id (
v a l i d a  t e  E m  a  il  ( )
s h  o w  E r r o r M  e  s s a  g  e  ( )
e d itR 8 CO rd ( )
s h o w  D a ta (  )
Figure. Sequence Diagram for the use case of ’Update Pre-Operative Records’
O
C linician
: Pre-O oerative
M edicalR ecord Interface Record
v e  r i fy R  ig h t s O f M e m b e r (  )
e  n t e r R e f e r e n c e N o . (  )
e n t e r P a t i e n t l n i t i a l s (  )
e  n t e r  D a t a  ( )
<  :
val id ate Em ail 0
checkR eq wired Fie Id ( )
<  1
show E rrorM essage( )
a d d R e c o r d (  )
 >
s h o w S u G c e s s f u ! M e s s a g e (  )
< --------------------------------------
T
Figure. Sequence Diagram for the use case of ’Add Pre-Operative Records’
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: Clinician
verif>RightsOfMember( )
EnterPassword( ) Y
enterPatientlnitials{ '
enterReferenceNo^ )
Z>] 1 checkRequiredFleld( ) 
^owErrorMessage( )
verifyPassword( )
: MembeiOfQInician ; : Pre-Ooerative
MedicalRecordlnterface Record
searchRecord( )
de!eteRecord( ) ly
show Successfi
< ----------------------------------------
ilMessage( )
T  I
Figure. Sequence Diagram for the use case of ’Delete Pre-Operative Records’
C l i n i c i a n
M e d i c a l R e c o r d l n t e r f a c e  1 S u r a e r v S t a a e R e c o r d
verifyRlghtsOfMember( )
 — >
enterReferenceNo.( )
c h e c k R e q u  i r e d F i e l d (  )
<   I
s h o w E r r o r M e s s a g e (  )
searchRecord( )
showData( )
Figure. Sequence Diagram for the use case of ’View Stage I & II Records’
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C lin ic ian IVI ed i cal Re cord! n te rfac e S u ra e rv S ta a e R e c o rd
v e  rifyR i g h t s  O f M e m b  e r (  )
a n t e  rR  e f e  r a n  c e  N o .( )
C h e c k R e q u ire d F ie ld (  )
ShowErrorM e s s a g e (  )
s e a r c h R e c o r d (  )
s h o w D a t a (  )
e n t e r D a t a (  )
c h e c k R e q u ire d F ie ld (  )
val id a teE m  ail(  )
S how E rrorM essage( )
e d l t R e c o r d (  )
s h o w D a t a (  )
Figure. Sequence Diagram for the use case of 'Update Stage I & U Records*
C lin ician
M ed  ica i Re cord In te rfa ce 1 S u ra e rv S ta a e R e c o rd  i
v e r i f y R l g h t s O f M e m  b e r (  )
e n t e r R e f e r e n c e N o . (  )
e n t e r P a t l e n t i n l t i a l s (  )
c h e c k R e q u ire d F ie ld (  )
v a lid a te E m a il(  )
Show ErrorM essage( )
m a t c h  P r e v i o u s  R e c o r d (  )
e n t e r D a t a (  )
a d d R e c o r d ( )
s h o w S u c c e s s f u l M e s s a g e (  )
Figure. Sequence Diagram for the use case of 'Add Stage I & II Records'
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C lin ic ia n
1 ; M e m b e r O f C l in ic i a n
M e d ic a l  R e c o r d  I n t e r f a c e S u r a e r v S ta a e R e c o r d
verifyRightsOfMember( )
E n te rP assw o rd ( )
en terR eferenceN o .( ) I
enterPatientln itia ls( ) u
c h e c k R e q u i r e d F i e i d (  )
S h o w E rro rM  e s s a g e (  )
verifyPassw ord( '
sh o w E rro rM essag e( '
<-
T se a rc h R e c o rd (  )
sh o w S u c c e ss
d ele teR eco rd ( )
u lM essag e(
I I T
Figure. Sequence Diagram for the use case of ’Delete Stage I & II Records'
Clinician
Medical Record interface P 0  Asse ssm e nt Rec 0 rd
verif>R igh ls  O f M e m b  e r (  )
e n t e r R e f e r e n c e N o . (  )
checkRequiredFieid( )
showErrorMessage( )
s 0 a r c h R 0 c o r d (  )
s h o w D a t a (  )
Figure. Sequence Diagram for the use case of 'View Post-Operative 3, 6,12 Months Assessment
Records'
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O
\
Cli n ic ian M e d ica I Re cord I n te rfa c e PO A sse ssme n tR ecord
verifyRigfitsO fM  em  ber( )
e n t e r R e f e r e n c e N o . (  )
e n t e r D a t a  ( )
chi eckR eq  U i r e d F i e  Id ( )
^ -------
ShowErrorM e s s a g e (  )
^  s e a r c h R e c o r d (  )
s h o w D a t a (  ) ■>r
< -------
v a lid a te E m  all(  )
ch eckR eq  u ire d F ie  Id ( )
show E rro rM e ssa g e ( )
e d l t R e c o r d  ( )
s h o w D a t a (  )
T
T
Figure. Sequence Diagram for the use case of 'Update PO 3, 6,12 Months Assessment Records'
M e d i c a l R e c o i d  in t e r  f a  c e P  O A s s e  s s m  e  n tR  e  c o  rd
ve rifyR ig h ts  O fM e m b e r (  )
e n te rR e fe  re  n c e  N o .( )
e n te rP a tie n tin itia is ( )
e n te  rD a ta  ( )
c h e c k R e q u i r e d F i e i d f  )
s h  0 w  E r r o  rM e  s s a  g e  ( )
m a t c h P r e v i o u s R e c o r d
s h o w E r r o r M e s s a g e (  )
%
c h e c k R e q u i r e d F i e i d (  )
v a l i d a t e E m  a i l (  )
 1
s h  0 w E r ro  rM e  s s a  g e  ( )
^  a d d R e c o r d ( )
s h o w S u c c e s s  f u l M e s s a g e (  )
<-
T T
Figure. Sequence Diagram for the use case of 'Add PO 3, 6,12 Months Assessment Records'
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O
Cli n ic ia n
: : M e m b e r O f C i in ic ia n
M e d ic a iR e c o r d in t e r f a c e  : : P O A s s e s s m e n tR e c o r d
v e r if y R ig h ts O fM e m b e i t  ]
EnterPassword( )
enterReferenceNo.( )
enterPatientlnitials( )
c h e c k R e q u i r e d F ie id {  )
< '
s h o w E r ro rM e s s a g e (  )
^  1
verifyPassword( )
J  searchRecord( ) j
deleteRecord( ) ^
showSuccess
< --------------------------------------
fulMessage( ) L
Figure. Sequence Diagram for the use case of 'Delete PO 3, 6,12 Months Assessment Records
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Appendix III -  Collaboration Diagram
Appendix III
1 : e n t e r L o g in lD (  )
2 :  e n t e r P a s s w o r d (  )
3 :  e n t e r l d e n t i t y C o d e (  ) 
4 :  c h e c k R e q u i r e d F ie ld (  )
 >
5 : s h o w E r r o r M e s s a g e (  ) 
8 :  v e r i f y ld e n t i ty C o d e (  ) 
1 5 :  s h o w E r r o r M e s s a g e (  ) 
1 8 :  v e r i f y ld e n t i ty C o d e (  ) 
 >
Patient
PasBwordMan a ae m en  (Interface
/
/
6 :  v e r i f y L o g i n ^ (  ) 
7 :  v e r i f y P a s ^ o r d (  )
i o g in (  ) 
i o g o u t (  )
M e m b e rO fP a tie n t
\
\
< ----
1 1 :  e n t e r L o g in lD (  )
1 2 :  e n te r P a s £ w o r d (  ) 
1 3 :  e n t e r l d e n t i t y C o d e (  ) 
1 4 :  c h e c k R e q u i r e d F i e l d (  )
\ 1 6 :  v e r i f y L o g in D (  ) 
l X ;  v ^ f y P a s 3 v o r d (  )
\
: C liri
19!: lo g in (  ) 
2 0 ;  l o g o u t (  )
V
: M e m b e iO f C l in i c i a n
Figure. Collaboration Diagram for the use case of ’Log in/out the system’
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:Psitient
: ainidan
1 : verifyRightsOfMember( ) 
2: enterOriginalPaævrordO 
3: enterNe\APas8«)rd( )
4: confirmNewPasaMDrd( ) 
5: checkRequiredReld{ ) 
6: verifyPasaAordFbimatO 
 >
10: verifyRightsOfMember( ) 
11: enterOriginalPasa«)rd( ) 
112: enterNewPas»void( ) 
•js: lconfimiNewPasaAotd( ) 
!l4icheckFtequiredField( )
 ^ V
^ 7 : showEiTorMesBage( ) 
15: ^owErTDrMessage( )/T\
\
PasaAo-dManaaementl nterface
16:
17:
ÆnfyPas9flOid() 
chamgePasa«3id( )
MembetOfPalient
8: verifyPas3Aord( ) 
9: changePasa«5td( ) 
 > : MembeiOfginidan
Figure. Collaboration Diagram for the use case of 'Change Password'
4: ëxwvEiTorMe9sage( )
10: ëTOvyEnDrMesBage( )
 >
1: verifyRightâOfMenrberO 
2: enterEmail( )
3: diedd%quiredField( )
: PasBAordManaciementlnterfaœ : MembeOPatiert
: a in id an
: MerrbetOfginidan
:Ftetient
Figure. Collaboration Diagram for the use case of 'Forget Password'
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: P a t i e n t
11: g
1 : verify Rig htsOfMembet( ) 
2: enterNam e( )
3: enterT elephoneN o.( ) 
4: enterEm ail( )
5: selectDate& Tim e( )
etF[eferenceNo.( )
6 : checkRequiredField( ) 
7: validateEm ailForm at( ) 
8 : ShowErrorMessage( )
 >
\
: AppointmentRecord : A ppointm entM anaaem entlnterface
9: checkD ateandTim e( )
10: storeData( )
Figure. Collaboration Diagram for the use case of 'Make Appointments'
3: checkRequiredField( )
4: validateEmailFomiat( )
5: showErrorMessage( )
12: ch eckRequiredFi el d( )
13: validateEmailFormat( )
1 : verifyRightsOfMember( ) ^4 . showErrorMessage( )
2: enterRefemceNo.( ) ^
8 : enterNamef )
9: enterTel ephoneN o.( ) 
10: enterEmail( )
11 : seIectDate&Time( )
: AppointmentManaaementlnteriace
: P a t i e n t
7: showData( )
changeData( )
6 : seatchDataO  
15: checkDateandTime( )
: AppointmentRecord
Figure. Collaboration Diagram for the use case of 'Change Appointments'
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: Patient \
1 : veiifyRghtsOfMembeit ) 
2: enterRefemœNo.( ) 
3: enterName( )
deleteData( )
V
4: checkRequ! redReid( ) 
5: showErTDi1\/lesBage( )
— >
/  \
\
A P D O i n t m e n t R e c o n d : A p d o I  ntmentManaaementI nterface
6:9earchData( )
Figure. Collaboration Diagram for the use case of 'Cancel Appointments'
3: checW c^MredFieId( ) 
4:ëxwEnofMe9Eage() 
8: checW^quiieclRelci( ) 
aëxwEtTaMesBageO 
11:civett()
1:erterftîferenœND.() 
2  enteiPatientlnitial( ) 
6: enter/\n3Aet( ) 
7:æIedAn3Aei()
: F012IVbnM^ootd: QjediorrBireManacierrenBrterface
Figure. Collaboration Diagram for the use case of 'Fill in Questionnaires'
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3:  s h o w E r r o r M e s s a g e (  ) 
 >
1: v e r i f y R i g h t s O f M e m b e i t  ) 
2 :  s e l e c t C l i n i c i a n N a m e (  )
: Patient
4 :  æ a r c h R e c o r d (  )
: C o n t a c t P e t a i  I I n t e r f a c e
: C l i n i c i a n C o n t a c t D e t a i l
Figure. Collaboration Diagram for the use case of ’Check Clinicians’ Correspondence Details’
3: checkRequiredFieId( )
4: ShowErrorMessage{ )
 >
/
AppointmentManaaementlnterface
1: veiifyRlghtsOfMember/)' 
2: enterRefemceNo.( )
Clinician
5: searchData( ) 
 >
< ----
6 : displayData( )
: AppointmentRecord
Figure. Collaboration Diagram for the use case of ’Check Appointments’
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3: ch eckReq uiredFi el d( ) 
4: diowErrDrMessage( )
1: verifyRightsOfM embeit ) 
2: enterR eferenceN o.( ) 
7: proceedToN ext( )
8 : divert( )
: Clinician
5: searchRecord( ) 
9: searchRecord( )
6 : displayData( ) 
10: displayData( )
: Q uestionnaire
: Q uestionnaireM anaaem entlnterface
Collaboration Diagram for the use case of 'View Questionnaires*
3 :  c h e c k R e q u i r e d F i e l d (  ) 
4 :  s h o w E r r o r M e s s a g e (  )
 >
1 :  v e r i f y R l g h t d D f M e m b e i t  ) 
2 :  e n t e r R e f e r e n c e N o . (  )
: M e d i c a l R e c o r d l n t e r f a c e
: C l i n i c i a n
5 :  æ a r c h R e c o r d (  )6 :  s h o w D a t a (  )
: P r e - O p e r a t i v e  j 
R e c o r d  I
Figure. Collaboration Diagram for the use case of 'View Pre-Operative Records'
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3: ch eck R eq  wired F ie  Id ( ) 
4: V alidateE m  ail( )
5: Sh ow E rrorM essage( ) 
9: c h e c k R e q u ir e d F ie ld (  ) 
10; v a l id a te E m a il(  )
11 : Sh ow E rrorM essage( )
 >
1: ver ify R ig h tsO fM em b er( ) 
2: e n te r R e fe r e n c e N o .(  )
8 ; e n te rD a ta ( )
: C lin ic ia n
6 :  se  a  rch R e CO rd( ) 
1 2: e d itR e c o r d ( )
7: sh o w D a ta ( )
13: sh o w D a ta ( )
: P re -O o era tiv e  
R ecord
: M e d ic a lR e c o r d ln te r fa c e
Figure. Collaboration Diagram for the use case of 'Update Pre-Operative Records'
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1: verifyRightâDfMembeit ) 
2: enterReferenceNo.( )
3: enterPatientlnitials( ) 
4: enterData( )
— >
5: checkRequiredFi el d( ) 
6: validateEmail( )
7: ShowErrorMessage( ) 
— >
MedicalRecord nterface
Clinician
A
9: showSuccessfulMessage( )
V
8: addRecoid( )
Pre-Qoeratlve
Record
Figure. Collaboration Diagram for the use case of ’Add Pre-Operative Records'
5: checkRequiredField( ) 
6: showErrorMessage( )
1 ; verifyRightsOfMembei( ) 
2: EnterPasaword( )
3: enterPatientlnitials( ) 
4: enterReferenceNo.( ) 7: venfyPas9Aord( )
: Clinician
8: æarchRecord( ) 
9: deleteRecord( )10: showSuccessfulMessage( )
: Pre-Operative 
Record
: MemberOfClinician: MedicalRecordlnterface
Figure. Collaboration Diagram for the use case of 'Delete Pre-Operative Records'
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3 :  c h e c k R e q u i r e d F i e l d (  ) 
4 :  s h o w E r r o r M e s s a g e (  )
1 : v e r i f y R i g h t s O f M e m b e i t  ) 
2 :  e n t e r R e f e r e n c e N o . (  )
: C l i n i c i a n
6 :  s h o w D a t a (  ) 5 :  æ a r c h R e c o r d (  )
: S u r o e r v S t a a e R e c o r d
: M e d i c a l R e c o r d l n t e r f a c e
Figure. Collaboration Diagram for the use case of 'View Suregery Stage I&II Records'
3 ;  c h e c k R e q u i r e d F i e l d (  )
4 :  s h o w E r r o r M e s s a g e (  )
8 :  c h e c k R e q u i r e d F i e l d (  )
9 ;  v a l i d a t e E m a i l (  )
1 0 :  s h o w E r r o r M e s s a g e (  )
 >
1: v e r i f y R i g h t s O f M e m b e i t  ) 
2 :  e n t e r R e f e r e n c e N o . O  
7 :  e n t e r D a t a (  )
: M e d i c a l R e o o t d I n t e r f a c e
: C l i n i c i a n
5 :  æ a t c h R e c o r d (  ) 
1 1 :  e d i t R e c o r d O6 :  s h o w D a t a (  ) 
1 2 :  s h o w D a t a (  )
: S u r a e r v S t a a e R e c o r d
Figure. Collaboration Diagram for the use case of 'Update Surgery Stage I&II Records'
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4: checkR equiredField() 
5: valldateE m all( )
6 : showEiTor1Vlessage( )
 >
1 : verifyRightsOfM em beit ) 
2: enterR eferenceN o.( )
3; enterPatientlnitials( ) 
8 : enterData( )
: Clinician
7: m atchPreviousRecord( ) 
9: addRecord( )10; sh ow Successfu lM essage( )
: SuraervStaaeR ecord
: M edicalRecordlnterface
Figure. Collaboration Diagram for the use case of 'Add Surgery Stage I&n Records'
1: \eifyR^ td3IVbTber( ) 
2  Btafbssvorct ) 
aerteiffefe-enoeNDLO 
4:erterfyientlnitià^)
 ^ — >
5: diecW^c|jtBcFidcl() 
e  dxwBroriVfesBageO
A
: Qin'dan
11: dxw8 jooe9dlll\/bsBage( )
A
7:\oifyFbsBAod()
: IVbdicalFfeoofdnterfaE : iVbrrberCfOiridan
< -----
aëxwfîioMesBageO
V
a  3B0rchFfecnd() 
1Û deleteFfeoQrd()
: SLiaerÆtaaeFfand
Figure. Collaboration Diagram for the use case of 'Delete Surgery Stage I&II Records'
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3 ;  c h e c k R e q u i r e d F i e I d (  ) 
4 ;  d i o w E r r o r M e s s a g e (  ) 
 >
1 ; v e r i f y R i g h t s O f M e m b e r O  
2 :  e n t e r R e f e r e n c e N o . (  )
: M e d i c a l R e c o r d l n t e r f a c e
: C l i n i c i a n
6 :  s h o w D a t a (  ) 5 :  s e a r c h R e c o r d (  )
• P O A g s e s s m e n t  R e c o r d
Figure. Collaboration Diagram for the use case of 'View PO 3&6&12 Months Assessment
Records
3 :  c h e c k R e q u i r e d F i e l d (  ) 
4 :  s h o w E r r o r M  e s s a g e (  ) 
8 :  c h e c k R e q u i r e d F i e l d (  ) 
9 :  v a l i  d a t e E  m a  il ( )
1 0 :  S h o w E r r o r M  e s s a g e (  )
1 : v e r i f y R i g h t s O f M e m b e r (  ) 
2 :  e n t e r R e f e r e n c e N o . (  )
7 :  e n t e r D a t a (  )
: Cl! n i c i a n
5 :  s e a  r c h R e c o r d (  ) 
1 1 :  e d i t R e  c o r d ( )
6 :  s h o w D a t a (  ) 
1 2 :  s h o w D a t a (  )
: P O A s s e  s s m e  n t R e c o r d
: M e d i c a  I R e c o r d  I n t e r f a c e
Figure. Collaboration Diagram for the use case of 'Update PO 3&6&12 Months Assessment
Records
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4 :  c h e c k R e q u i r e d F i e l d (  ) 
5 :  d i o w E r n D t M e s s a g e O  
9 ;  c h e c k R e q u i r e d F i e l d (  ) 
1 0 :  v a l i d a t e E m a i l (  )
1 1  : s h o w E r r o r M e s s a g e (  ) 
 >
1 : v e r i f y R i g h t s O f M e m b e i t  ) 
2 :  e n t e r R e f e r e n c e N o . (  ) 
3 :  e n t e r P a t i e n t l n i t i a l s (  ) 
8 :  e n t e r D a t a (  )
: M e d  i c a  I R e o o r d l n t e t f a c e
: C l i n i c i a n
7 :  S h o w E r r o r M e s s a g e (  ) ' 
1 3 :  s h o w S u c c e s s f u l M e s s a g e (
6 :  m a t c h P r e v i o u d R e c o r d O  
1 2 :  a d d R e c o r d (  )
: P O A s s e s s m e n t R e c o t d
Figure. Collaboration Diagram for the use case of ’Add PO 3&6&12 Months Assessments
Records’
5: ch ed fk qu irB dFie ld (  ) 
6: dicwfiTDi1\/leaBage( )
1 : verifyRghtdOfMerrteit  ) 
2: EnterRasaAord( )
3:  e n t e r F ^ o e n o e N b (  ) 
4 : 0 TterFfeitientinitiais( )
0
: Q i n ' d a n
10: d icw6ucœsdulM esGage( )
: M srrfee iOfGinidan
: PCAsæsBTEntfecofd
: M ed ica l fec o td in te f faæ
Figure. Collaboration Diagram for the use case of ’Delete PO 3&6&12 Months Assessments
Records’
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Appendix IV -  Screenshots of the Result of 
Assessment
[ W e b M e t h o d  ( D e s c r i p t i o n  =  " M e t h o d  t o  c h e c k  t h e  r e f e r e n c e  n u m b e r . "  )  ] 
p u b l i c  b o o l  C h e c k R e f e r N u m b e r ( s t r i n g  r e f e r e n c e N u m b e r )
o l e D b C o n n e c t i o n l . O p e n O ;
p o S 6 M o n t h s S e t . C i e a r ( ) ;
o l e D b D a t a A d a p t e r l . S e l e c t C o m m a n d . C o m m a n d T e x t =
" S e l e c t  *  F r o m  6 M o n t h s A s s e s s m e n t  W h e r e  R e f e r e n c e N u m b e r  = " '  +  
r e f e r e n c e N u m b e r  +  
o l e D b D a t a A d a p t e r l . F i l l ( p o S 6 M o n t h s S e t ) ;
D a t a T a b l e  d a t a T a b l e = p o S 6 M o n t h s S e t . T a b l e s [ 0 ] ;  
X d a t a T a b l e . R o w s . C o u n t = = 0 )
__________________________________________________________________________
l*o\f»Moiith'.l-U‘1<>i< Ii4*t 11 I W<‘b I VI* f* M«< lA^ otT lutf
File Edit View Favorites .Tools ' ' .Help :
\ http ; //iocalhost/stagellReferChecker/POSSMonthsRef erChecker. asmx?op=CheckReFer Number
"V" O^arch •  ’ «j-^risnr 40 bkc' ed * - Ch^.l -  ^ Lcok toi risp ""
sgHSqwiafflMksteteaaaigf?--------------------ù :2 _ ï— :— L ----------- — :— _i
Click h e r e  fo r a com plete  list of o p era tio n s .
C lieckR eferN uiriber
M ethod to  check  th e  re fe re n c e  n u m b er.
Test
To te s t  th e  o pera tion  using th e  HTTP POST pro tocol, click th e  'In v o k e ’ bu tton . j:!
P a ra m e te r  Value
; re fe ren ceN u m b er: J ] ■
I Invoked i
The following is a sam p le  SOAP re q u e s t  and  re sp o n se . The p l a c e h o l d e r s  show n need  to  be  rep laced  with actual v a lu es .
POST /s ta g e I I R e f e i :C h e c k :e r /P O S 6 H o n t . l i s R e £ e r :C h e c J c e r - e i s m > c  H TTP/X  . 1 
Hose : localhosb .
|:Ç'onl£'ê:.iit;^ ;i,«éxi 11
V S OAFJLcC ion ; " hb t  p : /  / 1 ertipur i . or g/ Chec}cRe£e xrI>Juinl:>er "
<7x mX version»" 1.0"" encoding»"w:£-S"?>
< s o a p  ; E n v e l o p e  x x n l n s  ; x s i - " h t i t ; p s / / w w w .  w3 - o r g / 2 O O i / X M L S c h e w e - i n s t a n c e "  x r o l n s  : x s d » " h t t p  : /  / w w w , w 3 • o r g / 2  0 0 r ^
Figure. The code of web service built in C# and its interface
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0  Back : .. ,
O pen ReciYf
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Figure. C# web service integrated with WSIHIS
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< W e b M e t h o d ( ) >  _
P u b l i c  F u n c t i o n  G e t A I I A p p o i n t m e n t s O  A s  D a t a S e t
D i m  d a t a A d p  A s  O i e D b . O l e D b D a t a A d a p t e r  =  N e w  O l e D b . O l e D b D a t a A d a p t e r ( " S e l e c t  
P a t i e n t N a m e ,  R e f e r e n c e N u m b e r ,  T e l e p h o n e N u m b e r ,  E m a i l ,  D a t e ,  T i m e  f r o m  
a p p o i n t m e n t " ,  O l e D b C o n n e c t i o n l )
D i m  d s  A s  D a t a S e t  =  N e w  D a t a S e t  
d a t a A d p . F i l l ( d s ,  " a p p o i n t m e n t " )
E n d  F u n c t i o n  __________ _
*• VI» V. I W«*t> vi« * Ml* iu..ott liitc. I it«*t I x (k io i
File. Edit View Favorites Tools Help.
.  .0,122]
; Search Favorites
Add: 1 h t t p  : //localhost/GetAllAppolntments/Get All Appointments. asmx?op=GetAllA^
-  I 1 0  Search 46 blocked Check -  look For Map ■*
Servicel
i;:! 03=0
Click for a complete list of ope
To te s t the operation using the HTTP POST protocol, click the Invoke' button
I I :
SOAP Acbicirxs : "h o o p  : /  /  bempu.r-1 . oxro/G eb Al lA p p o l
T'.htibp s /  /  WWW - w3 . o r g / 2 0 0 .-
Figure. Web service built in Visual Basic and its interface
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a p p o in t i ix - n l [ > ‘> W A b  s , i  VK 4  - ;,\i. l u . o t t  l i i t o i  i i« t  L 6 |>Iu i , i . . .
File Edit View Favorites Tools Help
L :: ' ■ ’ , « -r» ' -
Adcktts http://localhost/stageIIReferChocker/appoiiiLmeiifDS asmx^up—3»LDa a
appointmentDS
C lick f o r  a  c o m p le te  lis t  o f  o p e r a t io n s .
OetData
Method to  g e t th e  d a ta se t  fo r th e  tab le  of appoin tm ents.
To te s t  th e  operation  using th e  HTTP POST protocol, click th e  ‘Invoke* button.
P a ra m e te r  Value
i refer: [3995]  j i
I I n v o k e T l  i
The following is a sam ple  SOAP re q u e s t and re sp o n se . The p l a c e h o ld e r s  shown need  to  be rep laced  with actual v alues.
P O S T  / s t a g e X X R e £ e r C l i e c k e r / a p p o I n t r n e n t D S .  a s m x  H T T P / 1 - 1  
H o s t :  l o c a l h o a t
C o n t e n t —T y p e  : t e x t / x x r i l ;  c h e c e e t —u t £ —8
C o n t e n t - L e n g t h i  X e n g t l i
S O A P  A c t  I o n  : " h t t p  : / / t e i m p u r  1 .  o r g /  G e t  D a t a "
< ? x r n l  v e r r e  I o n »  " 1 . 0 "  e  n o  o  d i n g »  "  u t  £ —8  "  ? >
; < s o a p  : E n v e l o p e  x r o l n s  : x s i » * T h t t p  : / /  w w w . iw3  . o r g / 2 0 0 1 / X H L S c h e m a - i n s t a n c e x z n l n s  z x s d - T T h t t p  : / / w w w .  w 3 . o r o / 2 QO|:,
licyiigifiiBMBiBiligiiBiliiliiBlliBliiilMM
.  • M t,. y - lm « ll.v ... iM ,« .s ill> fw <  h v L l-,../.T P |.o .n t....-,.ltS  - Ml. U ..P I. In .A .iio l K p H iK i -. r
: File :.;Edit;:::;::yiev» |} F a V O f i te 5 i : :T 0 0 ls ; |:H e l ( 3 ;g g : |;g ^
ïWjüSntîr is^http;//localhosystageIIReferChecker/appointmentDS.asmx/GetData ......................... ............................................... .................... ....... ......................... ....... ..........5 1 S  ssi !^
C a . i g l g v l  j v l  ( C  Search -  . g )  @  4 6 b W e d  Check » AutoUnk »  " ~ ,M-;-r-; pQ opH ons '
<?xml version=*1.0" encoding="utf-S“ 7>
-  < O ataS st niriin5='h t tp : / / t e m p u r i .o r g / ">
-  < xs:schem a id=“IMewDataSet” xmtns:="“ xrt-Jri£ ;xs="htlp ://w ivw ,vv3.org /200i/K lv iLS (d-tetna“ xmins;.’Tisdata="t.im :schem as-m icrosoft-
c o m :x m !-m s d a ta ”>
-  <xsielem ent name="IMeivDataSet‘‘ m sdata;!sDataSet=”true" rnsdata;Locale=”en-GB">
-  <xs: complaxType>
-  <xs: choice m axO ccurs= 'unbounded '‘>
-, <xs: elem ent name=”appointm ent">
~ <Sis;cornpie>îType>
-  <xs:sequence>
<xs:elem ent n.ame=*PatIentName" typa=*xs:strlng" miriOccurs="0" />
<xs:elem ent nanne=*ReferenceNumber" type="xs:string“ minOccurs=”0" />
<%s:element namE=“Te!ephoneNum ber" typa=’x s:str in g “ minOccurs="0” />
<xs:elem ent nam e= "E m air type="xs:string“ minOccurs=“0 “ />
<xs;elem ent nam e=”D ate '’ ty p e= "x s :s tr in g ” minOccurs="0" />
<xs:element name="Time“ type="xs:string“ minOccurs="D" />
< /xs:sequence>
< /x s ;ca rn p !e iîT y p e >
</xz:elem ant>
</xs:choice>
</xs:complexType>
</xs;elem ent>
</x5;schema>
-  <dlffgr;diffgram Km!ns;msdat3= " u rn :s c h e m a s -m ic ro s o f t-c a m :K m i-m s d a to “ xm lnsidiffgr="urin:.scl-iBm as-m icrosoft-com :xm J-
d iffg ra m -v l">
-  <New DataSet x!T;!r)s=*">
-  <appointrnent diffgnid=’’a p p o in tm e n t l ' msdata::rovrOrder=“0 “>
<PatisntN3m s>Flnance_Access</PatientNam e>
<ReferencsNum ber>3995</RefsrenceNurnbsr>
<TelephoneNumfaer>01483567721</T6iephoneM um ber>
<Email>financB@surrey.ac.uk</'Ematl>
< D ate > 2 2 /0 9 /2 0 0 S < /O a te >
  :________________________________________________
Done Local Intranet
Figure. The interface of web service linking with the database of Microsoft Access and its
running result
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Checking Appointments
1 N».
j IB L jitsp x  j ;:cK*i-kA]:iE!>:i. £(.i!nf?£i.t. KSixps:; ;i ;;:*?i;<ï<:kBjsj<;i>;i;ïtlmëïilG?âl--i( 
Dat abase, che ckAppo intm ent 1
c l ie  cJcApp o i  n .tB  e
P age_Lo ad Cob j  a c t  s ender, Sys t  em. Event Ar gs
p ro te c te d  System. Web. UI. WebControls. TextBox referT extB ox; 
p ro te c te d  System. Web. "UI. WebControls. Label LabelS; 
p ro te c te d  System. Web. HI. WebControls. HyperLink HyperLinkl:;
p r iv a te  B o c to r ld e n ti£ ie r . D o c to rld e n ti£ i e r  identi£yDoctor=new D o c to r ld e n ti£ ie r . B o c to r ld e n ti£ ie r  C) ; 
p r iv a te  appointmentDS. appointm entrS ga = new appointmentDS. appointmentDS () :
p r iv a te  v o id  Page_Load(object sender. System. EventArgs e)
i£  (! IsPostB ack)
i  £ (! i d en ti £yDoctor. i d en ti £yDoctors (Us er. I  dent i ty . Dame) )
Eesponse. R ed irec t ("P a ti entLogin. aspx") :
}
e se
t r y
//o leD bC onnection l. OpenC) |
/ / d s .  C le a r  () ;
D ataSet ds = ga. GetDataCre£erTextBox. Text) :
Figure. Web form 'Checking Appointments' via Web service lined with Microsoft Access
database and part of its code
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File Edit Mew Favorites Tools Help
td ]  - IS 'search - J ,  Favorites %-
’Aadr*>i* http://localhost/staaonReferChecker/appoirttmentDS_ORL.asmx?op—GetOrlData
V  [  r  =: :• ■ : S e a r c h 46 blocked.
appointmentDS. .ORL
Lookfor Map :
list o f operatic
Method to get the dataset for the table of appointments.
To test the operation using the HTTP POST protocol, click the *1;
Parameter Value 
; sqirefer: -39951
I in ^ v o k e ^  :
©ROSTfS/'SS'ceiîïe'.ITIteïÆ-eirC Ho»tk ; JLooeiXHosc
: : CO o ti e: » t--L e ng t h
veraloti»' 
x »  o » p  î  E  n v e  X o  p  e
SOAP request and response. The placeholders sho 
ri.-c  KeL/ni i.r.l ti-lnrT.TP*-:_ORL . HTTP/ 1
. xt I .n ra /3 n o i/: :x [.:iv Bw3;goç;c^ !■;
Local niT-iiet
: ■ llllf   ........  ll-al.t Wii iu»ult lun-iiii I La| iIuk-i i-JinW
Favorites
msprop:BsseCojumn="TEL.EPHOISJENU(VlBER*' ty p e = "x s :s tr ln g ” m(n0 ccurs="0 " />  
<xs:elemQnt names="DATE" m sprop:OraDbType=:" 1 0 4 -" msprop:BaseColumn=:"DATE" 
type= '‘x s ;s tr in g "  min0 ccurs="0 *' />
<xs:elem ent name="TIlviE" msprop:OrabbTyp©="1 0 4 -” msprop:BaseColumn=”TlME" 
types=“x s :s tr in g "  min0 ccurss=“0 " />
<X3 :slem ent nam e=' REFERENCENUMBER" msprop:OraDbTyp(5=*1 0 4 -"
msprop;Bas»Colurr»n='*REFERENCENUMBER’' ty p e= "xs:s trlng" min0 ccurs="0 " />
</xs: s e q u e n c e r  
</xs:compl©KType>
</xs; e lem ents 
< /xs:choice>
</xs : complexTy pe>
< /xs:elem ent>
< /xs:schem s>
-  <d;ffgr:diffgram xrnlns:rnsdata= **urn :scfiem ais-n iicroscft-com :xm l-m sdota* ' xmJns:diffgr=*urn:scfiemQS- 
m  1 c r  o  s  o ft •'CO m  rx m l •• <J I tt  g res m  V1  " >
-  < N e w D a l;a S e t Krnlrj«5s="">
-  <appointm£5n t d iffg r:id= "appo ln tm en tl"  msdata:rovvOrder='’0 '*>
<PATIENT_ID>2 </PATieNT_ID>
<PATIENTNAME>Flnonœ_ORL</PATTENTNAME>
<EMAIL>flnoce®»surrey.oc.uk</EMAIL>
<TELEPHONENUMBER>0 1 4 -B3 5 S7 7 2 1 </TELEPH0 NENUMBER>
<DATE>2 2 / 0 9 / 2 0 0 S</DATE>
<T1ME>1 4 :0 0 </TIME>
<REFERENCENUMBEP»>3 9 9 5 </REFERENCENUMBER>
</appointm ent>
</N ew D staSet>
</diffgr: diffgram>
< / D a t a S e t >
** Local If Ira ilL
Figure. The interface of web service linking with the database of Oracle and its running result
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C h e c k in g  A p p o in tm e n ts
. FIT
i l l  a s ^ ' i ï  c l v c k A r g . c i n t 'm e i . t . ■^ gKsclâfipqiïïtieatgQlgspij/g^ ilpi^ cll^  clacl^ poi htmi;
^(♦Database, checkAppointment_OEL ig%Fage_LoadCobject sender, System. EventArgs
private Doctorldenti f ie r . Doctorldenti f ie r  i dent i fyD o c t or=new Doctorldenti f ie r . Doctorldenti f ie r  0  ; 
private appointmentDS_OEL. appointmentDS_OBL ga = new appointmentDS_OEL. appointmentDS_OEL() :
private void Page Load (obj e c t sender. System. EventArgs e)
{
i f  (! IsPostBack)
{
i f  (!identifyD octor. identifyD octors (User, Identity . Hame))
{
Response. Redirect ("PatientLogin. aspx") ;
e lse
{
try
//oleDbConnectionl. Open () ;
/ /d s .  C lear () ;
DataSet ds = ga. GetOrlData(referTextBox, Text) ;
//oleD bD ataA dapterl. F i l l  (ds, "appointment") :
Figure. Web form ’Checking Appointments’ via Web service lined with Oracle database and part
of its code
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appointmentDS_SQL
' f o r  a  c o m p le te  lis t  o f o p e ra t ic
OetSQLO^ atai
Method to g e t th e  d a ta se t fo r th e  tab le  of appoin tm ents.
To te s t  th e  operation  using th e  HTTP POST protocol, click th e  'In v o k e ' button.
P a ra m e te r  Value 
: sq irefer: :399S|
( Invoke I ;
The following is a sam ple  SOAP re q u e s t and re sp o n se . The p la c n h o ld e r s  shown
POL3T /o c e i« u I lP r » l ’^»'Cli» .-k •'■c /  o p p o  i  rit.n i-iit PS_f<QL . aeiox  H 'lT P /a .T  
Hu 31 : lo u w ltio a sc
C o n r .e i i . t -T y p e  : c o x t / x m l ;  c l a e r s e t “ u c £ —C<
C n n r  ^ n r  —L.e*nrTT,li : . I f - n r f t T i
O O A P A c jl .  1 r -jn  :  " l i t  r  p  :  /  /  t e i n p i i c  x - n w /
<
Bed to  be replaced with actual vali
z e n c e "  x r . i l n o  : x e c l ’- " h . t t p  : /  /% T .w 3 .o ro /2 0 C J  ^
m tp - Mk î o .oH Ixpivi^r
File Edit Aflew Favorkes Tools
O '- _) .'A !. f. y
 ^ i httpV/lcxalhost/stageIIReferChecker/appolntmentDS_SQL.asmx/GetSQLData
<?xm l v sr s io n = * 1 .0 "  e n c o d in g —"utf-8** ?>
< D a t a S e t  K h tîh S = " h l:t|:};//t« :}m p ru H .h r^ /’'>
-  < x s .* sc h e m a  id = “M e w D o t a S e t *  xP):ns=:"" xrrlr!i:.;rî>=s''h ttp ://w w w ,V if;ï,o rg /î> 1 1 0 1 /X fy ît. .î» « J -» t3 ft
c o m ;x m î~ m s d a tQ '* >
-  < x s : e le m e n t  n 3 m e = " N e w D o t o S o t “ m 5 d 3 t3 :IsD a ta S e t= " tr u e * *  m sd a ta :L o ca ie= * 'en -G B * ‘>
-  < x s :c o m p l8 K T y p e >
-  < x s : c h o ic e  rn a x O ccu rs—• u n b o u n d e d “>
-  < x s:  e le m e n t  n a m e - " o p p o l n t m e n t “>
~ < x s :c o m p le K T y p e >
•• < « s : s e q u e n c e >
< x s : e le m e n t  n a m e = " P a t le n tN a m B “ t y p e = " x s ; s t r în g "  m in O ccu rs= " 0 " ./>
< x s ; e le m e n t  n a r n e = s" R e fe r e n c e N u m b e r *  t y p e = " x s : s t r ln g "  m inO ccurs=s"0" / >  
< x s :  e le m e n t  n e r n e = 'T e I e p h o n e M u m b e r "  ty p e = " x s : s t r in g *  m in O ccu rs= " 0"  / >  
< x s ; e le m e n t  n a m e= * E m a ll"  ty p © = s" x s:strîn g "  m ln O ccu rs= " 0 ” / >
< x s ;  e le m e n t  n a m e ^ 'D a te "  t y p e = " x s : s t r în g "  m ln 0 ccu rs= s" 0 “ / >
< x s :  e le m e n t  n a m e= " T lm e*  t y p e = " x s : s t r ln g "  m in O ccu rs-" 0 "  / >
< /x s :  s e q u e n c e >
< /« s : c o m p ie x T y p e >
< /x s : e l e m e n t >
< /x s 5 c h o ic e >
< /x s :  c o m p le x T  y p e >
< /x 5 5 e le m e n t>
< /x s : 5 c h e m a >
-  < d lffg r :d iffg ra m  x m ln srrn sd a ta
d l f fg r a m -v X * ‘>
— < N e w D a ta S e t  ,x m ln s-" ”>
-  < a p p o in tm e n t  d if fg r : id = " a p p o ln tm © n t l*  m sd a ts :r o v /0 r d e r = " 0 " >
< P a t ie n tN a m e > F in a n c e _ S Q L < /P a t ie m tN a m e >  
< R e fe r e n c e N u m b e r > 3 9 9 5 < /R B fe r e n c e N u m b e r >
< T e le p h o n © N u m b e r > 0 1 4 8 3 5 6 7 7 2 l < / T e l 0 p h o n eN u m b er>
< ü :n 'ta i!> fin an ce< 3> su rrey  .ac.uk< /E :n 'ia il>
< D a t e > 2 2 / 0 9 / 2 0 0 5 < / D a t e >
__________ <Tim ta>  14:D O c/T lrr i0> _______________________________________________
B  Options >
►ch«ma5i-mkTas«)ift-
; s c h e m a s ” m l c r o s o f t - c o m : x r n l - m s d o t a ' '  x m ln s rd if fg r—" u r n i s c i n e m o s - m l c r o s o f t - c o m r K m ! *
*' J  Local intranet ;
Figure. The interface of web service linking with the database of Microsoft SQL Server database
and its running result
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I " ' rzasTi
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clk^ ckApp o i xvtfn e:1. ai.p elk_4-5-fo< GleeclcAkppoiziL. . - SQL^ ms^ae. « s» c itü  oi :^Appc<i-i:s;lîVt
Da-tabase. cKe clcApp o i rttm ent_SQI- ^4* T  age_Lo ad Cob j  act s endear, Sy s t  em. Event Aar gs
par ot acted System. Web. UX. WebC on. tard s. Lab eX LabeX8; 
pro tec ted  System. Web. UI. WebCon.troXs. HyperLirJs HyperLinkl :
p ri vate DoctorXdenti f i  er. DoctorXdenti f i  er i denti £yDoctor=new DoctorXdenti f  i er. DoctorXdentl £i er C) : 
p riv a te  appointmentDS_SQL. appointmentDS_SQL ga = new appointmentDS_SQL. appointmentDS_SQL() :
p riv a te  void Page_Load Coibj ect sender. System. Event Args e)
i £ C ! X sP o s tB ack)
{
i £ C!i denti £yDoctor. i denti £yDoctors CUser.Xdenti ty. Eeme))
Response. Redirect C^Pati entLogin. aspat"? ;
/ / d  elïbCoxi-necti o n l . Open O :
/ / d s .  C X e a r  O  :
DataSet ds = ga. GetSQLData CreferTeactBox. Teact) ;
/ / o X e D b D a t a ^ * d a p t e i - Î  . F i X X  C d s ,  ^ a p p o i z x  tm e x i l '^ ^  ; -
Figure 5.36. Web form 'Checking Appointments' via Web service lined with Microsoft SQL
server database and part of its code
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Appendix V -  Emails with Chris Daniel and Craig 
Donovan
Emails from Chris Daniel
From: Daniel Chris 
Sent: 29 June 2005 14:19
Subject: Paperless records system in the NHS 
Hi Wei
thanks for you phone message - the IT system being developed for the NHS used to 
be called CRS - Care Records System, but has now changed its name to (1 think its is 
Access to Health’ or some similar name).
As it has been delayed for about a year no further work is currently being done on 
it. We have an IT consultant called Craig Donovan who works for Perot Systems, one 
of the group of companies that is designing the system for the NHS and has visited us 
many times to help us plan what information we need. Your student could contact
or phonel
The person at Queen Mary's to contact is Sandra Harper
1 hope this is helpful 
Regards 
Chris
Chris
Sent: 30 June 2005 12:22 
To: Xu W Dr (Fluids & Systems)
Subject: RE: Paperless records system in the NHS
Wei
I'll send Craig Donovan a message to ask if he is able to provide the information. 
Chris
Communication between me and Craig via emails
 Original Message----
From:
Sent: 04 July 2005 18:43 
To: Donovan, Craig
Subject: Enquiring the IT system of NHS 
Dear Craig Donovan:
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My name is Jing Kai Zhang. I, as PhD student, am studying in Centre for Biomedical 
Engineering in the University of Surrey. My supervisors are Dr. Wei Xu and Dr. 
David Ewins. My research direction is focused on the field of Telemedicine. 
Regarding the literature review about the Telemedicine, I proposed a Healthcare 
Information System, named as Internet-based Integrated Healthcare Information 
System (WSIHIS), and have built up a system model for the future assessment. 
WSIHIS is proposed to have an insight into a better solution for the issue of system 
and language interoperability, and achieve stable data transmission and 
communication between patients and all relevant medical staff via the Internet. 
Furthermore, WSIHIS is also attempted to increase patients’ involvement and 
interaction with the system. The proposed system is based on the background of the 
project of Osseointegration in U.K.
In order to have an overall knowledge about the IT system of NHS, I really need a 
relevant expert in this field to help me gain and complement it. As the result, Mr. 
Daniel Chris recommended you to me. As the brief introduction firom Chris 
concerning you and current IT system of NHS, I know that you are an expert in this 
field and the IT system for NHS at the moment is called Access to Health' (it was 
named as CRS - Care Records System), however I hope to have more details about it. 
So could you be kind to teach me some knowledge I desire to know if you are able to 
find some spare time? If you don’t mind, can I start this talk with couples of questions 
concerning the IT System (Access to Health)?
1. Is current IT system of NHS based on the network? If so, is it based on LAN 
or WAN or other network mechanisms?
2. If the system is based on the network, how is data transmitted or exchanged 
between entities?
3. Are there any means for data security?
4. Does the system have any solutions for the interoperability problem, which 
comprises of system interoperability, language interoperability and standard 
interoperability?
5. Are patients directly involved with the system? Or in other words, whether 
patients would have the right to use part of functions of the system?
Sorry for any inconvenience to you!
Best regards,
Jing
Craig
Sent: 05/07/2005 09:40
To: Zhang JK Mr (PG/R - Fluids & Systems)
Subject: RE: Enquiry about NHS IT system
Hi Jing
Thanks for your email. I will try to answer your questions and give you some 
information - but I have to do this early next week. I hope you can wait until then.
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Regards
Craig
Craig Donovan
Clinical Transformation Implementation Consultant
Capital Care Alliance
perotsystems
Care Record Service Project
From: J.Zhang |
Sent: 19 July 2005 12:20 
To: Donovan, Craig 
Subject: Enquiry about NHS IT system 
Dear Craig Donovan:
Thanks so much for the web link you gave me in your last email! I have explored 
most of parts and read lots of documents listed at the section of ‘Media 
Information’. All content firom media information section is helpful, which enables 
me to have an overall idea concerning National programme for Information 
Technology. Nevertheless, I just wonder whether National programme for 
Information Technology is going to be the major IT system for NHS in future? As I 
know, this programme is still at a very beginning stage although NHS got lots of 
supports firom some strong organisations (e.g. Microsoft). However, I didn’t find all 
answers for all those questions in my last email for you since most documents firom 
the website are very general talking (less technical stuff). So, can I bother you to help 
me figure out those questions firom your professional view of point if it is possible? If 
you can do so, it would be very helpful and important for successfully pursuing my 
PhD. I really appreciate your great help and valuable time taken for me!
In case, I attached my questions with this email in the following:
1. Is current IT system of NHS based on the network? If so, is it based on LAN 
or WAN or other network mechanisms?
2. If the system is based on the network, how is data transmitted or exchanged 
between entities?
3. Are there any means for data security?
4. Does the system have any solutions for the interoperability problem, which 
comprises of system interoperability, language interoperability and standard 
interoperability?
5. Are patients directly involved with the system? Or in other words, whether 
patients would have the right to use part of functions of the system?
Sincerely yours,
Jing kai zhang
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Donovan, Craig 
Sent: 19/07/2005 13:22 
To: Zhang JK Mr (PG/R - Fluids & Systems)
Subject: RE: Enquiry about NHS IT system 
Hi Jing
As best I can, I have written the answers to your questions below - but please 
remember that I am not an IT consultant (not a technical consultant). I hope these 
comments help. Please remember that these are my current understandings and may 
not be accurate, but just what I have understood.
You may want to ask a more technical person for answers to the technical questions. 
Perhaps contact Connecting for Health may be the best option.
Kind regards
Craig
Craig Donovan
Clinical Transformation Implementation Consultant
Capital Care Alliance
perotsystems
Care Record Service Project
From: J.Zhang 
Sent: 19 July 2005 12:20 
To: Donovan, Craig 
Subject: Enquiry about NHS IT system 
Dear Craig Donovan:
Thanks so much for the web link you gave me in your last email! I have explored 
most of parts and read lots of documents listed at the section of ‘Media 
Information’. All content from media information section is helpful, which enables 
me to have an overall idea concerning National programme for Information 
Technology. Nevertheless, I just wonder whether National programme for 
Information Technology is going to be the major IT system for NHS in future? As I 
know, this programme is still at a very beginning stage although NHS got lots of 
supports from some strong organisations (e.g. Microsoft). However, I didn’t find all 
answers for all those questions in my last email for you since most documents from 
the website are very general talking (less technical stuff). So, can I bother you to help 
me figure out those questions from your professional view of point if it is possible? If 
you can do so, it would be very helpful and important for successfully pursuing my 
PhD. I really appreciate your great help and valuable time taken for me!
In case, I attached my questions with this email in the following:
1. Is current IT system of NHS based on the network? If so, is it based on LAN or 
WAN or other network mechanisms? The goal is that the Care Record Service
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(electronic patient medical records) will be centrally hosted on a server, accessible to 
all relevant users (after they have had security checks for access to these records). 
Therefore I guess it is a WAN. It is also backed up on a simultaneous redundant 
server. There are other programmes (other than the Care Record Service) that form 
the National Programmes for IT. These are Choose and Book; electronic transfer of 
prescriptions; the spine; N3 etc...
2. If the system is based on the network, how is data transmitted or exchanged 
between entities? Data is exchanged via a central database called "The Spine" which 
holds infonnation to check the user's legitimate relationship with the patient (so that 
the user has the right to see the patient information) - it is based on the Role Based 
Access Controls (RBAC). It uses the New NHS Network (N3) which is basically 
broadband for the NHS (a closed network).
3. Are there any means for data security? Yes - legitimate relationship service and 
RBAC.
4. Does the system have any solutions for the interoperability problem, which 
comprises of system interoperability, language interoperability and standard 
interoperability? There are solutions using middleware (an integration engine) which 
conforms to the required standards of messaging between systems using a version of 
XML.
5. Are patients directly involved with the system? Or in other words, whether patients 
would have the right to use part of functions of the system? The government has said 
that the patients will have access to their medical records (but this is likely to be more 
in the future then just now).
Sincerely yours,
Jing kai zhang ■
J.Zhang 
Sent: 20 July 2005 14:11 
To: Donovan, Craig
Subject: RE: Enquiry about NHS IT system 
Dear Craig:
I really appreciate your comments that would be a big contribution to my PhD project! 
Furthermore, do you think if it is possible for me to have the access to some of 
systems developed under NPfIT, e.g. Care Record Service Project, Electronic 
Transmission of Prescriptions (ETP), etc. since it could enable me to have a further 
understanding concerning NPfIT? I know I may cause lots of inconvenience to you; 
nevertheless I am really intrigued in them because of my PhD project 
(telemedicine). If you don't mind, I hope we can keep in touch!
Thank you very much indeed!
Jing
From: Donovan, Craig |
Sent: 20/07/2005 15:40
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To: Zhang JK Mr (PG/R - Fluids & Systems)
Subject: RE: Enquiry about NHS IT system
It is too early in the project to have access to Üie systems. Some are still in pilot phase 
of development, others have only limited deployments to a few hospitals. It would be 
best to stay in touch with Connecting for Health (NPfIT) or to ask your local hospital / 
doctor etc to see their systems.
Thanks
Craig
Craig Donovan
Clinical Transformation Implementation Consultant
Capital Care Alliance
perotsystems
Care Record Service Project
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Appendix VI -  Publications
In this section, some selected papers I published to conferences and the journal are 
attached.
Conference Papers
1. Xu, W., Zhang, J.K., D. Ewins and K.C. Liu. An Internet-Based Integrated Health 
Care Information System, in International Conference on IEEE E-he@lth in Common 
Europe. 2003. Krakow, Poland.
Full paper is attached at the next page.
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Index of abbreviation
List of abbreviation
HIS -  Healthcare Information System
WSIHIS -  Internet-based Integrated HIS
DICOM -  Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine
SEAC -  Standard Eastern Automatic Computer: one of first computers
NASA -  National Aeronautic and Space Administration
MYCIN -  the system for computer-based medical consultation
ATS -  Applications Technology Satellite: the first 3-axis stabilized geosynchronous
communications satellite
HSC -  Health Sciences Centre
HCFA -  Health Care Financing Administration
IE -  Intermediate Language
XML -  Extensible Markup Language
CORBA -  Common Object Request Broker Architecture
DCOM -  Distributed Component Object Model
MRN -  Medical Record Number
BHS -  Baptist Health System of South Florida
HIS A -  Healthcare Information System Architecture
OSI -  Open Systems Interconnection
I-ORB -  Intelligent Object Request Broker
GCS -  Generic Common Services
HCS -  Healthcare Common Services
DHE -  Distributed Healthcare Environment
ECG -  ElectroCardioGram
RMI -  Remote Method Invocation
I-EHR -  Integrated Electronic Health Record
HII -  Health Improvement Institute
SQL -  Structured Query Languages
ODBC -  Open Data Base Connectivity
HRS -  Health and Retirement Study
GUI -  Graphical User Interface
FIDS -  Patient Identification Specification/Standard
MITIS -  World Wide Web (WWW) -  based medical system
LAN - Local Area Network
PACS -  picture archiving and communication system
PPP -  Point-to-Point Protocol
PSTN -  Public Switched Telephone Network
ISDN -  Integrated Service Digital Network
ISAPI -  Internet Server Application Program Interface
ASP -  Active Server Pages j.
RDBMS -  Relational Database Management System 
ADO -  Active Data Objects
NpfIT -  National Programme for Information Technology 
RBAC -  Role Based Access Controls 
SSL -  Secure Socket Layer
CERN -  Conseil Européen pour le Recherche Nucléaire 
FTP -  File Transfer Protocol 
URL -  Uniform Resource Locator 
TCP -  Transmission Control Protocol
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Index of abbreviation
IP -  Internet Protocol
DOD -  Department of Defense
UDP -  User Datagram Protocol
TBMCS -  Theatre Battle Management Core System
DBMS -  Database Management System
MSDTC -  Microsoft Distributed Transaction Coordinator
COM+ -  Component-Oriented Middle-tier infrastructure
CLR -  Common Language Runtime
ISA -  Internet Security and Acceleration
HTTP -  Hypertext Transfer Protocol
ADO -  Active Data Objects
SOAP -  Simple Object Access Protocol
UDDI -  Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration
WSDL -  Web Service Description Language
API -  Application Program Interface
NLBS -  Network Loading Balance Services),
MSIL -  Microsoft Intermediate Language
EJB -  Enterprise Java Beans
MTS -  Microsoft Transaction Server
JDBC -  Java Database Connectivity
HOP -  Internet Inter-ORB Protocol
IIS -  Internet Information Services
ECMA -  European computer Manufacturer’s Association
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